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Abstract 

 

Despite the flourishing movement of translation in the Arab world 

throughout the 20th century, few studies, if any, were produced, as hoc, on 

criticism and evaluation of such translations. 

Among these translations, the translation of Edward W. Said's Orientalism 

deserves special attention: it was translated into 36 languages including 

Arabic. The Arabic translation by the famous poet, critic and translator, 

Kamal Abu-Dib, was reprinted many times after its first edition in 1981. 

yet, concern was shown regarding some problems in the translation of this 

excellent work by some readers and translators. 

 

Drawing on the progress, achieved in the last few decades, in linguistics 

studies, especially in text-linguistics and related studies in translation, this 

study aims to ascertain salient problems in the Arabic translation of 

Orientalism, on the graphical, lexical, syntactic, semantic and pragmatic 

levels, and to suggest solutions where possible. 

 

The study will also investigate the consistency of the methodology adopted 

by the translator, evaluated the translation, and give recommendations that 

may benefit new Arabic editions of the book and Arabic translation, in 

general. 
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Introduction 

It can be said quite reasonably that Edward Said's Orientalism is the most 

revealing work on the nature of the relationship between the Western 

culture and Western imperialism in the Arab world during the last three 

centuries. The main theses of the book, concerning Orientalism in its 

imaginative, academic and dominative forms, are: 

• The 'Orient' was a European invention; Europe built its self-image in 

contrast with the image it had of the East in itself. 

• The East was considered essentially inactive, irrational and 

incapable of governing itself. 

• Orientalism – a consistent, self–sustained, growing discourse – 

played an important role in justifying and consolidating Western 

imperialism in the East. 

It was no surprise that Orientalism with such a revealing thought and its 

author, being of Palestinian Arab origin, were met with ferocious hostility, 

disguised in the form of critique, by advocates of imperialism and anti-

Arab feelings (e.g. Bernard Lewis); the surprise was that the revelations of 

Said were not met with due consideration by Arab academics and Arabic 

academic institutions, let alone becoming part and parcel of the political 

consciousness of these academics and institutions. 

Orientalism was translated in no less than 35 languages, including Arabic. 

The only Arabic translation of the book is that of the well-known critic and 

writer Kamal Abu-Dīb . Undoubtedly, the Arabic translation is more 

faithful than some other translations, but it was criticized for not being 
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eloquent ( ��	
�, 1991) and for being inexact ( ��	�, 2004); moreover, no 

revised edition of the translation has been issued until now; the sixth 

impression (2003) is identical with the original edition (1981), with the 

same errata and misprints! 

The way Said wrote, as witnessed by the translator himself, in his 

Orientalism in particular, is characterized by: sophistication of thought, 

complexity of style, and novelty of terms and expressions. The translator, 

possibly because of his belonging to the structuralists, the method he 

applied in analyzing some Arabic poems in his book ����	� ا���	�ء وا����	�   " "  

(Abu-Dīb ,1979), spared no effort to imitate the source-text (ST) 

structurally; this is clearly seen even in the first paragraph of the target-text 

(TT), in a way, he called "exploding the structures of Arabic" (��		�, 

2003:10). In practice, he sometimes succeeded but at others, he did not, 

where understanding the TT put great demands on the Arabic readership. 

The main aim of this study is to explore the difficulties in the TT different 

linguistic dimensions, that make Arabic readers’ efforts in understanding 

the text or the message it was written to convey neither efficient nor 

effective; these dimensions are:  

1) The graphic dimension. 

2) The word dimension. 

3) The syntactic dimension. 

4) The semantic dimension. 

5) The pragmatic dimension. 
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6) The inconsistency dimension. 

For each of the five dimensions of comparison, the study gives, first, a 

theoretical introduction defining the terms used and the topic studied, 

followed by possible expected non-equivalences, then a table with a 

sample of comparisons between linguistic units in ST and TT showing 

non-equivalence in the given dimension, and lastly conclusions drawn from 

the tables or the more general tables given in the appendixes. 

I singled out as a special dimension which is the process of inventing and 

applying neologisms by the translator throughout the TT, I trace Abu-Dīb’s 

neologisms which may sometimes lead to inconsistencies, and I compare 

them with those employed by Abu-Dīb  in his later translation of Culture 

and Imperialism in 1995. 

As for the utilized resources, the study benefited from: text – linguistics 

(Beaugrande and Dressler) in analyzing texts, Basil Hatim, Peter Newmark 

and other scholars in general translation studies; Anani, Beeston and others 

in defining problems in translating from English into Arabic and vice 

versa. Lastly, I refer to the French translation of Orientalism, 

encyclopedias, dictionaries of translation and linguistics and general 

dictionaries, the internet, and many other sources of knowledge in 

attempting to onvestigate the message of specific structures in the target 

text. 

Historical Background  

Two schools of Arabic translation flourished in the Abbasid period, 

especially during the reign of al-Ma?mūn (786-833 A.D.): one was that of 

Yahya Ibn-ul-Biţrik which may be dubbed literal and the other 
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predominant one of ħunain Ibn-Isħāk which was more concerned with the 

meaning of the text ( �#��$	%ت.د ,ا�. ); ħunain wrote two works on translation 

from Greek into Arabic: Risala Ila Ali Ibn-Yaħya and Iħkam AL-Iςrab ςla 

Madhab Al-Yunaniyyeen; his views on translation may be summarized 

according to ( اوي�	2000 ,ا��ی) in the following: giving regard to the meaning 

and content of source text; respecting the spirit and syntax of the target 

language; paying attention to metaphors and idiomatic expressions; 

rereading the target text in itself for refinement purposes; and inventing 

Arabic neologisms for foreign technical terms. 

The issue of literal or free translation, together with other dichotomies of 

philosophical nature, like translatability or intranslatability of certain texts, 

and the nature of translation being a science or an art, dominated 

translation studies since the Renaissance and until the 20th century, without 

achieving real progress in the theory or practice of translation. Examples of 

this scientific trend of translation may be found in the rules given by Abu-

Dīb  in his introduction for the formation of correspondence to certain 

English word forms, e.g. scientisim → ّی�-
�.. 

In the first three or four decades of the twentieth century, writings on 

translation, though abundant, were limited to discussions of literary 

translation, but translation studies, theoretical or applied, progressed, by 

leaps and bounds in the following decades, due to many factors of different 

nature including: studies related to translating the Bible into many 

languages in the 1960s, the administrative need for translation in countries 

like Canada, the emergence of machine translation, and the great advances 

in linguistics and other disciplines related to translation. 
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The main contribution of text linguistics, in the second half of the twentieth 

century and at present, is defining and solving problems of translation in 

the syntactic, semantic and pragmatic levels, but the newly emerging 

studies of culture in translation are also giving their own contribution by 

making manifest many ideological and social connections that were kept in 

the dark for a long time before. The share of Edward Said in theses cultural 

contributions is undeniable and his criticism is considered an indispensable 

part of modern cultural criticism as manifested in Orientalism; The Word, 

The Text and The Critic; and his other writings. 

In the nineteenth  century and the first half of the twentieth century, the 

main trend in Arabic translation was free translation, especially of foreign 

literary texts, as manifested in translations of French novels by Al-

Manfalouţi and others; in the latter half of the twentieth century translation 

types were varied depending on text-types and translators, but they may be 

generally distinguished from earlier translations by using Standard Modern 

Arabic more freely than earlier ones which adhered to a large extent to 

Classical Arabic. 

Theoretical Paradigms 

Equivalence of aspects (semantic, syntactic, etc) in the ST with 

corresponding aspects in the TT was crucial to the formulation of many 

definitions of translation: 

A) Formal equivalence 

Formal equivalence involves adhering closely to the linguistic form of the 

source text. Nida and Taber (1982: 201, 202) describe formal equivalence 

as one "in which the features of the ST have been mechanically reproduced 
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in the receptor language", which may lead to distortion of the grammatical 

and stylistic patterns of the receptor language, and is often in need of 

including explanatory notes to help the target reader. 

Definition (1): Catford (1965:1) defined translation as "an operation 

performed on languages: a process of substituting a text in one language 

for a text in another." 

B) Dynamic equivalence 

In dynamic equivalence, "the message of the original text has been so 

transported into the receptor language that the response of the receptor is 

essentially like that of the original receptor." (Nida and Taber, 1982:200). 

Definition (2): Translating, according to Nida and Taber, consists in 

reproducing in the receptor language the closest natural equivalent of the 

source – language message, firstly in terms of meaning and secondly in 

terms of style" (Nida and Taber, 1982: 12). 

This method of translation involves certain adjustments like ironing out 

structural differences, establishing semantic harmony, adding or taking 

away information, etc. (Hatim, 2001). 

C) Pragmatic equivalence 

Koller (1989) insists on a wide-ranging type of equivalence: denotative, 

connotative, text-normative, pragmatic and formal–aesthetic equivalence, 

and gives the following definition of translation (1995: 196) 

Definition (3): The result of a text-processing activity, by means of which a 

source–language text is transposed into a target–language text. Between the 
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resultant text in L2 (the target–language text) and the source text in L1 (the 

source–language text) there exists a relationship, which can be designated 

as a transnational, or equivalence relation. 

D) Text-based equivalence 

Beaugrande (1978) defines equivalence relations in terms of translation 

being a valid representative of the original in the communicative act in 

question, and gives the following basic assumptions regarding the status of 

textuality in translating and in the assessment of translations (1978: 13): 

• The text, and not the individual word or the single sentence is the 

relevant unit for translating. 

• In addition to studying similarities and differences between ST and 

TT, the process of interaction between author, translator and reader should 

be taken into consideration. 

• The interesting factors are not text features in themselves but the 

underlying strategies of language use as manifested in text feature; these 

strategies must be seen in relation to the context of communication. 

• Several sets of strategies signalled within the text guide the act of 

translating: 

- The systemic differences between the SL and TL (e.g. in the area of 

grammar) 

- The type of language use found in an individual text (e.g. in the area 

of register or genre) 
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- The selection of equivalent items within their relevant contexts (e.g. 

denotative or connotative equivalence). 

Definition (4): (Wilss, 1982:112) translated  

أ��-ب یDدي، ا#4BCً� م? #; ا��:� ا�
�? ا�
<�-ب، إ�7 #; �8 ا��:� ا�
	$�9��8 .�	7 أآ%	5 4	�ر                    "

�ب ا��		�م ��I		-ا�H ا��5اآ�%�		� وا����G		� وا�F		�-ب��          ��		�Gا K�5		�
م		? ا��<		�D8 وه		- ی��C		L م		? ا�

��NFا ;Iّ�� ��OIت�� ا��
Qب�-ض1999:32 ,". (وا�%5ا(  

The nearest definition to the purpose of this study is that of Wilss, which 

stresses the importance of syntactic, semantic and pragmatic (and stylistic) 

equivalences between ST and TT. 

The above given definitions of translations are source–text oriented 

definitions, in that they expect certain ST features to be present in the TT. 

We find the most extreme example of them in "Foreignization': a term 

given by Venuti (1995) to denote the type of translation in which a TT 

deliberately breaks target conventions by retaining something of the 

foreignness of the original. Venuti sees in this a kind of rectification of the 

'injustice' done in subjugating ST to English cultural and linguistic norms. 

(Shuttleworth, 1999) 

A new trend in translation studies is trying to underestimate the role of 

equivalence – between specific features of ST and corresponding ones in 

TT in translation, labelling 'old' definitions of translation prescriptive, and 

advocating descriptive, text–oriented definition such types include: 

Translation as a Metatext (Popovič, 1976); translation as Rewriting 

(Lefevere, 1992), (Bassnet and Lefevere, 1990); translation as a 
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Polysystem (Toury, 1985); translation as a Skopos act (Nord, 1991a); 

(Vermeer, 1989). 

There are many different typologies of translations; one of the most 

commonly used is that of Newmark (1988) containing the seven following 

types: 

1) Word-for-word translation: The SL word order is preserved, words 

are translated by their most common meanings and cultural words are 

translated literally. For example; in “since nowhere does Hamady cite 

generally available evidence for her observations.” (Said, 2003:310) is 

translated by Abu-Dīb  as " ول�I�

�دي G ت�Y%� �8 أي م<�ن أد�� .�م� 54ی%� ا�H أن Zذ�

." ��		�.K مHB\�ت9		�  (��		�, 2003:308) Abu-Dīb  preserved the word order 

“generally available” (modifying adverb, adjective) in his translation "  �	م�.

"54ی%	� ا�
�I	�ول    instead of applying the TL rules of putting the modifying 

adverb after the adjective )م�. ]�).�مً�/ ب�م�/ 54ی%� ا�
��Iول ب- . 

2) Literal translation: The SL grammatical constructions are converted 

to their nearest TL equivalents, and the lexical items are translated out of 

context. e.g., “Sacy later became the teacher of nearly every major 

Orientalist in Europe,” (Said, 2003:83) is translated as "  �	�8
� ب ، ���� _%Nوأ

..."، ت5Yی%	ً� م�	K آ	c م$�	5bق ب	�رز 8	� أوروب	�         ( ��	�, 2003:109). The order subject-

adverbial-verb “Sacy later became” is changed in the TT to verb-subject-

adverbial "، ��8
� ب ، ���� _%Nأ" . 

3) Faithful translation: It attempts to reproduce the precise contextual 

meaning of the SL text within the constraints of the TL grammatical 

structures, preserving the SL grammatical and lexical abnormalities and 

transferring cultural words. e.g., “the Biblical imagery of death, rebirth, 
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and redemption is evident in this prescription.” (Said, 2003:115) is 

translated as "        �	ر ا�<��ب�-O	ح ا�-	f-5ز ب	ت% �	��B
	-ت، وا�	-Gدة   * و8	� ه	gh ا�-N	�� ا���

." ة، وا��	Bص ا���ی	�   ( ��	�, 2003:139); Abu-Dīb  succeeds in transferring the 

cultural word “Biblical” by giving "ا�<��ب��"  as an equivalent. 

4) Semantic translation: It attempts, like faithful translation, to 

reproduce the precise contextual meaning of the author, within the bare 

syntactic and semantic constraints of the TL, but it is more flexible, and it 

takes more account of the aesthetic value of the SL text, and cultural words 

may be replaced by culturally neutral terms. It takes pains to render the 

author's original thought processes than to appropriate the ST for the target 

setting; a semantic translation will treat the original words as sacred, as 

well as other contexts, where the language of ST is as important as the 

content (Shuttleworth, 1999). In general, Abu-Dīb  can be classified as a 

literal and faithful translator and not semantic or communicative translator. 

5) Communicative translation: The translator attempts to produce the 

same effect on the TL readers as was produced by the original on the SL 

readers (Newmark, 1988: 22). Emphasis is put on "conveying the message 

of the original in a form which conforms to the linguistic, cultural and 

pragmatic conventions of the TL" (Shuttleworth, 1999). The translator may 

smooth over irregularities of style, remove ambiguities, and even correct 

the author's factual errors. 

6) Adaptation: This is the freest type of translation; considerable 

changes are made to make the text more suitable for a specific audience: 

the text is re-written. 
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Text – types and Translation 

Despite the problems facing the investigation of the relationship between 

text-types and translation, including the multiplicity of typology of texts 

and the possibility of difference in text-types between ST and TT, yet such 

a relationship does exist; the ST and the TT are governed by the general 

relationship of intertextuality among texts. 

One typology of texts as actual systems (Beaugrande, 1981: 35, 184) gives 

the following three types:  

(i) Narrative texts, i.e. those texts that would be utilized to arrange actions 

and events in a particular sequential order; these exist in the form of 

quotations given as examples of the imaginative form of Orientalism by 

Flaubert, Nerval, Lane, and other travelers and tourists, as a means to 

support Said’s argument, and; 

(ii) Descriptive texts, i.e. those texts that would be utilized to enrich 

knowledge spaces whose control centers are objects or situations, examples 

of which are found in the same places mentioned in the narrative texts. 

(iii) Argumentative texts, i.e. those texts that would be utilized to promote 

the acceptance or evaluation of certain beliefs or ideas as true versus false, 

or positive versus negative. The argumentative text treatment is the most 

relevant to our study since Orientalism belongs mostly to this type. These 

include the arguments and propositions given by Said himself and also 

those given in the Orientalist discourse told by Orientalist scholars, writers 

and novelists. 

Argumentative texts usually involve conceptual relations like reason, 

volition, value and opposition, and their surface text often manifests 
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cohesive devices for emphasis and insistence like recurrence and 

paraphrase, cleft sentences; vocabulary also has to be highly emotive. 

(Beaugrande, 1981). e.g.,  

“To look for a conscious, fair, and explicit judgment by Lewis of the Islam 

which he has treated as he has treated it is to look in vain. He prefers to 

work, as we have seen, by suggestion and insinuation. One suspects, 

however, that he is unaware of doing this (except perhaps with regard to 

“political” matters like pro-Zionism, anti-Arab nationalism, and strident 

Cold-Warriorism), since he would be certain to say that the whole history 

of Orientalism, of whom he is the beneficiary, has made these insinuations 

and hypotheses into indisputable truths”. (Said, 2003:320). 

أن #%o		. n		>H ?		K واٍع ، .		�دل ، وN		5ی_ ��		-ی� .		? ا�G		Bم ا�		hي .���		[ ب��5CیY		� ا��		� ب9		�    "


c ، آ
	� رأیI	� ، ب�Gیo	�ء واGش	�رة ا�:	�مqة               . .���[ ، ه- أن #%no دون ��وى        . 98- ی�cs أن ی


		c ه		-   (ب�		� أن ا�
		5ء ی		Zb 8		� أ#		[ ی�		c ذ�		Z .		? و.		�         �oء م�It�		? <ب��		[ م		ی�  >م-�4�s		Yا�

إذ أ#	[   ) مct تwی��  ا��9O-#�� ، وم�داةا�Y-م��ا�5ب�� ، وا�5وح ا���مo�� �o	5ب ا�%	�ردة            "�ا�$����"

	c ه	gh اGش	�رات              ���Y-ل دون شZ إن ت�ری} ا��G	5bاق بwآ
�	[ ، ا�	hي ه	- م��	zٍ وارٌث �	[ ، 4	� 

��ال �9�8  G z|�YH ت��f5ة وا��q2003:317 ,. ا�:�م)���( 

Literal translation is appropriate for the most detached or non-evaluative 

texts e.g. legal texts, but for evaluative and emotive texts like the 

argumentative texts things become different and literal translation may not 

satisfy the convincing and persuasive nature of such texts (Hatim, 1997). 

Translation evaluation (TE) has long been a very subjective exercise, and 

only recently with the FIT (Federation Internationale Traduction) 

(International Federation of Translation) congress (1959) did we hear calls 

for quality, objective criteria and systematic methods to be used in 

translation evaluation. 
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Traditionally, the commonest and most basic notion used in (TE) was 

fidelity or faithfulness: a faithful translation is one which bears strong 

resemblance to its ST either in its literal adherence to source meaning or in 

its successful communication of the spirit of the ST. More recently, fidelity 

has been replaced by 'equivalence' and other methodologies. 

Whatever the methodology used, the aim of (TE) is to judge a translation, 

to discuss its merits and demerits, and sometimes to propose solutions. 

Hence, problems and errors, as assessment criteria in translation will be 

identified and duly discussed. These categories are very diverse, and are of 

differing degrees of usefulness and levels of analysis; yet, there is still no 

operative model of analysis for translation evaluation that is capable of 

bringing together textual, contextual and functionalist criteria, and that has 

been sufficiently validated by empirical experimental research. This study 

though concentrating on the first four proposals (technical, dynamic, 

situational, contextual proposal) for evaluation may benefit from any other 

proposal for translation evaluation. 

Abu-Dīb 's Methodology in Translating Orientalism 

Abu-Dīb  considers translation an arena of conflict between two cultures: 

invaded Arabic culture and an invading foreign culture; some translators 

choose the easiest way and introduce foreign terms into the (TT) without 

hesitation, while others (like Abu-Dīb ) prefer to fight and only grudgingly 

consent to such an attitude. Abu-Dīb  quotes Said in support of his 

revivification of some traditional Arabic terms, considering this a 

language-internal sort of resistance against the invasion (���, 2004). 

The principles and rules adopted by Abu-Dīb  in translation, were given in 

the translated text of Orientalism and repeated verbatim in (���, 2004): 
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(i) The relationship between Arabic language and Arabic culture is not 

sound; not only should culture be changed but language also for the benefit 

of both. This change which he names revolution or explosion (possibly 

Adonesian terminology) should take place in both surface and deep 

structures encompassing all language levels: phonetic, morphologic, 

syntactic, etc. 

Abu-Dīb  considers translation as having two main dimensions: 

a) Complete assimilation of the (ST), grasping all of its structural 

features (not being satisfied with the message of the text). 

b) Representing the (ST) with maximal realization of those features. 

This definition of (or restrictions on) translation seems more inclined 

towards literal translation than free translation as represented in the scales 

of procedures of translation by Darbelnet and Vinay ( -ض	2002 ,ب�). Abu-

Dīb  rejects the usual translation methods that adapt the structures of the 

(ST) to those of the (TT), and proposes the opposite; i.e. exploding the 

(TT) to make it suit the structures of the language of the (ٍٍٍST). 

(ii) Problems / Difficulties of Translation: 

Abu-Dīb  gives four kinds of problems facing those who try to fulfill the 

requirements of (his) required translation, regarding terminology: 

(i) potential of the target language to give for a word (or rank – for – 

rank, in general) a corresponding word that has the properties of accuracy, 

conciseness, consistency (in different contexts) and density of relationships 

with other words, e.g. →   �	.ذG �	4م��ر is semantically accurate but lacks 

conciseness. 
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(ii) Liability to take different morphological forms e.g. irony, ironic, 

ironical, etc. 

(iii) Finding correspondents for the many different affixes in English 

words e.g. " �	ِوّی"  is suggested as a corresponding suffix for istic – scientistic 


-ّي، .�
-ّی��.  

(iv) Recurrent constant expressions e.g. say, as it were →     ،ل-	Y? ا�	م ]	�ب-

 c	YI�. The inclination of Abu-Dīb  to the literal approach in translation, 

underpinned by his structural convictions, and his over-ambitious goals in 

that direction are expected to be at the expense of the eloquence )��B�(  and 

easiness of comprehension by Arab readership. Such a state of affairs is 

expected to affect negatively the various linguistic dimensions; this study 

will try to validate this proposition, by manifesting cases of translation 

inappropriateness on different levels, interpreting the results and providing 

alternative forms whenever possible. 

In the first chapter, I deal with the graphic dimension centered around the 

graphemes in Arabic: the letters, punctuation marks, proper noun 

transliteration and other devices used in writing, including those specified 

by the translator in the index of the translated text with the most prominent 

graphic problems which I encountered in the TT and the conclusions drawn 

from the data related to these problems. 

The second chapter deals with a special denotation “of the word” i.e. 

regional use or special terminology adopted by the author contrasted with 

the common standard terms used in contemporary Arabic. I also study 

words that are considered as errors from the view point of Classical Arabic 

and words with morphemic deviations. The conclusions in this dimension 
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are restricted to those three problems according to the examples 

encountered. 

The third chapter treats the syntactic dimension drawing the differences 

between Arabic and English as reflected in the build up of the two 

languages as well as the grammatical study of both languages. Syntactic 

errors were found in the different grammatical levels: the word, the phrase, 

the clause, the sentence and the paragraph. The adherence of the translator 

to rank-bound translation was a major cause of the lack of cohesion in the 

text. 

The fourth chapter treats the semantic dimension with a special attention to 

the two types of meaning: denotation and connotation. The main problems 

discussed in this chapter are ellipses that are detrimental to the meaning, 

incorrect translation whether in word connotation or denotation and the 

inexact rendering of foreign words. 

The fifth chapter was limited to four aspects of pragmatic difference: 

intention, hedging, stress and implicature as reflected in negligence of 

giving explanations to proper names where such explanations are relevant 

to proper understanding of the text. 

The second chapter treats also inconsistency in a particular sense: 

indeterminacy in choosing a word that corresponds to a word in the ST. 

The indeterminacy is reflected in using different words in similar contexts. 

I cite my examples from three sources: the index of Orientalism, Culture 

and Imperialism and the translated text itself. 
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Before going on to the detailed study of each of the five dimensions, I 

would like to note that the division was not exclusive, and, in fact, there 

were cases where deviations in more than one dimension co-occurred; this 

overlapping was more common between the semantic dimension and other 

dimensions, but it may be present between any two of the five dimensions. 
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Chapter One 

The Graphic Dimension 
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Introduction 

Texts are generally presented in the written form, which makes it 

imperative to utilize all writing devices and means to make the written text 

as clear and as free from ambiguities as possible. This is more true of the 

Arabic text, which suffers from many deficiencies e.g. lacking the short 

vowel signs ( ُِ  َ ). This may cause serious problems in understanding the 

text, especially when its subject matter is not easy to understand, which is 

the case in the text of our study. 

The notion of the grapheme is very useful in this part of our study, and 

worthy of a brief description here, along with its corresponding 

manifestations in Arabic writing. 

The grapheme is defined as "the minimum distinctive unit of the writing 

system of a particular language." (Hartmann and Stork, 1976). The 

grapheme is an abstraction and has the allographs as variants, in the way 

the phoneme has allophones or the morpheme has allomorphs as variants, 

e.g. the grapheme <m> has the allograhps M,m,M and others. 

Graphemes include letters, Chinese ideograms, numerals, punctuation 

marks, and other symbols (Wikipedia). 

 

Arabic Graphemes 

The Arabic list of graphemes contains the following: 

a) The consonants (?,b,...,y)→ )ي... أ،ب،( , including the semivowels 

(w,y) → )ي،و( , (28 elements in all). 

b) The vowels: long fatħa, short fatħa, long đammah, short đammah, 

long Kasrah, short Kasrah (6 elements in all). 
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c) The Shaddah (sign of a doubled letter) ( ّ) 

d) The Maddah (sign of a long fatħah with the hamzah) (~). 

e) The Punctuation Marks. 

f) The comma (،) with a special use given by the translator. 

g) Nunnation (tanwyn) (sign of a short vowel plus /n/). 

 

Graphic Problems  

The following notes appear to have special importance in analyzing the 

text in the graphic dimension: 

a) Differentiation between the two graphemes <أ> (hamzat ul-katς) and 

 This is very important since each of the two .(hamzat ul-waşl) <ا>

graphemes has a different linguistic function. Using one instead of 

the other is one of the most widespread pitfalls in Arabic writing. 

For example, using hamzat ul-katς )أ(  in the formation of the 

imperative of triliteral verbs (in the past) such as  5	\#أ( ) instead of the 

correct form ) 5	\#ا( ; the word ) 5	\#ا(  as an imperative form (means 

see) is pronounced /?wnđur/, while  5	\#أ may be pronounced /?nđir/ 

or /?anđara/ (which means respite or delay). A similar mistake is 

using hamzat ul-Katς with verbs of more than four letters or their 

verbal nouns (maşādir) for example using  لB�	H�� instead of  لB�	HB�. 

In cases other than verbs and verbal nouns hamzat ul-wasl is limited 

to about ten words )     ،�	ن،ا���Iن، اث�	Iن، اث�	�Iن، اب�	Iاب ،Kام5ؤ، ام5أة، ا�،�Iاب?، اب
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 KI	اب( , all the other nouns have hamzat ul-katς instead, like  $�ن	إ#, etc. 

see the following table: 

Table 1:1 Misuse of Hamzat ul-katς in nouns 

ST (p.l) TT (p.l) 
Suggested 

form 

look 32/37 5\#ا#\5 64/24  أ  
occupation 35/35 لB�H�� 67/12 لB�HB�  

human freedom and knowledge? 
327/40 

?���#�$#Gا�#$�#���?؟ 324/14  .ا  

b) Mixing up the short vowels that are used with hamzat ul-katς. For 

example, the word )إن�( , and not )أن�( , is used in certain cases such as 

after the verb  ل�	4, and the adverbs  n	�H and إذ; this misuse overlaps 

with the syntactic dimension; the following table illustrates this 

problem. 

Table 1:2 Misuse of Hamzat ul-katς with "إّن"  

c) Punctuation signs of the source text may not be taken into 

consideration in the target text, like quotation marks, square 

brackets, parentheses, italicization, dashes, commas and slashes. 

Table 1:3 gives some examples of the negligence of the punctuation 

marks in the original text. 

ST (p.l) TT (p.l) Suggested form 

, he said, 31/5 إن.. �4ل 63/4   أن.. �4ل  
that I believe 3/27 �I#أ n�o39/9  ب �I#إ n�oب  
for 13/40 إذ إن 48/11  إذ أن  
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Table 1:3  Disregard of Punctuation signs in ST 

d) Punctuation signs suggested by the translator may not be strictly 

observed in the TT, e.g. the special use of the comma (،) after the 

last item in a series of nouns followed by a common modifier to 

modify them all and not only the last one.  

(���, 2003:16) In "    ��$	Iت م�	8�Yً�، وث	-اری}، وأ.5ا4	ء �:�ت، وت-sا إ�7 ا�-�"أ�5  the 

word ) ��$	Iم(  modifies all the four preceding nouns; hence it should be 

preceded by a comma in accordance with the above given rule to 

become: " ��$	I�8ت، م�Yوث" , as is the case in the ST but in the target text this 

comma is not used. Table 1:4 gives some examples of the infringement 

of the translator’s rule. 

Table 1:4 Disregard of Special Punctuation signs introduced by the 

Translator 

ST (p.l) TT (p.l) Suggested form 

"subject races" 36/22 �f5وق ا����" 67/34 ا�f5وق ا���  "ا�
[all of which] 132/21  �ً�
�  153/9 ]�ً�
�[  
De la Religion 137/11 ?ا��ی? 157/1  .? ا��ی ?.  
"must 163/6 ]��.و.��[" 179/4  و  
(as... called) 265/38 �ً#��H7 أ
  )آ
� ی$
7 أ��H#ً�( 268/27  آ
� ی$
(especially... 
Massignon) 269/22 

�ًN-O																								� ...
  م����I-ن

272/1-2 )�ًN-O																									� ...
  )م����I-ن

advanced/backward 
207/6 

����
  ا�
����/ا�
�Y�م 10-218/9  ا�
�Y�م ا�

ST (p.l) TT (p.l) Suggested form 

Darwinian 
anthropologists and 
phrenologists, 99/6 


�ء اG#$�ن �.
)?���) ا5t#Fوب-�-

و.�
�ء ا��5ا�� 
?��Iا��اروی  


�ء ا�#$�ن  123/11�.
)?���) ا5t#Fوب-�-

 ا��5ا��، و.�
�ء
?��Iا��اروی  

human history and 
destiny 121/1-2 

 5�O
ا���ری} وا�
  ا�#$�#�

143/31  ،5�O
ا���ری} وا�
  .ا�#$�#��?

the Orient with orderly 
chronicle, portraits, 
and plots. 151/30 

 ]Yی-C5ق وتb��
بo-�ّ��ت، وN-ر، 

�
\Iت م�>%Hو  

168/29-
30 

 ]Yی-C5ق وتb��
�ّ�-oر، ب-Nت، و�

�
\Iت، م�>%Hو  

is weighted heavily 
with all the orthodox 
attitudes, perspectives, 

مcٌYt ب<c ا�
-ا�4 
 ،�\8�o
ا�

وا�
I\-رات 

127/30-
31 

cٌYtا�4 م-
 ب<c ا�
 ،�\8�o
ا�

وا�
I\-رات 
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e) Misprints like mixing up or omission of necessary short vowels (  ُ ِ َ), 

mixing up letters or omission of letters in words, sometimes make 

the understanding of the text ambiguous or even impossible. Some 

examples of these misprints lead to mistakes of morphological 

nature and could be corrected by the reader though with difficulty, 

e.g. ) �	C)ی  in )     �	ت�5ب ?	. �	.�%C#5ء ا	
)یC	� ا� , which in fact should be 

printed ) 7	C)ی  in the passive voice and this is also the case of  ْي�َ$ْ	�ُ� 

which should be printed  ى�ِ$ْ	�ُ�َ (see table 1:5); but the majority of 

misprints leads to mistakes of lexical or semantic nature and it is 

almost impossible to figure out the right word without referring to 

the ST, e.g. the word “Raj” which means a young Indian prince was 

printed as ) B	�)ر  while the correct form should be ) �	�)م59ا  or ) �	�)را , 

another example of this type is the word ) ه��	I�
)ا�  which is given as 

the meaning of (labyrinthine), the true form should be ) ه��	�
)ا�  from 

)م��ه	� (  in Arabic which corresponds to (labyrinth), the following 

table illustrates this conclusion: 

Table 1:5 Misprints including incorrect or lacking use of short vowels 

and moods of 
Orientalism that I have 
been describing. 
104/18-19 

ا�
8�o\�، وأH-ال 
ا5b��Gاق ا��� م� 

�9�N���8 أ.  

ا�
8�o\�، وأH-ال 
ا5b��Gاق، ا��� م� 

�9�N���8 أ.  

ST (p.l) TT (p.l) Suggested form 

Viciousness36/14 
� �ث%Cش��5 67/25  ش��5 �ب �
� �ث�%Cب  
to come 37/22-23 ى 68/27  �ُ�ْ$َ�ْي�ِ$ْ�ُ�َ  
Raj 42/20 B�  م59ا��/ را��  73/9  ر
monstrous 45/23 76/3  ا����� ����
  ا�
given 142/41 �C  ی7C 161/27  ی
filial 148/26 ��%$I166/11  ا�  ��َ%َ$�Iی�/ ا�-I%ا�  
labyrinthine 221/11 �I�
  ا�
��ه� 230/19  ه�ا�
Investment in 271/2 ق��  ا.��Iق 273/11  ا#
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f) The absence of a special methodology for transliteration of foreign 

names. This may confuse the reader making him think that the two 

forms of transliterating the proper noun denote two different entities, 

e.g. "Edgar Quinet" once had the form  �	Iادوارد آ-ی and in another 

page it had the form of    �	Iِ5 ْآ-ی	Qَاْد, this is also true of some famous 

names like, Homer and Byron (see table 1:6). In addition, the 

translator was not consistent in translating the proper nouns in 

paying regard to the pronunciation of the foreign names (French, 

German, etc), e.g. the name "Quinet" quoted above is a French name 

and should be transliterated as ]�Iآ� (see table 1:6). 

In addition to these deviations the translator neglected famous 

adaptation of proper nouns in Arabic like Xerxes (pronounced in 

English /ź∂rk-sēz/ (Webster) which is well-known by the name of 

)دارا( in Arabic) and also Darius well-known as آ$5ى  in Arabic. 

  .إی-انوأم� آ$5ى 8
� �واg     دار ا�qم�ن .�7 دارا ودو��[

  
Table 1:6 Absence of a special methodology of transliteration 

 

ST (p.l) TT (p.l) Suggested form 

Edgar Quinet42/26-
27, 79/21 

�Iادوارد آ-ی  
�Iِ5 ْآ-یQَاْد  

73/14 
106/13 

 ]�I5 آ�Qَإْد  

Homer 11/34 ه-م�5/ ه-م5وس  46/12  ه-م5س  
Xerxes 56/7 �ْ$ِآ$5ى 86/4  ْآ$�5ْْآ  
Darius 56/15 دارا 86/11  داری-س  
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Conclusions 

1- Many examples were encountered where the graphic deviations, 

especially misprints, are so serious that the (average) reader either 

misunderstands the text or has to consult the English text to discover 

the right graphic form.  

2- The translator did not present any methodology for transliteration; 

many foreign names were not duly vocalized when transliterated in 

Arabic, and many errors were found especially in French or German 

names. The errors include cases of using more than one 

corresponding element to the original element in transliteration 

(Gibb →L			� Gibbon → ن-			%�Q ) and in some cases no due 

consideration was given to the English way of pronouncing names. 

3- The misprints of “hamzah” are the most frequent type of mistakes; 

the frequency of the “hamza” in table no.1:1doesn’t reflect the true 

state of affairs; in fact, only few examples of this type of errors were 

inputted in the sample, owing to the very large number of this type 

of error (apparently one error per page at least). It is a pity that the 

sixth impression of the book is identical with the first edition with 

this huge number of misprints. 

4- In many examples, the punctuation of the original text was not duly 

observed; this is also true with regard to Arabic rules of punctuation 

(omission of brackets, exchange of punctuation marks, etc). 
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5- The special punctuation devices (especially the special use of the 

comma) set up by the translator were not observed in certain cases 

where they should have been adopted. This deviation is chiefly 

noticed with the relative pronouns "ي، ا���hا�" , etc.  

6- Cases of ellipsis were also found; here they are limited to letters or 

graphic symbols, ellipsis of whole words is cited in the analysis of 

the semantic and pragmatic dimensions in this study. 

7- Few examples of overlap – among the dimensions of analysis – were 

recorded; these belong mostly to the word dimension. Many 

examples that might be assigned to the word dimension were 

assigned exclusively to the graphic level; this option is largely 

informed by the authority of the translator (owing to due confidence 

in the proficiency of the translator), but the deviation remains a 

deviation, be it in the graphic dimension or the word dimension. 

8- It seems that cases of mixing up "haa" (h) with taa-marbǔţah are not 

present in the translated text. The "shadda" (  ّ ) was used, generally, 

in cases where it seemed necessary for disambiguation, few such 

deviations were noticed. 
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Chapter Two 

The Word Dimension 
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Introduction 

Many attempts were made to define “the word” but none of them seems to 

be inclusively or exclusively complete (see ن�$		H. , 1955): (Larousse 

Dictionnaire de Linguistique, Webster). 

Words may be classified into kinds, in accordance with their morphemic 

structure(Hartmann and Stork, 1976): 

a) Simple or primary words i.e. the words constituted of one morpheme 

e.g. cat, dog, green, etc. 

b) Complex words i.e. the word is made up of one free morpheme and 

one or more bound morphemes: e.g. homeliness; or of two or more 

bound morphemes e.g. receive. 

c) Compound words:  words made up of two or more words; these are 

generally two nouns like typewriter, apple-tree…but other parts of 

speech may occur in compound words, like flyover, forget – me – 

not, etc. 

Some linguists maintain that it is impossible to construct a definition of the 

word that fits all languages. This is true, but we may add that this is truer 

when one thinks of two languages with a multitude of differences as Arabic 

& English, belonging to two different families: Indo–European and 

Semitic, analytic and synthetic, with a large proportion of new words and 

the opposite. 

One–to–one correspondence between English and Arabic words many not 

exist; an Arabic word may correspond to more than one English word e.g. 
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 �	9�#-
��C.أ (you gave it to me); this is also true of some English words e.g. 

reconstruct )c�>bت ��) ی . 

This chapter lists and analyze problems of Abu- Dīb's translation at word 

level. It also includes two topics relevant to the word dimension: 

Arabization and inconsistency. 

Word Problems:  

I will employ two criteria to evaluate these problems in Orientalism: 

standard versus classic language and morphologically incorrect usage. 

1- Non-standard words: these include specific regional words which are 

used in Syrian teaching books –the cultural background of the 

translator- and words introduced by the translator with or without 

common equivalents in standard Arabic (neologisms given in the 

index). A well demonstration of this problem is given in Mona 

Baker’s book In Other Words, where she writes: "Difference in 

form: this includes the presence of certain suffixes and prefixes 

which convey propositional and other types of meaning in English 

often have no direct equivalents in other languages. … Arabic, for 

instance, has no ready mechanism for producing such forms" (Baker, 

M. 1992:24). Abu-Dīb  used special morphemes which are not 

familiar to the Arab reader like A HISTORICAL) → )  ـ	ری�� -���	ت(  

( ��	�, 2003:13). The word " 5ق	oم"  means "focus", a regional word 

used in Syria, and is rarely understood in other parts of the Arab 

world which use "رةD			ب"  instead. The phrase "ل-%Y��			ارت�9 ب�			�"  

"credibility" is given as "��4ا�O		م"  in al-Mawrid by Rawħi El-

Baa'labaki. The word "pattern" is translated by Abu-Dīb  as " z$	#"  

while it is translated today " �	
#"  in (al-Mawrid & Badawi, 1978). 
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"Validity" is given as " ��#5ی�	ََ� " in the index, while it is generally 

translated into "��YCIم� مB�"  this word was used by Abu-Dīb  himself. 

The word "resources" was translated as "در�O			م"  while it is 

commonly translated as " -ارد	م" ; the word " در�O	م"  is reserved to 

"sources". The translation of "broadly speaking" as "  �s	رة .5ی-O	ب"  

was an example among the excessively literal translations of Abu-

Dīb , it is commonly translated nowadays as "م�. ]�"ب- . (Oxford) 

Table 2:1 Non-standard words 

ST (p.l) TT (p.l) Suggested 

form 

focus 2/27 �$�|5�945 ا�oرت�9 ا�5|�$� 13-38/12  مDب  
pattern 6/13 z$#  41/20 �
#  
credibility 11/7 ل-%Yارت�9 ب����  مO�ا45/25 �9��4  
validity 52/32 م�B�  82/28  ��#5ی��  
resources 187/38 در�Oم-ارد 200/18  م  
broadly speaking 284/27 �sرة .5ی-Oم 285/1  ب�. ]�  ب-

2- Using common errors as defined in Classical Arabic, related to 

words or chunks of words: for example, "instance" is translated as 

" c	tََم" , the correct form in classical Arabic is " ل�	tم"  ( c	tم corresponds 

to proverb); "quantified" is translated as "�			��Yم"  which is 

morphologically incorrect, the correct form in classical Arabic is 

"�$�Yم"  from the verb "�4س"  and not "أ�4س" . "Avaliable" was translated 

by Abu-Dīb  as " 58-	م�" , the correct form is "58-ا		م�" "م�	-58 .�		7 " ;  

correspond to "keen on" in English. "7		�. �		ب��"ا�  was used for 

"answer to" by Abu-Dīb  while the correct form in classical Arabic is 

"ا���ب� .?" . In classical Arabic we use "        7	إ� ]s	وآ	�ن م	� ی	Ks ه	hا ا�
�	� ب

�"ب  and not "�ًs"وآ�ن م� یKs هhا ا�
�� بs[ ب  as given by Abu-Dīb . 
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Table 2:2 Common errors as defined in Classical Arabic 

ST (p.l) TT (p.l) Suggested form 

together 41/41  ��
وآ�ن م� یKs هhا ا�
�ًs  إ�7 بs[ ب

72/27  ��
وآ�ن م� یKs هhا ا�
�  بs[ إ�7 ب

available 73/21 58-م�-ا58 101/8  م�  
answer to 134/3 7�. ب���  ا���ب� .? 154/16  ا�
instance 290/6 مBًt  290/6 ل�t
  .�c�%� 7 ا�
quantified 298/40 ���Y
  ا�
�Y$� 298/2  ا�

3- Errors due to morphological considerations like errors in the 

formation of the plural, dual of the noun or the form of the verb: 

some of these errors affect negatively the understanding of the text, 

but for such a text as Orientalism any errors are unacceptable 

irrespective of their degree of seriousness. Examples of this type are 

the following: use of " 5ق	ش"  for the Orient instead of " 5قb	
"ا�  which 

causes ambiguity with the East 5قbا�. Use of "?أؤم"  as a present tense 

of "?		م�"  instead of the correct form "?		أوم" ; use of "]��		fو"  for 

"positivistic" (adjective form) instead of compound word "  ]��	fو

"ا�ی��ب�	�   which may cause ambiguity with position or situation. The 

use of the singular form " c	��oت"  for the plural form "analyses" which 

means " تB�	�oت" . Use of the plural form " ت�	زمFا"  for "crisis" which 

means "�		زمFا" , and the singular form "�		Nو"  for "descriptions" 

which means " ف�	Nأو" , and also used the noun form " ت�$	�D
"ا�  for 

the adjective form "institutional" which means " ��$	�D
"ا� . Abu-Dīb  

used the plural form " �	�H" for "argument" which is the singular 

form " �	�H" . Use of plural form " �4ء�	Nأ"  for <two> "friends" instead 

of the dual form "?�Yی�N" . 
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Table 2:3 Morphological errors 

ST (p.l) TT (p.l) Suggested form 
Orient 1/5  5ق 37/4  ش5قb
  ا�
Believe 6/18 ?أوم? 41/24 أؤم 
positivistic 8/33-34 ]��fا�ی��ب�� 43/23  و ]��fو  
Analyses 14/39 c��oت 49/5  ا��B��oا��  
the East 32/41 5قb
  ا�5bق 64/26  ا�
descriptions 39/10-11 �Nف 70/15  و�Nأو  
institutional 109/10 ت�$�D
  وا�
�D$�� 132/11  وا�
argument 128/4 ��H  149/19 ��H  
friends 244/9 �4ء�N250/22  أ ?�Yی�N  
crisis 317/6 زم�تFزم� 314/17  اFا  

 

Arabization 

There are no less than three different definitions of the word 

“Arabization”. Arabization may refer to the utilization of Arabic 

expressions in all fields; in the second sense, it means translating a 

term into Arabic. The narrowest sense of the term involves merely 

transliterating a foreign term according to Arabic characteristics 

(Arabicised borrowing with adaptations to Arabic forms and patterns 

of words). (Beaugrande, et al, 1994), and ($�رة�1994 ,) 

Arabization will be used in this chapter in a sense similar to that adopted 

by Khasarah ( ) 1994 i.e. with the meaning of finding or creating a word in 

Arabic having the same meaning of a foreign word irrespective of the word 

formation of the method. In this sense Arabization is part of translation in 

general, it was adopted owing to the abundance of technical terms in 

Orientalism and the novel devises used by Abu-Dīb in giving 

corresponding terms to them in Arabic. 
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Methods of Arabization 

The methods of Arabization used today include the following: 

1) Translation: this happens when the translator finds a corresponding 

term in Arabic giving the same significance to the foreign term in Arabic 

dictionaries and references. 

2) Generation: in this case, the translator generates a new Arabic term 

to correspond to the foreign one. This may be realized by one or two 

techniques: derivation and metaphors; 

- Derivation: means the formation of a word from one base with 

similar meaning and sounds. It has three main kinds which are: 

• Morphological derivation: one word is formed from another by 

change of pattern. For example, Bana—> Istabna. (���, 2003) 

• Telescoping (blend): the intimate fusion of words e.g. �		����-�� 

→(geopolitic) (���, 2003) 

• Compound word: the combination of two or more words to form a 

new word e.g. railway �ی�H �>�, capital ل�
 .(Hartmanm and Stork, 1976) .رأ�

- Metaphor: assigning an already known word, a new figurative 

meaning related to the old meaning; for example,  ر�	C4 meant "drops of 

rain" or "a caravan", while now it gained a new sense which is equivalent 

to "train". Another example is the word “mouse” which means now a part 

of the computer. 

3) Borrowing: in this case Arab speakers borrow the foreign term 

perhaps with some adaptation to make it obey the Arabic phonotactic and 
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morphological rules, which make it easy to pronounce and use. The Arabic 

sound system has the following three determinants of the form of a word 

borrowed from a foreign language: 

- Specific Arabic sounds and letters used for certain foreign ones, for 

example, G� 5ام  غ،جQ, 5ام� for gram. 

- Word morphological patterns: Arab speakers prefer giving a 

borrowed word a form that belongs to a pattern common in Arabic; for 

example, ت���ز is preferred to ی-نq$�رة) .ت���(1984 ,. 

- The sound structure of the Arabic word:  

• Word length: The Arabic word generally consists of three to seven 

letters. 

• Harmony of the sounds; for example, some sounds do not come 

consecutively, for example "n" is not followed by "r" e.g. ��5		# is of 

foreign origin. 

• Consonant clusters are not permissible in Arabic utterances 

excepting the final two consonants of a word like  q	%�, unlike English 

words, for example, spring, speak. 

Major problems in Arabization: 

1) Uncertainty over applying traditional Arabic terms to modern 

concepts. 

2) The coexistence of several equivalents for the same term, these may 

be of different roots or different forms with the same root, e.g. 

/kimmaawiyy/ or /kimiyy/. 
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3)  Non-uniformity in Arabization when using Arabic characters to 

approximate certain foreign sounds, e.g. �#5و�5و#�، ه5 Q 5ه for Hurngronje. 

4) Indecision about whether to use translation or Arabization 

(transliteration). 

5) The practice of recording the foreign term alongside its Arabic 

equivalent, e.g. ا�#$�ن K�. anthropology. 

6) The failure of many terms proposed by the Arabic Language 

Academies to gain circulation, e.g. م5#�ة for television. 

7) Use of one Arabic term for more than one foreign term, e.g. shape, 

figure, diagram, form, all correspond to c>ش in mathematics. 

8) The translation of affixes, e.g. hypersonic -N58 ت� / ت�-	N 58ط ا�
	-رد،  ) 

�>%� .(2006 ,م5�I ا�%

10) Preservation of the connotations of the words or the shades of meaning 

of foreign words.  

11) Different regional translations. e.g. 5قoرة/ مDب  for focus. 

12) The structured differences between Arabic and English. For example; 

Arabic words depend in their meaning, in general, on one morpheme 

constituting the meaning of the same word. This problem is partly solved 

by telescoping which is rarely used in Arabic. Such as: supergreat→ K�\.-	8, 

socioeconomic→دی��O��2003 ,���) ا). 

13) A foreign word is translated as a sentence or clause. 
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14) Existence of more than one meaning of the translated term in the 

source language. e.g. discourse may mean any of the following (in addition 

to ء�b#إ): 

(1) Synonymous to parole )مBآ(  

(2) Utterance )ل�Y4-ل أو م(  

(3) Discourse as a significance becomes clear in opposing impersonal 

narration and oral conversation on which one addresses his words to the 

one with whom he talks and arranges them in manners used in conversation 

)��Cب( . (Beaugrande, 1994), and (Hatim & Mason, 1994). 

15) Lack of accepted and sufficient principles about how to ensure that 

Arabization of foreign terms will be genuinely useful for Arabic readers. 

 

1. Inconsistency  

Inconsistency is used here in a particular sense: indeterminacy in choosing 

the word (words) that corresponds to a word in the source text. 

Inconsistency may be manifested in any of the following cases: 

a) Two words or more (of different meaning) are given for the same 

word in the same occurrence in the text 
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Table 2:1:1 Different meanings of a word in the same occurrence 

English word(s) page/line Arabic word(s) Page/line  
scrutiny a)32/26 
  b)41/6 
  c)83/35 
  d)150/3 

a) �OY�
 64/16 اGآ�g�I ا�
b) z4�
 72/1 ا��c��o ا�
c) �OY�
 110/2 ا��c��o ا�
d) g�Iآ�Gوا ;�o
 167/15 ا��

complexity  a)41/28   
  b)100/8 
  c)55/40 

a) ��Y 72/17 ت
b) �Y 124/8 م
c) Zب�bم� �Y 85/30 م

Fabulous  a) 64/15 a) 93/14 ا�5ا|� ا���رق (suggested: 
 (ا��5ا�8

Well-being  a)249/10-11 a) ]��8�.و ]�#-I254/26 آ� (suggested: 
 (ر�8ه[

Reintegration  a) 280/1 
Reintegrating  b) 280/13 

a) ب�ود���9�I... إ.�دة ا���  281/2-3 
b) ]ب� 281/11 ی�� ا���

b) Two words (of different meaning) are given for the same word in 

two occurrences, with similar contexts, one of the two words given in the 

index [of neologisms] in the book 

Table 2:2:1 Non-adherence to neologisms proposed by the translator 

himself 

English word(s) page/line Arabic word(s) 

Page/line  
Arabic word(s) 

Page/line  
Argument  a)36/6  م�-\Iم(index+p33)  a) �H67/19 أ�5و 
portrait a)18/41  52/185ی-Oت  a) ��9� N (index)-رة و

exotic  a)1/9 
   b)39/25 

b) �%5یQ 70/24 a) �b5ی%� م�هQ 37/7+ 
index p.29 

paradigms  a)43/21           
b)142/25 

a) ت�Y�CI74/6 م b) z��I161/17 م 
(index) z$Iم  

c) Two words (of different meaning) are given for the same word in 

two occurrences, with similar context; neither of the two words is given in 

the index (of neologism) in the book. 
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Table 2:3:1 Different meanings of a word in similar contexts 

English word(s) 

page/line 

Arabic word(s) 

Page/line 

Arabic word(s) 

Page/line  
Parliament 

a) 34/20 
b) 35/10 

a) مم��-
� ا�  66/4 b) ن�
 see) 66/25 ا��5%
Oxford) 

"subject races" 
a) 36/22 
b) 36/24 

a) �f5وق ا��� 68/2 ا�5وق ا�
o<-م� (b 67/31 ا�

Upanishades 
a) 77/5 
b) 98/35 

a) دز�b�#104/11 ا��-ب� b) دا�b�#123/3 ا��-ب� 

Talisman 
a)101/37  
b)139/32 

a) ن�$
�C125/7 ا� b) Cا�K$�  159/5 

Consecrated  
a) 179/3 
b) 179/6 

a) ]�5>192/20 ت b) �ً$�D192/22 م 

d) Two words are used for the same word one in the translation of 

Orientalism and the other in Culture and Imperialism 

Table 2:4:1 Different neologisms in Orientalism and Culture and Imperialism 

Edward Said's 

expression 

The translated expression 

in Culture and Imperialism 

(Index) 

The translated 

expression in 

Orientalism (Index) 

Fiction/s, fictional ت�Yم��5ی�ت/ م���(see page 22)  قB���4/ اB��ا  
Take for granted g�%م5 ب�اه/ ا��Fا h�ا.�%5ه�   ً�أ-  
Esoteric  إ�5اری� �Oري  .-ی�O�4ا 
Estate �.�C4إ  ��.�C4ا 
Illusion / illusory L���ُ ا�ی�9م  ا����9م� 
Topography  ?ت<-ی)c�>bری$�) ت�sری$��  ت�sا�� ��I%ا� 
Schematic  �|�C�>�C�C�<  �C�Cت�  
Lore ��%bث-رات ا�w
�%5ات / ت5اث ا��%5ات   م�qون ا�

  م-روث�
Hierarchies ��%ا��5ات  ���B$ا��5آ�%�ت ا�  
Persona �Oش��  ;�bت  
Codes اتqت/ م5م�I�IYت /qت5م� K\#  ت�I�IYت  
Tautology 5�Dت Gم و�Yت G ��
�  ����
�
�� إ�  
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Ethos ��Hرو /��
  ا�5وج ا��
��  روح ا�K�Y ا��
Valid ��#ری�/ ��ر   ذات �5ی���  
Native �#BNأ  ��NFنا�$<�ن ا-  
Orthodoxy ��IIَ$ُا�  ��I$ا�  
Version ���$#ُ  و���  N-رة م
Ethnic ��B� /�45  أ.5ا�4/ أ4-ام�.  
Ethnography ��N-5اق ا�.Fا K�. /

  ).5:45ا��8(
 ��45  .�K اNF-ل ا�

Ethnology  ��45.�K اNF-ل وا�$
�ت ا�
  )اF.5ا��4(

 ��45  .�K اNF-ل ا�

Occult 5ی�o� /ب��-�Q  :ب��ا�-�  
Dynamics ی�-�oا� c.ی�/ 8-ا-�o5آ�ت ا�o
  8-ا.c ا��o-ی�  ا�
Superiority ��4-ت�-ق/ 8-��4   ت�  
Learned  ]Yم��)K�  م��Y[  )�8 ا�
Ambivalences ري-bد ا��s5/ ا��.�b
  ا�
�Bب$�ت  تBب� ا�
Catalogue  cد��)�I8 5ض  َمْ$5دة  )آ
� �8 م
Apercus ��NB�ُ ت�o
  ��fم$�
�ت .5  �
Spectacle  ��%�  م�%�  )ا��5ت�L ا�5ب�(م
Setting 9�يbإ��ری�  إ��ر م ��fو  

e) One Arabic word is used to correspond to more than one word with 

non-identical meaning  

Table 2:5:1 Different meanings for one word 

attitude 70/28  �4-38/11 98/21 م position 277/8  
alternated 58/10 وس�Iوب وت�I88/4  ت Vacillation 

38/17 
Dialectal 
variety 

Activity 238/15 
Effective 36/39 
Play 272/40 

  #�bط و�8.���
���.�8  
  ا���.���

245/18 
 

275/1 

Action 238/19 ���.�8  

kind 165/11 
types 168/11 
sort 165/21 
type 114/31 
 

�
# 181/5  
183/11 
181/5 

138/19 

53/26 Type 20 �
# 53/26  

This criticism of inconsistency does not call for using one and only one 

word in translating a word wherever this occurs; the point is that in similar 

contexts this condition should be respected. 
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Inconsistency reflects hesitation and indecision that may be due to in-

acceptance of a common corresponding term in translating a word, but also 

to indecision in choosing the right term from two or more alternatives. 

Inconsistency, particularly in using two terms in the same occurrence may 

be a cause of great disturbance of comprehending a text, since it may make 

the reader believe in the existence of two concepts instead of one; this 

gains more acceptance when followed by supporting syntactic structures 

like referring dual forms to the related words. 
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Conclusions 

1) “Regional” words and words introduced by the translator with 

common equivalents in standard Arabic were grouped together, 

owing to the difficulty in separating the two subgroups; the whole 

group was found to contain a substantial number of words in the 

sample. 

2) Non-standard use of words and expressions, or what is called 

common errors was also present with repetitions in some cases. 

3) Among the morphological deviations, use of the plural instead of the 

singular form or vice versa was of special notice. 

4) Inconsistency was present in many cases, whether in using words 

other than those mentioned in the index (pp.21-34), or in using any 

other words, in similar situations. 

5) Overlapping with other dimensions of analysis was present, 

especially the syntactic and the semantic dimensions. This is most 

natural if we take into consideration the nature of the Arabic syntax 

and its relation with words. 

6) There are enough instances of inconsistency, of different 

kinds, to justify our hypothesis about the indecision of the 

translator in assigning equivalents to certain terms of the ST 

7) The most recurrent kind of inconsistency was found to be the 

kind 'c' i.e. Two words (of different meaning) are given for the 

same word in two occurrences, with similar context, neither of 

the two words is given in the index (of neologisms) in the 

book. 
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8) The least recurrent kind of inconsistency was found to be the 

kind 'e' i.e. one more category belonging to inconsistency is 

the case where one Arabic word is used to correspond to more 

than one word with non-identical meanings. 

9) In comparing the two indexes given by Abu-Dīb  in his 

translations of Orientalism and Culture and Imperialism only 

few instances were not identical, these few cases are given in 

the table no.6:4 

10) Though kind 'a' of inconsistency is less numerous than 

kind 'b' this does not lessen its importance since in many such 

cases the reader may conclude the existence of two different 

meanings instead of one. 
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Chapter Three 

The Syntactic Dimension 
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Introduction 

The subject of syntax is the dependencies between words and their 

relatedness in a sentence or between sentences ( �#�	� The way .(ه	ـ 1331 ,ا��5

such relatedness is manifested in English, being an analytical language, is 

mainly through word order, while in Arabic, which is a highly inflectional 

language, it may be expressed through many other means. In addition to 

this structural difference between the two languages, the way in which 

classical Arabic grammarians studied Arabic syntax was disproportionately 

concentrated on the changes that words undergo in different constructions 

at the expense of larger constructions i.e. the phrase, the clause and the 

sentence. )،ري-I1993ا�(  

The following are some of the main contrastive features of sentences in the 

two languages 

English Sentences Arabic Sentences 

1) Order of elements: SVO 
 
 
 
2) Frequent use of periods to 

separate sentences in a 
paragraph. 

 
3) A separate sentence is 

marked by beginning with a 
capital letter. 

 
4) A pronoun may refer to a 

following noun or entity. 
 

5) Order of words is a decisive 
factor in distinguishing 
syntactic categories. 

 

1) Order of elements: 
VS(agent)O (especially in 
Classical Arabic) 

 
2) Frequent use of the 

coordinator و" " to join 
sentences. 

 
3) No such marking for the 

beginning of a separate 
sentence. 

 
4) Such usage is generally 

disapproved. 
 

5) Inflection lessens the 
necessity of word order in 
distinguishing syntactic 
categories. 
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6) Complex sentences are 

freely used. 
 
 

7) More flexible in inserting 
grammatical constructions 
(phrase,…) between 
dependent elements. 

 
 
 
 

8) Contains a wide variety of 
tenses. 

 
6) Consist generally of 

coordinated simple 
sentences. 

 
7) Many restrictions in inserting 

such constructions: high 
preference of proximity 
between dependency 
elements (modified and 
modifier, governing and 
governed words, etc). 

 
8) Few tenses. 
 

Among the major structural differences is that of verb tenses: English has 

many kinds of verb tenses while Arabic contains two grammatical times: 

the imperfect ) رع�s	
)ا�  and the past perfect ) �	f�
)ا� , yet it can express the 

whole variety of English tenses by employing certain words ) ،�4 ،ـ� ،K� ،ف-�

)آ�ن  and utilization of the relationship between sentences in the text. 

Cohesion means belonging together or connectedness between word 

expressions (words, phrases,...) in what is termed grammatical 

dependencies in the surface text. Cohesion may exist between components 

of a sentence as well as sentences in a text. 

Many devices are utilized to realize cohesion both within a sentence and 

between sentences; these include: recurrence, parallelism, pro-forms, 

junction, etc. (de Beaugrande, 1981:49) 

Grammatical dependencies within an Arabic sentence include: subject-

predicate, verb-agent, verb-object, modifier-modified, noun-noun (in 
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apposition), verb-adverb, preposition-(governed) noun, etc. (Hameedah, 

1997:163) 

Grammatical dependencies in Arabic imply proximity of their components; 

this is important in the following three consequences:  

a) Exclusion of separation of the components in certain cases e.g. 

between the annexed noun and its amplification in the construct 

case, and also between the modified (noun) and its adjective. 

 (1986 ,ا�5bت-#�)

b) Change of order when the first element in a dependency pair is 

amplified. (Beeston, 1970). 

c) Separation of a functional from a component of a dependency may 

change the meaning altogether e.g. أزی� �4م؟ أ�4م زی�؟ 

A very well-recognized rule in Arabic consecutive constructions (including 

sentences) is that when they are in very close association (  ل�O	تGل ا�	
 or (آ

with no association whatever )  ع�	CY#Gل ا�	
)آ , they should not be linked by 

any connector in the surface text, but in other than these two extreme cases 

they are explicitly linked by certain connectors. (for more detail, see  ة�	�
H, 

1997) 

Among the different ways of linking sentences, junction is worthy of 

mentioning here; major types of junction are (de Beaugrande, et al, 

1994:107) 

(a) Conjunction cN-ا� mainly with "و"  (and) 

(b) Disjunction cOا�� mainly with "أو"  (or) 

(c) Subordination إت%�ع mainly with " ن، �ـF ،�>�)أن)أن ،"  
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(d) Contrajunction ��YIا� cNو mainly with "ب�� أّن"  
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Syntactic Problems 

1- Grammatical errors generally arising from differences between Standard 

Arabic and Classical Arabic: this category comprises many types including 

inflection errors, e.g. “have” was translated " ا-		>��
"م		� إن ی  the correct 

translation should be "  ن-	>��
"م	� إن ی  because "إن"  represents the indicative 

mood and not the subjunctive  )  �	زم�� G ة�	إن زا|( . Mixing up the indefinite 

with the definite, e.g. “a long tradition” was translated "c		ی-C5اث ا�		ا��"  

instead of the indefinite form "  ًB-ی	ً� �	ت5اث" ; misuse of Arabic prepositions, 

e.g. “Sacy’s… were now being replaced with something new” was 

translated  ..."   �	ی��"ت	$�%�ل ا�ن ب	�bء   the correct translation is ی	$�%�ل ب9	� ا�ن   "... 

"ش		�ء ��ی		�  since the preposition )ـ		ب(  is joined to the replaced object in 

Arabic; “younger, that is, than” was translated "   ?	م �ًI	� 5:	NFا "  instead of 

the correct form " ?م �I� 5:Nأ Kم? ه" since the definite article "ال"  is not used 

with " ?	م"  in Arabic. Inaccurate use of the noun cases, e.g. “each other” 

which was translated "  �	"H	s-ر ب	K9s ب	�sً   ... ب	K9s ب  while the correct 

form "   �	"H	s-ر ب	�  ب	K9s  ... ب	K9s أ.
	�ل ب  This is an Arabic grammatical 

rule for the use of )�)ب . 

Table 3:1 Grammatical errors 

ST (p.l) TT (p.l) Suggested form 

a long tradition 4/7 cی-C39/24  وا��5اث ا� Bًوت5اثً� �-ی  
have 34/4 ا->��
  إن ی
��<-ن  65/26  إن ی
replaced with 139/12  ا�ن ت$�%�ل

  ب�bء ��ی�
  ی$�%�ل ب�9 ا�ن ش�ء ��ی� 158/22

each other's 210/3  K9sأ.
�ل ب
�وأH$-ا ... ب

 K9ssH-ر ب
�ًs  ب

220/31-
32 

 K9s.5ف ا�%�tH-ن ب
 ��Hوأ �أ.
�ل ب
�  بsH K9s-ر ب

younger 299/8 ?م �ًI� 5:NFم? 298/8  ا �I� 5:Nأ Kم? ه  
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2- Separation of dependencies: these include separating the modified and 

its modifier, e.g. “a later transposition” was translated "    ،5قb	ا� g�	ب�ت� c	Y#

5�wم�"  instead of " 5قb	ا� g5، ب�ت���wم� cY#" ; the separation between the verb and 

its subject, e.g. “what may have” was translated " o�	��8    �	.-
"�ل م	� آ	�ن رب
	� م�  

while it should be "     �	.-
"��8	��oل م	� رب
	� آ	�ن م� ; separation between verb and 

its object, e.g. “pine for what in their drab (or harried) bourgeois” was 

translated "      5ة�s	
أو (ت�-ق إی
� ب-�8ري و58دریZ م-رو 8	� ��Hت9
	� ا�%-ر�-ازی	� ا�5ت�%	� ا�

�>9I
"إ�7 م	� G ی
�<�#	[  ) ا�  the correct form "        G �	7 م	-رو إ�	م Z	ري و58دری�	ب-8 �	
ت�	-ق إی

)"أو ا�
9I<			�(ی
�<�#			[ 8			� ��Hت9
			� ا�%-ر�-ازی			� ا�5ت�%			� ا�
			5�sة   . The presence of 

misleading dependencies, e.g. “one of its deepest and most recurring 

images of the Other.” was translated as 
Y	ً� وت<	5ار H	�وث       ". 5	tآFره� ا-	N �	Hوأ

5		� �"  instead of " 5		� � ،وث�		H 5ار		وت< �ً		Y
. 5		tآFره�، ا-		N ى�		Hوإ"  ; because 

"5� �"  is dependent on "ره�-N ى�Hإ"  and not on "وث�H ت<5ار" . 

Table 3:2 Separation of dependencies 

ST (p.l) TT (p.l) Suggested form 
one of its deepest… the 
Other 1/28 

وأN �H-ره� 

Yً� وت<5اَر . 5tآFا

  .�Tخ�H�وث 

37/19  5tآFره� ا-N ى�Hوإ

Yً� وت<5ار H�وث، .

إH�ى N-ره�  / �Tخ�
اFآ5t ت<5رًا ، �Tخ�
  وH�وثً�

a later transposition 
51/22 

ب�ت��g ا�5bق، 
،5�wم�  

  م�w�5، ب�ت��g ا�5bق، 81/23

Mahomet 64/39 
(French) 

مhهL م�ه-م� "
  "ا��bذ

" / مhهL م�ه-م�، ا��bذ" 93/29
  "ا�
hهL ا��bذ �
�ه-م�"

what may have… 
65/28 

�
  رب
� آ�ن 94/17  آ�ن رب

what in their drab… 
190/6 

... ��H �8ت�9
�>9I
إ�7 م� G ) ا�
]#�>�
  ی

202/17  �8 ]#�>�
إ�7 م� G ی
�
  )ا�
��H ...�>9Iت9

so unequal are Oriental 
to European 
achievements 152/33 

در�� م? ا����وت 
ب�? مq�Iات ا�5bق 
ومq�Iات ا�:5ب 

�
�\.  


� م? ا����وت  169/28�\. ��در
ب�? مq�Iات ا�5bق 
  ومq�Iات ا�:5ب 
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3- Difficulties in translating the circumstantial attendant ) ا�o	�ل  ( or adverb 

)فا�\	5 ( , especially with modifiers( �#�	I., 1995): these modifiers generally 

follow the modified words in Arabic, though they may behave differently 

in English, e.g. “almost a European invention” was translated " �ً.5ا��5ی%ً�، اYت

"5Qب�	�ً   instead of " ً� أورو	5ا.��ً  ا�	5ی%Yً�، ت	ب�" ; sometimes this misplacement of the 

adverb causes misunderstanding of the text, e.g. “I mean not only…” was 

translated "��Iأن ش5آ�ت ا� L$Hو Z�hب �I.أ"... ; the correct translation "   Z�h	ب �	I.أ

��Iأن ش5آ�ت ا� ...L$Hو" . 

Table 3:3 Word order of the adverb in the sentence 

ST (p.l) TT (p.l) Suggested form 

almost a European 
invention, 1/8 

ت5Yی%ً�، ا��5ا.ً� 
  5Qب�ً�،

ا��5ا.ً� أوروب�ً�،  37/6
  .ت5Yی%ً�

of course 46/22-23 ث�oی� �%�  76/32 �ً  ی�o�ث �%
always dominating 57/16 5C�$5 أب�ا 87/10  أب�ًا مC�$م  
I mean not only 324/29 L$Hو Z�hب ...

  اFم�5آ�؛
321/14 Z�hم�5آ� ... بFا

  وL$H؛

4- Tenses of the verb. Not all the general corresponding Arabic expressions 

are standardized in Arabic, the present perfect continuous is translated by 

Abu-Dīb  by using )  ¢	�8 �	م(  or ) زال �	م( ; but he was not consistent in that use, 

e.g. “I have been calling” was translated "  ]�ّ
"م	� أ�	  instead of "    �	ي مh	5 ا�	مFا

]�ّ
"���8 أ� .  

Table 3:4 Tenses of the verb 

ST (p.l) TT (p.l) Suggested form 

might have had 7/23 c£>bی<-ن 4 42/21  4� ی �
  � ش<�cرب
I have been 69/36 ]�
  اFم5 ا�hي م� ���8 97/29  م� أ�ّ
is continuously being 285/27 5bo5 28-285/27  ا��� یboال ُیqا��� م� ی  
and was 140/40 ءًاq�  آ
� آ�#� �qءًا 160/6  

5- Cohesion deficiencies. These include incorrect use of pronouns and 

other reference words, e.g. “that they frequently refer to each other” was 
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translated "   اه��	H5 إ�b	ت �	م"  instead of the correct translation "   ه��	H5 أ�b	ی �	م" ; 

since it refers to ) ;	#(  which is masculine. Wrong use of connectors of 

word expressions, e.g. “that created consistency, that regular constellation’ 

was translated "       ر�	8<F? ا	م �	
\�I
"ا�G	5اد ا�
��	-ق وت�	Z ا�<-آ%	� ا�  instead of the 

proper translation "        ر�	8<F? ا	م �	
\�I
"ذ�	Z ا�G	5اد ا�
��	-ق، ت�	Z ا�<-آ%	� ا�  ; the two 

expressions refer to the same idea and not to two different ideas. Omission 

of necessary connectors, e.g. “nor is it representative and expressive” was 

translated "     ام5ةD	
� Bًt	
"آ
� أ#[ �	�� م%£	5ًا .	?، وم  ; it should be "     5ًا	£%آ
	� أ#	[ �	�� م

Bَt
".?، وG م  since "Bًt
"م  is also negative. 

Table 3:5 Cohesion deficiencies 

ST (p.l) TT (p.l) Suggested form 

nor is it representative 
12/17 

آ
� أ#[ ��� م%£5ًا 
Bًt
  .?، وم

46/28 Bًt
  ��� م%5ّا وG م

They refer to 23/23 اه��H5 إ�bه� 56/14  م� ت�H5 أ�bم� ی  
had not 25/7 ?>ی K� ?>�  261/20 ?>ی K�  
… the better 70/25 آ�نآ �
�... �
، آ�

  آ�#�
  ، آ�#�...آ�
� آ�ن 98/18

an idea 231/4 وه� 8<5ة 239/5  8<5ة  
There is 304/16 ���  302/29 ���8  

6- Overuse of "ن "، "إّن"، "و�	"، "آ �	4" , e.g. as is clear in the first paragraph of 

the book “it had once… French readers” was translated as 

"��Y         7	إ� �	
�Iت �	9#wل     ...  ب�ت ذات ی-م آ�	ت-ب5ی�ن وِ#85ْ�	5ق ش	و�). 1"(ش �	Y  ن�	آ       ،�ً	%� ،z	H 7	�. 

8. �8
� ��4[ .? ا�
<�ن، �N-Oً� م? و��9 #\5 اFوروب�        �Y ً�،     آ�ن	5ب�Q �ً	.5ا��ً�، ا	5ی%Y5ق، تbا� 

 وا�			hآ5ی�ت ، وا�<�|I			�ت ا�:5ی%			� ا�
�ه			�b،>روم			�#�< مI			h ا�Yِ			َ�م ا�:			�ب5 م<�#			ً� ��5َْمIَ			َ$�  آ			�نو

 ��|�It�		�Gرب ا�		وا��� ،�oب�b		ه� ا��b		
 ا�ن 8		� �		%��[ إ�		7 ا��Bش		�؛ وب
I		7 م		�، 8		�ن    آ		�نو. وا�

 ��		��45b? أ#�		� K9$		K9 م		?  آ		�نورب
		� �		K ی%		ُ� .Y|Bّ�		ً� أ#		[  .  H		�ث، وا#Y		7s أ��		[ 4		� آ		�نا�		5bق 


���، وأ7�H K9# �8 زم? ش�ت-ب5ی�ن و#85	�ل .�ش	-ا هI	�ك           > هgh<ا�
 �o�O�Bل   -ا ا�ن  آ	�# ، و ا�

 ا��bء ا�5|�	$� ب��I	q�� �%$ا|	5 اFوروب	� ت
t	�Bً أوروب�	ً� ��	5bق وYَ�ِ	َ�رg             آ�ن Y�هK ا�hی? ی�#-ن؛ 8   


�.�			� م5م-4			� �			�ى ا�			��oO و�			�ى 54ا|			[ ا��5#			$��?    �آ�#			ا�
�N			5، ا��			hی?  � �			�Gَذّوْي د  ".

2003:37)��� ،(  
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Suggested translation (Depending on the French text). 

، آ�	N L	��o 58#	$� م%	5ًا         76-�81975 زی�رة �%�5وت، 8	� أثI	�ء ا�o	5ب اFه��	� ا�5ه�%	� 8	�                

ذات ی	-م، ب	�ت �	qءًا م	? ش	5ق ش	�ت-ب5ی�ن             : ".? أ��[ �
� �zo ب
5آq ا�
�ی�I ا���	�ري م	? دم	�ر           

5ق آ	�ن ا�	b  . و�8
� ی��z ب��
<�ن، آ�ن ه	hا ا�	��oO مYo	�، .�	7 ا4F	c، ب	��O[ أوروب�	�               ." و#�85ل

ا��5ا.		َ� 5Qب�		َ� ت5Yی%		َ�، م<�#		� ی		5ت%� مI		h ا�Y		�م ب��G		���9م�ت، وا�<�|I		�ت ا�
�ه		�b، وا�		hآ5ی�ت            

�� ا�
Bزم� ��hاآ5ة، وا����رب 5�Q ا��دی�      �%Cه� ا��b
إّن هhا ا�5bق �8 �5یY[ إ�7 اG���	�ء        . وا�

��4? أي ش	wن آ�|I	ً� م	�        ورّب
	� ی%	�و أم	5ًا �Q	5 ذي ب	�ل أن ی<	-ن ��	Y� .               5b� آ�ن، وا#7sY أ��	[    . ا�ن

آ�ن، وأن ی<	-ن ا�	�45b-ن 8	� زم	? ش	�ت-ب5ی�ن و#85	�ل 4	� .�ش	-ا هI	�ك، وأ9#	K ه	K ا�	hی? ی	�#-ن                            

F�8م5 ا��-ه5ي، �8 #\5 ا�qا|5 اFوروب�، ه- ا��
c�t ا�hي ت<-#[ أوروب� ��	5bق وم	g5�O               : ا�ن

 . |[ ا��5#$��?ا����o؛ وه
� أم5ان ذوا أه
�� 4-م�� ���N ت
�مً� ��ى ا���oO و54ا
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Conclusions 

1) Long complex sentences with separation of dependency elements 

may be considered the main syntactic problem that weakened the 

cohesion of the target text. 

2) There were many cases of not using the right connector between 

sentences; these include also the overuse of "و"  at the beginning of 

sentences in a paragraph as is usually the case in Classical Arabic. 

3) The adherence to rank-bound translation was a major cause of the 

sense of unfamiliarity of the language in the TT. 

4) Overuse of "4�" "آ�ن" "إّن"، "أن"  in the same sentence or paragraph 

was another cause of making the language of the TT seem 

unfamiliar to the Arab reader. 

5) Special problems were encountered with adverbs modifying 

adjectives or other adverbs. 

6) Many usages that are common in Standard Arabic but unacceptable 

in Classical Arabic were met, some usages were unacceptable. 

7) Few errors were found in inflectional symbols; this is also true in 

the misuse of the dual feminine and masculine )آ��� ،Bآ(  and plurals. 

8) There were some mistakes in the references of pronouns. 
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Chapter Four 

The Semantic Dimension 
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Introduction 

Semantics is generally defined as the study of meaning. Linguists 

differentiate between two types of meaning: the denotation of a word or an 

expression which is based on a clear reference to a given section of the 

observable world and connotation which is based on the feelings or ideas 

the word or expression arouses in the mind of the receivers. (Hartmann and 

Stork, 1976). Connotation differs with culture, time or experience ( 5	
., 

1998:38) e.g., "liberalism" has a positive connotation in the minds of the 

adherents of globalization, while it has a negative connotation in the minds, 

of the people of the third world. So translating it by " �	5ّریoت"  does not seem 

acceptable to the Arab reader. 

A language is the product of the way of living of its people and its culture 

in specific places and moments in history which are not identical among 

different peoples; so neither denotations nor connotations of what we call 

synonyms or equivalent terms are completely equivalent (5		
., 1998), 

(Lyons, 1977), (Ullmann, 1973). Hence the proficiency of the translator 

lies in choosing the nearest equivalent term or expression/text in the TT to 

the corresponding one in the ST. 

A point of paramount importance is the fact that the meaning of an 

expression, may not be identical to the combination of meanings of its 

particular words or components; this is most evident in metaphors, 

idiomatic expressions, collocations, and phrasal verbs (�#�I., 1995). 

Another important point is the multiplicity of meanings a word may have 

in the language and hence not keeping an eye on the context and cotext 

may lead to grave errors in translation. 
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Semantic Problems  

1) Ellipsis constitutes a major problem in understanding the meaning of 

a sentence, the TT suffers from a very large number of ellipses that range 

from a word to a whole line which either distorts the meaning or makes it 

impossible to be figured out, the following table gives some examples: 

Table 4:1 Ellipsis  

ST (p.l) TT (p.l) Suggested form 

that orient2/12 5قb��  38/2 5قbا� Z�h�  
June  31/22 1910  63/16  ی5انqH1910  
since he knows their 
history 34/37 

-  66/16  K95ف ت�ری�م� دام ی
Kده�
  وا.�

more or less 37/7 -  68/18 م� ��  ب�ر
from resistant  hostility 
into obliging, and 
submissive, partnership 
92/12 

م? .�ا|�� م�Yوم� إ�7  117/13  -
�f��و ���C� ش5اآ�  

2) Difference in meaning: this may be due to changes in meaning in 

terms of standard Arabic, or to inaccuracy of translating foreign words and 

expressions (French or German) or to other reasons. The  word “races” was 

translated "ب-"ش		  while it had a definite different meaning given in 

dictionaries   س�		I�.		5وق/ أ.		5اق /أ  ( ا�
		-رد( ; the same is true of “access” 

translated " ً�s	|�8 "  (excess?) which means " c	Nّ-ت" ; examples of foreign 

origin words are agrĕable (French) ( 
9I			cا� ), and Indier (German)( 

 ]��"مf5	�� the first was translated " ,(1977,ش	5ا  while the exact meaning is 

" �	�
"م , the other was translated " �	I9ا�" , while the true meaning is " د-	I9ا�" . 

The word “animadverted” was translated "  7	ر إ��	أش" , the exact meaning is 

"Y	� ا#�Y	�دًا ��4	��ً   ا#�"  as given in Oxford dictionary and the French translation of 

Orientalism. 
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Table 4:2 Difference in meaning 

ST (p.l) TT (p.l) Suggested form 

races 105/6 ب-  أ��Iس/ أ.5اق /.5وق  128/17  ش
access 122/5 �ًs|�8  144/26 BN-ت  
agrĕable 65 /2 f593/31  ��م ��
  م
animadverted 80/11 7دًا ���4ً� 107/1  أش�ر إ��Y�#ا �Y�#ا  
Indier 137/17 �I9د  157/4  ا�-I9ا�)K9�
>Hو( 

3) Difference in collocation. It is a rare event that two equivalent words 

in two different languages have the same range of words that collocate with 

them. This is more true of languages of very widely different cultures like 

English and Arabic especially classical Arabic (  LI	- ش	1999,أب). Examples of 

difference in collocation include “first cause” the proper translation should 

be "7			و�Fا �			�"ا�  rather than "ولFا L%$			ا�", which is a well-known 

philosophical expression; “the fate meted out to him” was translated as 

" �	; ب	[  " it should be "     ]	� �َ£�	4ُ يh	5 ا��O	
"4ُ	�£َر �	[  / ا� . The word “rents” was 

translated with the general meaning " ر-	�"أ  but being used with "أرض"  the 

proper translation should be " -ع	ری"  and not " ر-	�"أ ; “diverge from” was 

translated "  ?	م hb	ت"  the proper preposition with  hb	ت is  ?	. and not  ?	م, yet the 

right translation should be "  ?	. 5ف	oIت"  because  �h	ش is usually used with 

persons which is not the case in the example. 

Table 4:3 Collocation  

ST (p.l) TT (p.l) Suggested form 

first cause 21/2 ولFا L%$54/9  ا� 
  ا�	�� ا�و��

meted out to him 68/22 ];� ب�4ُ�£ر �[/ �4£� �[  96/26  ُ  
"doing" 84/17 "K9�
."  110/178 "K9IN"  
rents 215/4 ر-�  ری-ع 8-225/7  أ
diverge from 216/2 ?م hb5ف .? 225/30 تoIت�5ح .?/ت  

4) Metaphorical uses and idioms including phrasal verbs, e.g. “hold my 

peace” was translated "  م�B$	ب §��	Hا"  ( ��	�, 2003:129/31) while the proper 
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translation of this metaphorical expression is " مq	ا�� �
O	ا� "  as is given in 

 .ا�
-رد

5) Cultural specific terms and words of foreign origin. In demonstrating 

such inaccuracies in translation we utilized various relevant references: 

English, Arabic, French, German, Hebrew, Italian dictionaries, 

encyclopedias, etc. examples of this problem include: “Morgenländische” 

(German word) was translated " �	�%I�Fا"  the correct translation is " ��45b	ا�" ; 

the proper noun “Amadis of Gaul”, which was not translated or explained, 

is the name of a heroic Portugal or Spanish novel (see Encyclopedia 

Britannica); the French word “australes” was translated "5ا����		�Gا" , the 

correct meaning is " �	ب�-Iا��" . Also, the Orient “tout court” was translated 

"ا�	5bق آ�	[  " , the correct meaning "   دة�	زی B	5ق بb	ا�"  (see  c	9I
 The German .(ا�

word “Mahometsgesang” was translated "  �	
oم �s	9#" , the true meaning is 

"cت5ات� /�
oت م�o�%$ت" . 

Table 4:5 Foreign words 

ST (p.l) TT (p.l) Suggested form 

Morgenländische 
43/25 

��%I�F74/10  ا 
�BDا���  

Amadis of Gaul 93/5 Amadis of 
Gaul 

118/3 Amadis of Gaul 
5ت:���� أو روای� بC-��� ب(

  )إ�%�#��
"Mahometsgesang" 
101/40 

"�
oم �s9#"  124/28 " cت5ات� /�
oت م�o�%$ت"  

australes 117/8 5ا�����G140/23  ا 
  ا��I-ب��

tout court 129/19 ]5ق آ�bدة 150/24  ا�
  ا���ق �V ز�
 

6) Redundancy (giving more than one meaning to one word).such 

examples include; “is” which was translated "?|�		- آ		ه"  the appropriate 

translation is either "-ه"  or "ی<-ن" ; “qualify” was translated "�9
"ی$-�9Q أو ی�.  
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which are also semantically inaccurate, the proper translation should be 

either " �9O	Oی�"  or " ه��	�Yی" ; “rapporteur” was translated "  5£ب	Yوم z	£8-م" , the 

proper translation is the standard Arabic term "5£رYم" . 

Table 4:6 Redundancy  

ST (p.l) TT (p.l) Suggested form 

is 72/14 "?|ی<-ن" / "ه-" 99/28  "ه- آ�"  
qualify  72/18 �9
  ی��9OO/ ی�Y�ه�  100/3  ی$ّ-�9Q أو ی�.
rapporteur 162/28 5£بYوم z£8-5£ر 178/23  مYم  

7) Under-translation involves generalization or loss of detail when 

translating a term or an expression, an example of which is the translation 

of the French expression “grandes et des plus décisives” by " 5	C�أ"  while 

the appropriate translation should be "�ً
$H 5tوأآ K\.أ" . 
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Conclusions 

1- There is a very large number of ellipses, most of them are words 

(especially adverbs), but there are larger units including whole sentences. 

2- There is also a large number of cases were the Arabic word 

corresponding to an English word in a sentence does not convey the exact 

sense of the translated word. 

3- Many German or French words in the original were not translated 

correctly; it seems that no due regard was given to the original French or 

German words in determining the exact meaning of the terms. 

4- In many cases, the same English word was given two different 

Arabic words with different meanings in the same sentence (over- 

translation). 

5- Few deviations were found in translating idiomatic expressions in 

the original text. 
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Chapter Five 

The Pragmatic Dimension 
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Introduction 

Pragmatics is generally the study of natural language understanding, and 

specifically the study of how context influences the interpretation of 

meaning; context here must be interpreted as a situation as it may include 

any imaginable extra-linguistic factors, such as social, environmental and 

psychological factors (Wikipedia). 

Among the topics that pragmatics includes we have: hedging, deixis, 

implicature, presupposition, speech acts, etc. 

Pragmatics and semantics are seen as two complementary disciplines 

dealing with meaning from different perspectives: the first concentrating 

on the speaker's meaning, the latter on the sentence meaning, the literal 

meaning of the sentence; or as Yule puts it “pragmatics is the study of how 

more gets communicated than is said.” (Yule, G., 2000:3). 

Since the ST is generally different from the TT in the speaker, receptors, 

and context, it will be challenging to the translator to produce a message 

equivalent to that of the producer of the original text. Both linguistic and 

cultural differences add to the difficulty of the problem; this is obviously 

the case in translating from English into Arabic. 

Pragmatic Problems 

1) Difference in intention, where the writer's intention from the text is 

not conveyed totally or partially in an efficient and effective manner, either 

due to ellipsis or incorrect rendering. Problems in intention due to ellipsis 

include the following examples: “his Jesus, his Marcus Aurelius, his 

Caliban, his solar god” was translated "   ]	ن، وا��	ی$-ع، وم�رآ� أور���، وآ���% ctم
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 �
b	ا�"  instead of "          Kره-O	ی� �	

� آb	[ ا�	ن، وا��	، وآ���%��	رآ� أور��	$-ع، وم	ی c	tم

"ریI	�ن  ; Examples of inexact rendering include: “debunking project,” was 

translated as the past participle "]		ح زی�-s		ر م��		5وع .b		م"  instead of the 

correct translation, the present participle " �		یqا� �o		fری� ا����b		
"#		-ع م		? ا� , 

another example of this type is “legitimist” which was translated "   ر�O	#? أ	م

 ��.5b	ا�"  while it should be "   	�>�
"�م	? أ#	�Oر ا�  in order to convey the spirit of 

the text. (see  c	9I
 Since “legitimist” in the historical context after the (ا�

French Revolution gives the meaning of republican, while in fact it means 

a royalist or a partisan of the old monarchy. Another example of difference 

in intention due to inexact rendering is “But the very structure of Scott’s 

prose shows interwining” translated as "      ً�>ب�b	- ت	ت�� G �	9<-ت ذات	5 �	t# �	�Iن بF Kث"  

where "G"  in " -	ت�� G"  negates the verb " -	ت��"  while the " -	ت��"  adds more 

stress to the assertion and the intended meaning is rendered by " -	ت��"  in the 

affirmative or "-����"  stressing the affirmative form. 

2) Table 5:1 Difference in intention 

ST (p.l) TT (p.l) Suggested form 

But the very structure 
of Scott’s prose shows 
interwining 102/9 

F K5 ثt# ��Iن ب
 G �9ت ذات->�

  ت��- ت�bب<ً�

  ت��-/ ����-  125/30

legitimist 124/2 ��.5bر ا��O#146/9  م? أ ��>�
  م? أ#�Oر ا�
The new historical (as 
opposed to sacred) 
consciousness 126/28 

ا�-.� ا���ری�� �8 
م�Yبc ا�-.� 
  ا�
Y�س ا���ی�

ا�-.� ا���ری��  148/15
� م�Yبc 8(ا���ی� 

  )ا�-.� ا�
Y�س
his Jesus… god 147/7 /  165/5 ن�Iری Kره-Oی� �
  آ

and movements guided 
and held in check by 
the white Man: expert 
tutelage 245/36 

وا�5oآ�ت ا��� 
 �9C%sت9�ی�9 وت

  ت�o و�Nی�

252/2  �9C%sا��� ت5ش�ه� وت
  و�Nی�

ready to be disposed of 
by the European 
Powers 178/38 

ت$�� ا��ول 
اFوروب�� �����; 

]Iم  

192/17  ]Iن ت���; مF w�9م
  ا�Y-ى اFوروب��
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3) A hedge, or hedging in general involves the use of words or phrases 

that express some degree of qualification or uncertainty; their use 

and their specific meanings are likely to be highly context – 

dependent, e.g. sort of, kind of, perhaps (Swan, J. et al, 2004) 

Hedges are sometimes used by speakers to:  

“mitigate what otherwise seems too forceful” and to “manifest 

politeness or respect to strangers and superiors” and also to “mark 

that they may be in danger of not fully adhering to the principles of 

Grice: quality, quantity, relevance and manner" (See Yule, 2000:38-

39). 

In certain scientific fields, hedges are more frequent than others (linguistics 

and philosophy compared to natural sciences because of the need for 

convincing in these fields) (MarkKaner and Schroeder, 1989). The role of 

hedges in scientific texts is that they seem as modifiers of the writer's 

responsibility for the truth-value of the propositions in the text or as 

modifiers of the weightiness of the information therein or even of the 

writer's attitude. This is usually realized by many devices: the use of 

certain pronouns and impersonal expressions, the passive and other 

agentless constructions, modal verbs, adverbs and particles which are 

usually included in the hedges. 

Hedging is not conveyed, through ellipsis, lack of exact rendering, or non-

conforming to norms of the target language. 
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Table 5:2 Hedging 

3) Stress represented by italicized words or expressions, or other means 

like cleft sentences or pseudo-cleft sentences (Quirk and 

Greenbaum, 1976) or otherwise, is not represented in the translation 

(by word order, stress, etc). 

ST (p.l) TT (p.l) Suggested form 

more or less 4/12 �9ی�# G 5ی%ُ� 39/28  م�Y�9ی� ت# G م�  
nearly every.. 14/12 Lآ�ت c48/19  آ�ن آ Lآ�ت c5ی%ً�... آ�ن آYت  
to a certain extent 292/16 ��  إ�H 7� م� 292/6  إ�H 7� ب
can't possibly 301/15 ?>
  رب
� G ی
<? G  300/3 ی
often 267/24 -  270/8 5ًا�tآ  
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Table 5:3 Neglect of stress represented by italicizing  

ST (p.l) TT (p.l) Suggested form 

It is not merely, … 

there either 4/36 
��
...  98- ��� و�-د َث

 �
 و�-د ث
40/12 ��
... 98- ��� و�-د َث

�
  و�-د ث
being able to do that 

32/23 
ام�Bك ا�Y�رة .�7 

Z�hم ب��Yا�  
ام�Bك ا�Y�رة .�7 ا���Yم  64/15

Z�hب  
characters 66/26 ت��Oت 95/6  ش���Oش�  
religion 279/10 ?ا��ی? 280/14  ا��ی  
the East was only a 
career 5/25 

 �IN 5قbأن ا�
L$Hو  

40/25 �IN 5قbأن ا�L$Hو   

He spoke 6/6 -�4م ه- 41/16  �4م ه  
intellectual 27/30 8<5ی� 59/31  8<5ی�  
any 39/15 أی� 70/18  أی�  
creates 40/26 z71/19  ت�� zت��  
internal 47/5 ���77/16  دا ���دا  
before 47/25 c%4  77/31 c%4  
characters 66/26 ت��Oت 95/6  ش���Oش�  
true 67/20 �Y�Yo95/29  ا� �Y�Yoا�  
like 67/33 ct96/7  م ctم  
because 70/31 �9#F  98/23 �9#F  
outside 71/8 رج��رج 98/33  ��  
before 83/16 c%4  109/19 c%4  
away 92/10 ا��  ب��ا 117/12  ب
create 94/20 z119/9  ی�� zی��  
emplot 95/21 ن->%oن 120/6  ی->%oی  
watched 103/25 �ه�bه� 127/8  ُی�bُی  
types 119/17 ط�
#Fط 142/20  ا�
#Fا  
for 122/26 5قb��  145/7 5قbا� c�  ��5bق، م? أ
spoken for 122/29 ث�o145/9  م? ی� ]
  م? ی�o�ث ب��
least 133/25 c4154/4  أ  c4أ  
library 141/34 �%�>
  ا�
<�%� 160/29  ا�
away from 171/2 ?. ىwIى .? 185/24  تwIت  
now 250/30 ا�ن 256/4  ا�ن  
reason 255/29 L%$260/11  ا� L%$ا�  
to see 258/36 5ؤی� 262/29  �5ؤی��  
Religious 260/34 �I264/22  ا��ی �Iا��ی  
resistance 263/6 وم��Yوم� 266/20  م�Yم  
philosophie 271/18 ]��$�8و�8$��[ 273/21  و  
within 280/25 ?
f  281/19 ?
f  
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4) Implicatures are "aspects of meaning which are over and above the 

literal and conventional meaning of an utterance and they depend for 

their interpretation on a recognition of the Co-operative Principle 

and its maxims [of Grice]." (M. Baker, 1992:227). Grice gives a 

number of factors that are important in figuring out implicature; 

these include the identity of any references that may be involved in 

the text. These references, including proper names or other entities 

un-known to the reader, may disrupt the continuity or coherence of 

the text. (M. Baker, 1992:228-230). 

In fact, most of the proper names whether of persons, books or 

places mentioned in Orientalism are not familiar to Arab readership 

and ought to be dealt with in any suitable strategy. Abu-Dīb  himself 

confessed that he wasn't able to figure out some of these references 

(���, 2003). 

Table5:4 Implicature, unexplained proper names 

ST (p.l) TT (p.l) Suggested form 
Paracelsus 19/6 را�راِ��ْ��-��52/23  � Swiss alchemist and 

physician 
(Encyclopedia 

Britannica) 

Amadis of Gaul 
93/5 

Amadis of Gaul 118/3 ل-Q أم�دی� أوفAmadis 
of Gaul (a Portuguese 
or Spanish heroic 
novel) (Encyclopedia 

Britannica) 
Xerxes 56/7 �$ِآ$5ى 86/4 ْآ$5ْْآ 
Archaeology of 

Knowledge and in 
Discipline and 

Punish 3/20 

 �F�Wر ا��
XY Z [
وD
  أد\ب و]

39/5  �F�Wت ا��
ا���اD^� و ح[��

ب�Wوا�: two books by 
Foucault in the thought 
of Edward Said 

Benthamite م� 148/32  ا�%�#-ب��<-ن��I%ر : ا�%�#-ب��<-ن ا��
م
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Panopticon 
172/15 

�$�? اب��.[ ��5ی
� ب��Iم 
    ا�$��Iءتc9$ �8[ م5ا�%4 

Shilluks 37/5 ?آ�-��bب ا�$-دان 68/16  ا�-I� �8 c|�%4 

(Encyclopedia 

Britannica)  
Avestan 51/10  ��$�8F81/14  ا  �
آ�%� ب�9 (�:� إی5ا#�� 4�ی

  )#O-ص زرادش�
Prester John 
63/22 

 م���N Z%� أ�C-ري  92/23  ب5��5�-ن
(Encyclopedia 

Britannica)  
Teratology 
144/12,15 

��,162/25  ت5ات-�-
27 

 ا��Yم-س ا�K�. (�%C ا�
$-خ(
)��ّH(  

Mencius 254/18 س-�b#-و#ّ; �[( 259/8  م ،�I�N ��8$-ف (
(Encyclopedia 

Britannica) 
Scholiasts 262/5 ?ار����
��� م� ) ش5اح، م�ّ$5ون( 265/27  ا�

Scholastic (Webster) 
al-Iji 313/7 ��
�I�ا(ا�ی��   312/20  ا��(  
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Conclusions 

1) Stress represented by italicized words or expressions in the 

original text was not duly adhered to by the translator; in the 

majority of cases, emphasis was not manifest in the Arabic 

text. 

2) In addition to the many cases of the violation of intention 

caused by ellipsis, there are also cases caused by inexact 

rendering of the text. 

3) Implicatures related to lack of knowledge of the Arabic reader 

of foreign cultural names, works, etc were disregarded to the 

detriment of the reader. 

4) There were cases of neglect of hedgings; these consist usually 

of adverbs or adverbial expressions that restrict the truth of the 

statements. 
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Conclusions and 

Recommendations 

The study concludes and recommends the following regarding the Arabic 

version of Orientalism and translating similar works into Arabic: 

1- Despite the high proficiency of the translator and the great effort he 

executed in the translation, the TT is far behind the ST in eloquence 

and naturalness as experienced by the readership of both texts. 

2- In the graphic dimension, the most serious problems of the TT are: (1) 

the presence of many misprints that are detrimental to the meaning 

and uneasy to rectify by the average reader, and (2) lack of a 

systematic way in dealing with punctuation marks and vocalization of 

the text. 

3- At the word level, many words of regional origin (standard Arabic in 

Syria) or adopted by the translator are either different from standard 

Arabic now or considered grammatically incorrect in classical Arabic. 

4- In the syntactic level, separation of dependency elements in sentences 

was the main factor of lack of cohesion in the text; there was also a 

considerable number of deviations in the correct word order as 

determined by Arab Grammarians; both problems possibly relate to 

adherence of the translator to rank-bound translation. 

5- In the semantic level, the large number of ellipses and the inexact 

rendering of many words including foreign ones (mainly French and 

German) constitute the main serious problems in the Arabic text. 
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6- In the pragmatic level, neglect of stress and implicature manifested is 

not-commenting on foreign proper names together contribute to non-

equivalence of the messages conveyed by the original text and the TT; 

few cases of negligence of hedging were met in the Arabic text. 

7- Inconsistency i.e. using two (or more) Arabic words with different 

meanings for the same English word (in similar contexts) was met in 

certain cases in the TT ) 5اقb	��Gا(  (Orientalism); this inconsistency is 

confirmed by comparing the two indexes made up by the translator in 

)ا��G				5bاق(  (Orientalism) and )�				وا�م%5ی��� �				8�Ytا�(  (Culture and 

Imperialism) 

8- The very large number of ellipses, misprints, etc (as exhibited in the 

text and appendices of this thesis) make it imperative that such a 

valuable book be re-presented to the Arabic reader either in a new 

edition that takes into consideration the necessary modifications 

including the comments given in this thesis, or in being  retranslated 

altogether. 

9- Republishing the book in a new edition which takes into consideration 

the suggestions of this study. 

10- Giving a glossary of the terminology of Edward Said's in the book. 

11- Including brief explanations of proper names (persons, geographical 

names, books, etc) in the book. 

12- Retranslating texts where cases of separation of dependencies were 

grave. 
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13- Opting for corresponding Arabic words and expressions to English 

and foreign ones that are more ‘national’ than ‘regional’, or at least 

introducing them to the readers. 

14- Using as many references to certain dictionaries as possible. 

15- Doing a similar study on the translation of ‘Culture and 

Imperialism’  by Abu-Dīb , and comparing the two translations on the 

different dimensions employed by the current study. 

16- Following-up of neologisms used by Abu-Dīb  in his translation of  

Orientalism, in his later texts, and in Arabic texts of other writers, and 

drawing the right conclusions regarding neologisms: their life and 

spread in language. 

17- Such studies should be taught in translation courses in the university 

for students’ benefit. 
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Appendix 1 Graphic Dimension 

English item 

Page 

Arabic 

item 

Page/ 

Line 

Suggested 

form 
Comment 

look 32/27 37 5\#ا#\5  64/24   أ  Imperative of a 
tri-literal verb. 

)cNة وq
)ه  
occupation 35/36 لB�H��  67/12 لB�HB�  Verbal noun of a 

verb with more 
than four letters 
cNة وq
 ه

Consider56/1  5\#ا#\5 85/32 أ  Imperative of a 
tri-literal verb. 

)cNة وq
)ه  
, he said, 31/5 إن .. �4ل 63/4   أن.. �4ل  After the verb 

"�4ل"  and its 
derivatives the 
"hamza" of إن is 
vocalized with 
"kasrah" 

"belong to…" 
31/4 

 �
�I63/5 "ت "�
�Iت  Quotation marks 
are missing 

"subject races" 
36/22 

ا�5وق 
�ا�f��  

ا�5وق " 67/34
�fا���"  

Quotation is 
missing 

:Cromer believed 
38/9 

 Preservation of  �م? آ5وم5: 69/17  ،و4� �م?
the original 
punctuation. 

(--Orientals) 
38/12 

 Kآ�H أو أي
  ��5bق

69/19 ) Kآ�H أو أي
?��45b��(  

Ellipsis of 
parentheses + not 
using the plural 
form 

-in the west... 
here- 40/1 

 �8 �Iی-.
  ه�I...ا�:5ب

71/10  �I�8 –.-ی 
  -ه�I...ا�:5ب

Ellipsis of  dashes 

Vision 43/41 >ا�5ؤی� 74/20 >ا�5ؤی�  < > denote 
addition by the 
translator as 
mentioned p.18 

-no matter how 
special is- 45/1 

، م9
� ب�:� 
،;Oم? ا���  

75/19 -�
... م9
;Oا���-  

As in the ST. 

H. Hotinger's 
64/4 

5�Iی-ه�ن هـ 93/6  ی-ه�ن ه-ت .
5�Iه-ت  

Ellipsis  

Bibliotheque 

65/23 
�%�>
 Proper noun  ا�
<�%� 94/16 ا�

(italicized) 
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English item 

Page 

Arabic 

item 

Page/ 

Line 

Suggested 

form 
Comment 

[of...Islam] 77/20 يhي[ 104/21 #�$[...وا�hوا� ...]$�#[  Omission of 
brackets as in the 
ST 

Discription's 
84/12 

�N-110/10  ا� �N-ا� Name of a book 
(italicized) 

[the modern] 89/1 �tی�o114/17  ا� ]�tی�oا�[  Omission of 
brackets 

Chevalier 89/3 رس 114/18  �8رس
F  French name 
SEATO 108/1  -131/6  ���ت ��
B�  Misprint  
Human history 
and destiny 121/1 

ا���ری} 
 5�O
وا�
 ا�#$�#� 

143/31  ،5�O
ا���ری} وا�
ت�ری} . ا�#$�#��?

g5�Oا�#$�ن وم  

Omission of 
parentheses 

restoration 
125/34 

 K�45147/25  ت Kت5م�  Omission of 
parentheses 

De la Religion 
137/11 

 Name of a book  .? ا��ی? 157/1  .? ا��ی?

"must" 163/6 ]��.و.��[" 179/4  و"  Omission of 
quotation 

and end 178/32 ا�%�ء . 
192/14 

 Punctuation rules  ا�%�ء،

Rights, laws 
179/13 

 YH  Punctuation rules-ق، YH  192/26-ق

-correctly, I 
think- 190/29 

-zoب- �
�8
 �Y�.ا-   

203/1 - �Y�.أ �
�8 ،zoب 
-  

Preservation of 
the original 
punctuation 

In Chapter One 
201/4 

 cO�8 ا��
  اFول 

 Capitalization in  ا��cO اFول�8  213/3
the ST 

Tend to 202  c�
 Dictation rules   ت
�c- 214/10  ،ت
Advanced / 
backward 207/6 

ا�
�Y�م 
����
  ا�

 Preservation of  ا�
��ّ��/ا�
�Y�م 218/9
the original 
punctuation 

(not... 
invidiously) 
207/29 

آ� Y# G-ل 
  ب:��

إن �cY# K إ#[ ( 218/26
  )ب:��

Preservation of 
the original 
punctuation 

Bouillon 225/12 ب-ی-ن 233/26   ب-ا�-ن  French name 
‘theirs’ 227/31  -وم� ه)K9�(   236/6 )K9� -وم� ه(  Preservation of 

the original 
punctuation 

…continuously 
237/1 

 ���
ا�
Bدوا���Iی   


��� و 244/14… ا�
Bدا���Iی  

Preservation of 
the original 
punctuation 
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English item 

Page 

Arabic 

item 

Page/ 

Line 

Suggested 

form 
Comment 

-which … Pillars- 
239/4 

 Preservation of  -… ا���- 246/7   -…ا���
the original 
punctuation. 

(and study of) 
248/19 

 Preservation of  )ودرا��[( 254/7  >ودرا��[<
the original 
punctuation 

"types" 259/22 ط�
#Fط" 263/17  "ا�
#Fا" Omission of 
quotations 

[as... field] 
261/34 

 Preservation of  ]ا�Y�ی
�... ا���[ 265/19  ا�Y�ی
�... ا���
the original 
punctuation 

(or 
limits...)264/20 

أو (
)... مo�ودی�ت[
������  

أو ( 267/20
���...مo�ودی�ت[

���(  

Preservation of 
the original 
punctuation 

[and... find] 
265/2 

وأم<�I[ م? 
  إی��د

وأم<�I[ م? [ 268/4
  ]إی��د

Preservation of 
the original 
punctuation 

(as... called) 
265/38 

 7
آ
� ی$
�ً#��Hأ  

268/27 )�ً#��H7 أ
 Preservation of  )آ
� ی$
the original 
punctuation 

(with... creeds) 
269/16 

... ب��ش�رة
  اF�5ى

... ب��ش�رة( 271/29
  )اF�5ى

Preservation of 
the original 
punctuation 

(especially... 
Massignon 
269/22 

�ًN-O� ...
  م����I-ن

272/1-
2 

)�ًN-O� ...
  )م����I-ن

Preservation of 
the original 
punctuation 

cultural 274/10 �BF
 Preservation of  ا���8�Yt 276/6  ا�_�
the original 
punctuation 

[Gib] >L�<  277/28 ]L�[  Preservation of 
the original 
punctuation 

"Islam"  مBم" 281/9  إ�Bإ�"  Preservation of 
the original punctuation 

 
`�VB_�� إن ...
  .ا����Eة

.... إن ت
B�tت�9 285/20
  .ا�
�o�ة

Preservation of 
the original 
punctuation 

4ّ�
�   cّ4 م�   One word 
 Preservation of  ا��5Yن، 288/7  .ا��5Yن ,

the original 
punctuation 
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Page 

Arabic 

item 

Page/ 

Line 

Suggested 

form 
Comment 

"Islam" مB�Gم" 303/1  اBا��"  Preservation of 
the original 
punctuation 

3:   304/14 3:  Ellipsis 
Britain... ،��#�C304/19  ا�%5ی ��#�Cا�%5ی...  Preservation of 

the original 
punctuation 

. ،cم��307/1   cم��.  Preservation of 
the original 
punctuation 

4:   318/17 4:  Ellipsis 
American: ��>م5یFم5ی<�� 321/18  .اFا:  Preservation of 

the original 
punctuation 

depressing ��$�D322/30  م ���Dم  Misprint 
... وا��Y|�ی� ,      ,

  ا��9Iی�
... ، وا��Y|�ی� 323/32

  ا��9Iی�،
Preservation of 
the original 
punctuation 

human 327/40 ?���#�$#Gا�#$�#���?؟ 324/14  .ا  Preservation of 
the original 
punctuation 

forgotten 92/3 ��$I�8ت م�Y117/7 وث �BJbت، م
F
�Xو  Special usage of 
the comma by the 
translator p.16 

Darwinian 99/6  ء ا��5ا���
و.�
 ?��Iا��اروی  


�ء ا��5ا��،  123/11�.
?��Iا��اروی  

Special usage of 
the comma by the 
translator p.16 

Perspectives, and 
104/19 

وأH-ال 
G5اق اb��
  ا���

وأH-ال  127/31
  ا5b��Gاق، ا���

Special usage of 
the comma by the 
translator p.16 

Innumerable 
105/28 

 G و������
7Ooت  

129/4  G ،و������
7Ooت  

Common 
modifiers 

ethics 106/8  ��#BYا�
��4B�Fوا  

129/17  Z�hوآ ،��#BYا�
 ��4B�Fا  

Special usage of 
the comma by the 
translator p.16 

(or version of) 
122/9 

 I.(  Special usage of[... أو آ�#�( I.   144/29[... أو آ�#�
the comma by the 
translator p.16 

mature languages 
and cultures 
145/20 

 Special usage of  وا��8�Ytت، 163/25  وا��8�Ytت
the comma by the 
translator p.16 
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Page 

Arabic 

item 

Page/ 

Line 

Suggested 

form 
Comment 

orderly 151/30 �
\Iت م�>%H  168/30 �
\Iت، م�>%H  Special usage of 
the comma by the 
translator p.16 

regularized 
202/35 

�
\I

� 214/19  ا�\I
 Common  ،ا�
modifiers 

Specific 203/335  رات�sHو
�I�  م

و�sHرات،  215/13
�I�  م

Common 
modifiers 

dealing 204/8  cم����  215/23  cم����،  Common 
modifiers = ا5�4اح (
cم�)،.I� ا��  

Situation 206/25  �f-
 Misprint  ا�-�f 217/26  ا�
category 31/4 ���O8  63/5 ��Oْ8ُ   (ف�b>ا� p.29) 
At a time 32/14 ن"  �ن 64/9  أن�" as an adverb is 

not familiar to the 
reader 

teachers who 
35/30 

 Misprint  ا�hی? 67/11  ا�hی�

Viciousness36 �
� �ث%C67/28  ب ��%Cب  Misprint 
to come 37/22 ي 68/27  �ُ�ْ$َ�ْي�$ْ�ُ�َ  Misprint 
Militarism 5ی�$> Misprint  ا�$<5ی� 68/30  ا�
Practical 38/5 �
�
�� 69/15  ا� Misprint  ا�
proven 42/1 ?ُب5ِهَ? 72/24  ب5ه  Passive voice in 

the ST 
Raj 42/20 B� Misprint  را��= م59ا��  73/10  ر
Monstrous 45/23 76 ا����� ����
  Misprint  ا�
Different 46/4  �����
 Misprint  ا�
����� 76/18 ا�
Culture 48/26 ة�Y�8 78/29 ث�Yث  Misprint 
1829 51/24 1859  81/24 1829  Misprint 
Practical 62/4 ��
�
��� 91/17 ا� Misprint  ا�
Whose sect 69/3 ]ب�oNُب[ 97/8 أ�oNأ  To avoid 

ambiguity 
Nogent 71/13 �I���I 99/4  ت--#  Misprint  
Civilization 
77/22 

 �so�  Misprintرات 104/22 ا��soرات 

Bhagavad – Gita 
78/27 

 –ی�ب�8�Q�9د 
���Q 

105/21  �8�Q�9ب-���Q   Misprint 

for the 
Orient86/35 

 5b�� Misprintق 112/22  ا�5bق

scientific 88/17 ��

� 114/1  ا�� Misprint  ا�
its library 94/30 ]%�>م<�%�[ 119/16  م Misprint  
non-participating 
97/6 

 G  One wordم�bرآً� G  121/19 م�bرآً�
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Page 

Arabic 

item 

Page/ 

Line 

Suggested 

form 
Comment 

a-historical 97/22 ت�ری��  -��ـ  121/29  ت�ری��-آ�ـ
  )ا#\5 ا�<�bف(

)ا#\5 ا�<�bف(  p. 30 

H.A.R 101/36 �bإت® أي �ر 125/21  إت  Misprint 
powerful 117/22 م�-Yي 141/3  ا�-Yا�  Misprint + Present 

participle; c.�8 Kا� 
secularizing 
120/13 

�Iَ
َ�ْ
�Iَ 143/11  مِ�ْ  Misprint  م

selected and 
arranged 125/32 

Iة وم5ت%� م�Y�
  ب�Iی�

م�Y�Iة وم5ت%�،   147/24
  ب�Iی�

Misprint  

[all of which] 
132/21 

 �ً�
�  153/9 ]�ً�
�[  Misprint 

knitted 135/1 �9�%�  155/9 �9>%�  Misprint 
Tableaux 139/12 ت�H-ت 158/21  م��H-�  Misprint 
given 142/41 �C Misprint  ی7C 161/27  ی
Fauriel 147/5 c165/3  8-رب� c8-ری�  Misprint 
filial 148/26  ��%$I166/11  ا�  ���%$َIَی� / ا�-I%ا� Ambiguity + 

)ا�
-رد(  
sufferings 153/22 KمFم 170/18  واGوا� /K�Fوا  Misprint 
statement 156/24 g����Y173/8  ت  g5ری�Yت  Misprint + .�دة (

)ت�5�K ت�Yری5  
appointed 165/19  ن-�I Misprint م�I-ن 180/29 م
ennui 173/15 Z187/24  م� cم/ م�w�  Misprint 
Inscribed 175/24 ®YI189/19  ی ®YIُی  Misprint + 

Ambiguity 
(in some 
cases,…) 176/2 

أ7�H ،�#��H إ�7 ( 190/1  
 cYIا� ��در

�
9I. �85oا�(  

Ellipsis  

cumulative 
176/24 

�
 Misprint  ا��5اآ
�� 190/22  ا��5اآ�

"mon..." 177/37 ����� ?�-191/23  م  �����م-ا�ُ?   Misprint + 
Ambiguity  

passage 178/16 �CY192/3  ب �CY
 Misprint  ب
egoism 179/38  ی�-#Fی� 193/12  ا-ِ#َFَا  Misprint + 

Ambiguity  
young 182/22  �Yش�ب� 195/20  ش�ب  Misprint 
barrenness 
187/35 

 K�� Misprint  ب��KY 200/17  ب��

untiring 188/16  ت�� G  200/30 �Iت G  Misprint 
as a charactor 
194/20 

]��O�b206/12  آ ��O�bآ  Misprint 

a characteristics 
195/29 

 �Y�YH  207/11 �O�O�  Misprint 
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Page 

Arabic 
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Page/ 

Line 

Suggested 

form 
Comment 

original talent 
202/15 

 ���NF214/4  ا  ���NF5 �(  ا\I5یC6ا����� (  

Oriental 207/20  5قb�45 218/20  ا�bا�  Misprint 
Blinders 207/37 م�ت�
Q  218/30 م�ت�
Qِ  Misprint + 

Ambiguity  
examines 209/15 م-Yت ...g�Iم 220/8  اآ��Yهً�... ت�Iاآ� Misprint 
efficient 212/26 Dآ�ء  223/27  آ� Misprint 
languages 214/9  ت 224/12 �:�ت�:�� Misprint 
Eric 214/39  إرك 225/5   اردك French name 
1912 215/28 1909   225/23 1912  Misprint 
inviting 216/28 �ًبh��hابً� 226/14    Misprint 
Garnier 218/12 5�#ر�Q    227/28  ]��#ر�Q  Misprint + French 

name 
Sykes 221/8 ی<� 230/17   ��آ����  Misprint + 

English name 
Yet 222/34 5 أن�Q   231/27  .5 أن�Q  Preservation of 

the original 
punctuation 

glories 226/13  g�م��هw234/24  ب gم��دwب  Misprint 
clean 226/16 ا-�\�I�   234/26 ا-�\I��/59واC��  Misprint  
introspection 
232/18 

]��%I240/11   ا�� ]#�C%ا��  Misprint 

said 233/17 ]�N241/8   و ]fو  Misprint 
collectively 
239/30 

�ً�
H 246/23 �ً�
�   Misprint  

disruptive 240 �CY
�ا�
�CY 247/4   ا�  Misprint + Present 
participle;c.�8 Kا� 

consious 242/35 �ً�.ووا.�ً� 249/16  ودا  Misprint 
interspersing 
243/28 

5bI250/8  ب I5بt  Misprint )ا�
-رد + (  

1928 248/29 1929   254/12 1928  Misprint  
Oriental 254/12 ش45ً� 259/4  ش5ًا  Misprint 
summational 
258/4 

�NB262/9  ا�� �NB�ُا�  Misprint + 
Ambiguity  

inspired 258/16 �t262/16 وی� �tد�  Misprint 
Islamic 260/1 مBم� 263/30  ا��Bا��  Misprint 
Sylvain 264/4 ن 267/12  �����ن�����  Misprint  
efficent 264/14 آ�ء  267/18  آ�-ء  Misprint 
constraints 
264/21 

�
9�N�9  267/23  و�N5 (و�
sا�
ی-د .�7 
  )ا�s-اب�


�5 ی-د .�7 (sا�
)ا�s-اب�  Misprint 
+ 
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Comment 

investment in 
271/2 

  Misprint  ا.��Iق 273/11  ا#��ق

objective 273/41 �.-f-275/30  م ��.-f-م  Misprint  
 Misprint + Present  ا�ُ
oَ�ث�? 282/13  ا�
o�ث�? 

participle; c.�8 Kا� 
misled c�s283/18  م c�َsَم  Misprint + Past 

participle; ل- �K م�
places  ��fم-ا�4 285/21  م-ا  Misprint  
4ّ�
�   cّ4 م�   One word 
leer  راءhbراء 286/12  ا�qbا�  Different meaning 

Graphics 
 5�t$5 289/6  ی��t�$ی  Misprint  
 ³I³ 293/25  ب5آ�Iب<5ی  Misprint  
end  آ:�ی� 296/12  آ��ی�  Misprint 
pacification �%�$299/31  ا� �
 Misprint  ا�$�
and the Arab 5ب 300/26  وا�:5ب  Misprint  وا�

�دي ا ��#�t�  302/2 ��#�tدى ا��
� /

  اF�5ة
Misprint 

bias qٍ£�o�  303/32 q�́o��  Misprint  
common 5كb�$
  Misprint  ا�
5�bك 304/26  ا�
offerings ت
 + Misprint  ا�Yّ�َِ�م�ت 307/7  ا����م

Ambiguity  
exciting 5ّكo312/14  ا�� Z5یoا��  Misprint 
recommendation 
315/6 

�N312/19  �و ��N-ت  Misprint + Non-
standard word. 
Ambiguity with 
will 

tendentious ةq�
�
 Misprint  ا�
�q�oة 314/32  ا�
Evelyn Baring 
35/18 

³I³ 66/26  إی��?، ب�ریIای��? ب�ری  Misprint name 

La Bruyere 66/27 ]ب�-ری�G  95/7 5ب5وی�G  French name 
Edgar Quinet 
79/21 

 �I106/13 ادوارد آ-ی ]�Iر آ��Qاد  French name 

Indier 98/21 �I9د 122/26    ا�-I9دا|5ة  (ا�
ا�
�رف 
��#�Cا�%5ی(  

Encyclopedia 
Brittanica: Über 
die Sprache und 
Weisheit der 
Inder. In the ST 
"Indier". + 
Deutsch-
Arabisches 
Wörterbuch 
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Quatarmere 
139/16 

 French name  آ�ت5م�5 158/24  آ-ات5م�5

Deslauriers 187/9  qی�-�qدی�-ری�[ 199/31  دی  French name 
Spengler 208/23  5�:I%�  219/19  5�:I%ش  German name 
Beaulieu 219/17 -ب-� 228/29   ب-ا��]�  French name 
places 219/20 �IO228/31   ی �sی  Misprint 
labyrinthine 
221/11 

�I�
  Misprint  ا�
��ه� 230/19   ه�ا�

refinement 
225/39 

��IY234/13   ت ��YIت  Misprint 

Caussin 231/15 آ-��ن 239/13   آ-زان  French name 
Fielding 244/7 ³�#���8  250/21 ³I�8�ی  English name  
Sachau 255/32 -و 260/14  ��آ����  German name 
Spitzer 258/18 رqI%�  262/18 %5ش$�  German name 
Mauss 266/30 م-س 269/16  م-ش  French name 
Bounoure 266/32 -#ب-#-ر 269/18  ب-ر  Foreign name 
Koenig  ³Iآ-#�³ 305/8  آ-ی  German name + 

Misprint 
O'Brien 312/41 ?أوب5ی? 310/22   أوّب5اَی  Foreign name 
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Page 

Original 

Arabic 

form 

Page/ 

Line 

Proposed  

Arabic 

form 

Comment 

focus 2/27  �945oم
  ا�5|�$�

 Non-standard  بDرت�9 ا�5|�$� 38/12-13
word, regional 
word  

settling in 3/16  5ارY��Gا
]�8  

39/2 ]#�Cا���  Non-standard 
word 

authoritative 3/26 ا��$�� 39/9  ا�$��دة  Non-standard 
word 

corresponding 5/12 zب�C5 40/23  م«ِ�Iُم  Non-standard 
word 

career 5/14 �IN  40/23 ة��H �I9م  Non-standard 
word 

pattern 6/13 z$#  41/20 �
#  Non-standard 
word 

enabling 6/24 زة£q

<£�I 41/27  ا�
 Non-standard  ا�ُ
word 

missionary 7/30 رG5 42/27  ����ا£b%
 Non-standard  ا�
word 

Account of the 

Manners and 

Customs of the 

Modern Egyptians 

8/11 

 Z��$م
ا�
5Oی�? 
ا�
�5Nی? 

K9و.�دات  

43/8  c|�
ش
ا�
5Oی�? 
ا�
o�ث�? 
K9و.�دات  

Title of a 
published 
translation of 
the book. 

positivistic 8/33 ]��f43/23  و fو ]��
  ا�ی��ب��

Ellipsis 

implications 9/27 ت��.�sت 44/16  م�I�
sت  Non-standard 
word 

credibility 11/7  �9ارت��و
  ب��Y%-ل

 Non-standard  مO�ا�9��4 45/25
word 

textuality 13/8 ��N-OI47/20  ا� ��OIا�  Non-standard 
word 

intertextuality 
13/10 

ا���ا���� 
��OّIا�  

 �I��  Non-standardصا 47/22
word 

interpretation 13/32 5�$48/6  ا��� cویwا��  Non-standard 
word 

inaugural 16/11 �I50/7  ا���ش� �H���8Gا  Non-standard 
use 

treatises 21/17 c|54/18  ر�� ��toب c|ر��  Ambiguity with 
messages 

turn of 22/17 55/14  م$��ار �CIم  Non-standard 
word 
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Arabic 

form 

Page/ 

Line 

Proposed  

Arabic 

form 

Comment 

effectiveness 23/5 ���.56/3  ا��� ����ّYا�  Non-standard 
word 

Arabs 26/36 5ب�5ب 59/8  ����  Non-standard 
word 

web 27/14  �>%bا�
  ا�I<%-ت��

59/21 �>%bا�  Ambiguity with 
“internet” 

involvement 31/11 ك�
 Non-standard  ا#b%�ك  63/8  ا9#
word / index 

argument 36/6 �H5و�Fم�  67/19  ا-\I
 Non-standard  ا�
word / index 

Malaya 41/22 ی�B
 Non-standard  ا�
Bی- 72/14  ا�
word 

entities 45/28 آ��#�ت 76/6  ذوات  Non-standard 
word 

Sir Alfred 47/10 ا�$�5 أ��5د 77/21  ��5 أ��5د  Non-standard 
word 

eclecticisim 51/13 Y�#G81/16  �|�� ا ��Y�8-ا��  Non-standard 
word 

selective 52/13 82/15  م���رًا �ً�|�Y�#ا  Non-standard 
word 

validity 52/32 م�B�  82/28  ��#5ی��  Non-standard 
word / index  

buckled 54/7 تB>84/8  ب  Kیqرد  إب-
-non) �ا�
standard word/ 

regional term 
Xerxes 56/7 �$آ$5ى 86/4  5آ�آ  Non-standard 

word 
undermined 57/17 وت9��د K:َض 87/11  ت�£-Yت  Non-standard 

word 
hierarchy 57/40  Lوا��5آ�

��B$ا�  
 Common  وا��5ات%�� 87/29

equivalent term 
encapsulation 58/31 تG-$%>ت 88/18  ا��NB�  Non-standard 

word 
Pius 61/27 ��-سب 91/5  ب-�  Non-standard 

word 
sophisticated 61/36 �$�$ة 91/11  ا���Y
 Non-standard  ا�5ا��4 ا�

word 
randomly 65/29  ء�Y�#ا|�� 94/18  دون ا-b.  Non-standard 

word 
species 70/15 س�I�Fاع 98/12  ا-#Fا  Non-standard 

word 
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Page 

Original 

Arabic 

form 

Page/ 

Line 

Proposed  

Arabic 

form 

Comment 

paranoia 72/40  ب�Oا�
�
  ا��-ه

100/18 �
\�I-ن ا�  Non-standard 
word 

entries 75/22 c�ت  102/27  م�اB��م Non-standard 
word  ) دب��تF�8 ا

= ، م�ا�c )ا�ن
approaches 

institutionalization 
83/25 

�$��D109/27  م �$�w
 Non-standard  م
word 

index  86/15  �£IOی
  مDش5اٍت

 Non-standard  ی�59س 112/8
word 

at random 99/20 ء�Y�#ا|�ً� 123/19  دون ا-b.  Non-standard 
word 

peculiarity 102/35  ش�ذة ��O�
  أ�5ى

126/18  ��N-O� /
  5Qاب�

Non-standard 
word 

adapt 104/39 �
 Non-standard  َتْ<���  128/12  أ�4
word 

approaches 105/24 ?و���I�
/ ا�
����? 128/31  ا�
  ا�
�Yرب��?

Non-standard 
word 

obscurantism 106/9 ی�-
 B«  Non-standardم�� 129/18  ت
word 

tautologies 107/23  c
ا��
����
�Gا  

130/24  c�Ooت
cN�oا�  

Non-standard 
word 

totalitarian 107/36 ي-C��  131/2 ��-
 Non-standard  ش
word 

by definition 
108/33 

 Non-standard  ب���5ی� 131/30  تo�ی�ًا
word 

populist 118/13 9-ري
%-ي 141/23  ا��bا�  Non-standard 
word 

departmentalized 
109/27 

 Non-standard  دوا|5 132/29  آ-ى
word 

archetypal figures 
119/38 

���. ��C
 Non-standard  �5ازي ب�|� 143/2  #
word )رد-
)ا�  

enabling 122/15 ی�-Y145/1  أو�7 م �I£>
 Non-standard  م
word 

tone 125/7 ��9�  147/9 �
:#  Non-standard 
word 

compilatory 126/5 ���IO148/1  ت �
� c
.  Non-standard 
word. There is 
ambiguity with 
"classifactory" 
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Arabic 
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Page/ 

Line 

Proposed  

Arabic 

form 

Comment 

department store 
127/3 

�-ق ت��ری� 
�tی�H آ%�5ة  

148/24 � Non-standard  م��5 تI-ی
word �4م-س 

 م��5(ا�دارة 
ا�
-رد)+ ا4F$�م  

potential speech 
140/14 

ا�zCI ا�<�م? 
�4��  

159/20 c
�o
/ ا�zCI ا�
���
�HGا  

Non-standard 
word 

monotheists 142/1 ا#�-ن�Hون 161/2  و�H-م  Non-standard 
word. See رد-
 ا�

on the one hand 
143/20 

8�7 �5ف 
  أول

162/8 �9� ?
8  Non-standard 
word 

generative 143/21 ة��-
 Non-standard  ا��-���ی� 162/8  ا�
word 

leverage 145/12 ة-Y163/19  ا� � Non-standard  ا�5ا8
word 

execlusivist 146/38 �ً5یO4  164/31 �ً5یOH  Non-standard 
word 

masculine 147/6 ��-� Non-standard  ذآ-ري 165/4  ر
word 

subordinated 
152/39 

م��qI ذا 
��.58  

170/1 �ً Non-standard  ت�ب
word 

references 153/6 ت 170/7  ا�ش�راتG�Hا�  Non-standard 
word 

explore 157/30 ]9I174/8  أآ� ]�b>أ��  Non-standard 
word 

institutionalized 
159/6 

وتo-�� إ�7 
�$�Dم  

175/15 �$�Dوُم  Non-standard 
word 

random 159/27 �
��45 دون ا�
  �fب�

 Non-standard  ا�b-ا|�� 175/29
word 

household 163/4 179/3  ب�� ��b�
 Non-standard  ا5�Fة ا�
word. 
Ambiguity with 
“house” 

institutionalization 
164/34 

تo-ی��9 إ�7 
 5OI.

  م�D$�ت�

180/18 �9�$�wم  Non-standard 
word 

Periodic 165/19  ب�#�\�م
  م5Cد

 Non-standard  دورّیً� 181/6
word 

periodical reviews 
166/10 

�ت �م5ا
���H5م  

�ت دوری�  181/24-25� Non-standard  م5ا
word 

reductionism 169/9 ��O��Yا��� 184/6  تq��ا  Non-standard 
word 
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English item   

Page 

Original 

Arabic 

form 

Page/ 

Line 

Proposed  

Arabic 

form 

Comment 

intensional 169/11 �|ا-�#Gي 184/7  ا�OYا�  Non-standard 
word 

canvas 171/38 ��I186/19  آ �H-�  Non-standard 
word 

birddroppings 
184/31 

 zزری
  ا��C-ر

 Non-standard  ذرق ا��C-ر 197/24
word 

element 184/37 ًا-s.  197/28 5ًاOI.  Non-standard 
word. 
Ambiguity with 
member 

resources 187/38 در�Oم-ارد 200/18  م  Non-standard 
word 

institutionalized 
190/15 

تo-ل إ�7 
 5OI.

  م�D$�ت�

202/23 ��Dم /��w
 Non-standard  ت
word 

exempted 190/25 7Itأ.�7 202/31  ا��  Non-standard 
word 

uniform 191/8 ی��H-203/4  وا�� cث�
 Non-standard  وا��
word 

scene 191/7 �49� 203/16  ا�-اb
 Non-standard  ا�
word. 
Ambiguity with 
“reality” 

over developed 
192/28 

/ م$�85 ا��C-ر 204/26  #�م�� ب58µاط
  م���5 ا��C-ر

Non-standard 
word 

not constrained by 
193/24 

?. ��Yی G  205/19 ?. ]4- G  Non-standard ی
word 

intimidation 193/33 ت�-ی� 205/24  اره�ب  Non-standard 
word. 
Ambiguity with 
“terrorism” 

connotations 
203/23 


��Iتs215/6  ا��  Kه���
ا�
��I�
sا��  

Non-standard 
word. 
Connotations + 
implications 

patterns 205/5 ط 216/16  أ#$�ق�
 Non-standard  أ#
word 

centrally advocated 
207/6 

 �YI�.ا
ود.� ��9 

  بY-ة م5آqی�

H\�� ب
5N�Iة  218/10
 ��
/ ب��:� اFه

  آqی� م5

Non-standard 
word. Literal 
translation 
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English item   

Page 

Original 

Arabic 

form 

Page/ 

Line 

Proposed  

Arabic 

form 

Comment 

system of 
rerference 234/29 

���H242/14  #\�م إ  ��/ #\�م م5
  إ��Iدي

Non-standard 
word 

make – belief 243/3 �
 Non-standard  ا��\�ه5 249/22  م-اه
word 

unfolding 246/35 ®��I252/30  ی ���Iی  Non-standard 
word 

attitude 247/7 �4-
 Non-standard  اGت��g 253/4  ا�
word 

juncture 249/37 ��H5
ا�
��H5  255/11  ا�
���O�
  ا�

Non-standard 
word 

contrast 253/14 آ�� Non-standard  ا��%�ی?/ ا��:�ی5  258/10  ا��
word 

civilizing 254/6 5ی�so258/31  ا�� ��Iی�
 Non-standard  ا��
word. From  

 5�sH =مّ�ن  
explore 254/16 �99I�>�9 259/6  ی�b>�$ی  Non-standard 

word 
rationale 255/31 ?�Y
ا�
$-غ ا�
�YCI  260/12  ا�

 /�#BY  ا�
Non-standard 
word 

manifistations 
265/4 

 Non-standard  ت����ت 268/6  م\�ه5
word 

data 265/13  دة�
ا�
  ا�
�-م�ت��

268/11 ��C
/ ت ا�
  ا�%��#�ت

Non-standard 
word 

adumbration ]�B«  273/13 ت�Nا�ره� /
  ا���
��oت

Non-standard 
word 

thought of 271/4 ?ی� Non-standard  ت�%5 277/20  ت
word. Oxford  

standard 281/34 رًا 282/20  �-ی��� Non-standard  م
word 

broadly speaking 
284/27 

بO-رة 
�s5ی.  

 Non-standard  ب-�[ .�م 285/1
word. French 
translation 

regional 285/9 ��Y��I
 Non-standard  ا���4
�� 285/15  ا�
word 

undergraduates 
287/21 

��زةG287/24  ا ?��5��
 5�Q  Non-standard ا�
word. 
Ambiguity  

Course 287/22 م$�ق 287/25  ب5#�م�  Non-standard 
word. 
Ambiguity with 
program 
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English item   

Page 

Original 

Arabic 

form 

Page/ 

Line 

Proposed  

Arabic 

form 

Comment 

ethnic 287/19+30 ��45.  287/23+2
7 

�BbXإ  Non-standard 
word 

paragraphs 289/9 ?�CY
 Non-standard  ا��5Yت�? 289/12  ا�
word. 
Ambiguity with 
passages 

esoteric 290/13 ی�-CI
/ ا�O�4Gری� 290/10  ا�
  ا�%����I/ ا�$5ی��

Non-standard 
word 

trends 291/9 م�-ل 291/4  ات��ه�ت  Non-standard 
word 

epigraph 292/5 �
 Y#  Non-standard-ش آ��ب�� 291/31  ُرَشْ�
word 

variability 292/25 ا��%�ی? �8 292/12  ُمَ�َ:�£5ی��  Non-standard 
word 

legendary 294/29 ری-ن 294/5  ا��5ا�8-ن-C�Fا  Non-standard 
word. 
Ambiguity with 
superstitious 

remarkable 295/3 �ً�|�It294/14  ا�� �ً«-oم�  Non-standard 
word 

resources 295/5 در�Oم-ارد 294/15  م  Non-standard 
word. 
Ambiguity with 
sources 

range 298/2 ]297/6  م��� gم�ا  Non-standard 
word. 
Ambiguity with 
field 

plain 298/6 BًCّ�ً� 297/9  م�%�  Non-standard 
word. �آ�� ��� و
ا�5یK ��� ب��Hٍ® إذا 
 Gو ]�O# ه�
cC
 بُ

institutionalized 
300/22 

 Non-standard  م
��w 299/14  م�D$�ت�
word 

bandied about 
301/31 

5tَIْع 300/16  وُت�bوُت /c4���َوُت  Non-standard 
word 

hierarchies 302/2  ت5آ�%�ت
���B�  

 Non-standard  ��تت5ات% 300/24
word 

cited 305/3 �%�Y9� ب�9 303/18  تb�$ُی  Non-standard 
word. Ambiguity 
with quoted 
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English item   

Page 

Original 

Arabic 

form 

Page/ 

Line 

Proposed  

Arabic 

form 

Comment 

subdivision 306/18 �� Non-standard  ا��5.�� 304/27  ا���5ی
word 

paraphernalia 
309/31 

 Non-standard  ُمّ�ات[ 307/25  ت5Cیqات[
word 

sexual prowess 
311/21 

�4�� K9ت
 ��$Iا��
����  ا�

309/13 K9��-o8  Non-standard 
word 

sophisticated  
311/30 

�C$�$309/19  ا� ��Y Non-standard  ا��45/ ا��
word 

psycho-clinical 
312/35 

Lٌ�-�$�Iدي 310/18  ا��� Non-standard  ا��I$�-ا�
word 

conflict 313/3 زع�I5اع 310/24  تN  Non-standard 
word 

bypass 313/12 LIت���وز 310/30  ت��  Non-standard 
word. 
Ambiguity with 
avoid 

purple 313/26  �o�I�
ا�
���$�I%ا�  

311/8  �Y�
Iَ
 Non-standard  ا�ُ
word 

mesmeric 313/32  5ي�
ت$
  �5oّي

مI-م (ِمْ$َ
5ّي  311/12
�$���I:م(  

Non-standard 
word 

technology 314/14 9�ِی�-ِIَYْ311/29  �َت ��ّIYت ،���-�-I>ت  Non-standard 
word 

insinuation 320/6  ش�رةGا
  ا�:�مqة

 Non-standard  ا���س 317/10
word 

beneficiary 320/11  وارٌث zٍم��
]�  

317/13 ]Iم ���Iم  Non-standard 
word 

maintained 320/14  7I%�َ5ّر وُتYت
  ب�Gش�رة إ�7

317/15 �8 �
� Non-standard  ت
word 

reality 321/6 ��Y�Yo318/6  ا� �� Non-standard  ا�-ا4
word. 
Ambiguity with 
true 

jargon 321/33 c«�
 Non-standard  ا���ص 318/24  ا�
word 

promising 323/8  5ونb%ی
  ب��5

 Non-standard  ا�-ا.�ی? 320/2
word 

edge 323/28 �oة ا��H  320/15 ةwو�  Non-standard 
word 

standardization  
324/40 

 Non-standard  م��ری� 321/21  ت$-ی�
word 
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English item   

Page 

Original 

Arabic 

form 

Page/ 

Line 

Proposed  

Arabic 

form 

Comment 

hegemony 328/20 ��ّ$324/30  ا�� �I
 Non-standard  ه�
word 

degradation 328/33 لBo#Gط 325/8  ا�Co#Gا  Non-standard 
word 
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Appendix 3 Syntactic Dimension 

English item 

Page 

Arabic 

item 
Page/ Line 

Correct 

Arabic form 
Comment 

almost a 
European 
invention, 1/8 

ت5Yی%ً�، ا��5ا.ً� 
  5Qب�ً�،

ا��5ا.ً� أوروب�ً�،  37/6
  .ت5Yی%ً�

The cognate 
object comes 
last in Arabic. 
+word 

one of… images 
1/28 

وإH�ى N-ره�،  37/19  وأN �H-ره�
  وت<5ار H�وٍث، 

Dependency 
between 
“images” and 
“the other” 

expanded 2/10 �ًم��Iم� ت�I�
 Past participle  ا�hي ت�Iم7 ت�Iم�ً� 38/1  ا�
that I believe 
3/27 

�I#أ n�o39/9  ب  �I#إ n�oب   n�H +إن  in 
Arabic 

a long tradition 
4/7 

cی-C39/24  وا��5اث ا� Bًوت5اثً� �-ی  Indefinite  

greater strength 
4/21  

\.FاK  40/2 7
\4-ة ا�:5ب ا��� ه�   ا�
�ً�%$# K\.أ+ 
superlative + 
congruence 
zب�Cت 

that 5/30 Z41/4  وت� Zت�  Complete 
association of 
sentences 

being 5/30 �9�#-I41/5  آ� ]�#-Iآ�  Refers to 
"ا�5bق"  

to being 6/2 ]#->�  41/14 ن ی<-نF  It means make it 
]��� 

 consent to 6/2 �8 ا�54ار ب<-ن 41/14  ا�54ار  Particular 
preposition 

might have had 
7/23 

c£>bی<-ن 4�  42/21  4� ی �
رب
c�>ش  

 

who could deny 
8/17 

��C�$43/12  وم? ی ��C�$ي یhوم? ا�  Ambiguity  

or 8/20 أم 43/14  أو  Disjoint 
categories 

by no means… 
9/3 

بwي ش<c م�5د 
ق ��%� أو ���

  دی<��ت-ري

بwي �Hل، ���4ً�  43/32
��%�ً�، أو 

�ًsoدی<��ت-ریً� م  

Ambiguity  

the former's 
9/28 

 Plural  �¶و��? 44/17  �¶ول

the latter's 9/32 �#�t5ی? 44/19  ا�� �  Plural 
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English item 

Page 

Arabic 

item 
Page/ Line 

Correct 

Arabic form 
Comment 

One can have no 
10/4 

G �4  44/24 G �
 never comes 4�   رب
with G in 
classical Arabic 

entangling and 
distracting 
10/15 

��bوت c«�  Agent  م�»�� وت���b 45/2  ت

both works 
belong 10/38 


��ن�I45/18  ت �
�Iت  Singular 
classical Arabic 

that it obviously 
was 12/12 

   آ�#[ 46/24  آ�ن

nor is it 
representative 
12/17 

آ
� أ#[ ��� 
م%£5ًا .?، 

Bًt
  وم

وG / G م%5ّا  46/28
Bًt
  م

Cohesion  

as "we"… do 
12/38 

]��#  47/12 ]
9�# /]�
#  Ambiguity 

then… 13/1 ،47/15  98-... إذن G 98- إذن ،...  Dependency  
for 13/40 إذ إن 48/11  إذ أن  Grammatical 

rule 
what interests 
me most 15/3 

5tأآ �I�I Grammatical  � ی�I�Iوأآ5t م 49/8  وم� ی
rule 

(but still… 
large) 16/41 

ا�
$5ف ( 50/25  )ا�:�-... وا�hي(
 KQ5م� ب��sا�

Zذ�(  

More cohesive 

apposition 17/4 أ4$�مً� 50/28  أ4$�م  Nouns in 
apposition 

studying 17/11 ُی�رس 51/3  #�رس  Like ®4�Iُت in the 
preceding line 

similar claim 
18/6 

 ��Y%اد.�ء أ�
 zHG وت�-ق

  م
�ث��?

51/27  cث�
اد.�ء م
ب��Y%�w وت�-ق 

zHG  

وی
<? �5ح اّد.�ء 
م
�ثc ب��Y%�w وت�-ق 
c>� zHG...  it 

modifies اّد.�ء 
a culture… 
21/30 

ا��8�Yt أن م� 
  تY-م�ن

ث�8�Y م� أن� م�  54/26
  تY-م

Indefinite + the 
subject is 
culture 

such real thing 

as the “Orient” 
21/41 

 �Y�Yoء ا��b��
  "ا�5bق"

55/2 �ّ� م�b� ctء 8
  "ا�5bق"

Indefinite  

"strong" 22/38 "4-ی�"، ...، 55/28  ،...،"4-ی�"  An adjective for 
many nouns. 

Refer to 23/23 اه��H5 إ�bه� 56/14  م� ت�H5 أ�bم� ی  Reference to 
"text" ";Iا�"  
which is a 
masculine word 
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English item 

Page 

Arabic 

item 
Page/ Line 

Correct 

Arabic form 
Comment 

twelve 25/10 �IثG57/27  ا ��Iا�ث  Number of 
congruence 

had to be 26/1  �ب G ی<? ب� م? 58/18  آ�ن K�  Common error 
of 26/9 أي 58/22  أو  Ambiguity  
sharer of… 
Semitism 

... �8 ا���Bم�� 60/6  وإن...���Bم��
  إن

.�4B ا�$%%�� ب�? (
?���
)ا��  sharer 

or participator 
if… will look 
32/7 

إن آ�#-ا  64/5  أن ی-ا�9-ا
 c9-ن، ه���-ا

  ی-ا�9-ن

Grammatical 
accuracy + 
French text 

appreciate 33/26  5ی�Y5 ب�\Iت
Kُ9َ�ْإ�7، أو َت  

65/12 ،K9ر أو ت�£�Yت...  More cohesive 

our very best 
33/47 

"م?"  َم? 65/22  م�  is used for 
persons 

have 34/4 ا->��
إن زا|�ة و��$� (  ی
��<-ن  65/26  إن ی
��زم�(  the mood 

is indicative and 
not subjunctive 

the nationalist 
rebellion 35/16 

 c�#-�->5د ا�
��
  .5اب� ا�Y-م�

ا��
5د ا�Y-م�  66/29
>gي �4دhا� <

  ا�<-�-#�c .5اب�

Ambiguity in 
modification 

past quarter of 
35/24 

رب� ا�5Yن 
  ا�
��f م?

ا�5ب� ا�
��f م?  67/4
  ا�5Yن

Ambiguity  

together 35/31 B>�  67/9 ���>�  Refers to Egypt 
& England 
which are 
feminine nouns 

was by no 
means 35/40 

 K�  The negative ی<? 67/16  ���
form in the past 

core 38/4 �#ي آ�ن 69/14  ا��� آ�hا�  Masculine  
may not 38/23 G �4  69/27 G �
 never comes 4�   رب

with G in 
classical Arabic 

was reinforced 
41/11 

�85
 Grammatical  و.qزت[ ا�
�85 72/6  وُ.qّز ب��
rules 

faithful ally 
asho is bent 
41/30 

K
ّO72/19  و�8· م K
ّOو�8· وم  Because the two 
words have 
opposing 
connotations 

they allowed 
42/4 

 Arabic rule  إذ إ#�9 72/30  إذ أ�9#
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English item 

Page 

Arabic 

item 
Page/ Line 

Correct 

Arabic form 
Comment 

then 42/11 �Y8  73/7 hٍ|�I.  No need for 
"�Y8"  

thus concieved 
44/1 

  Definite  ا�
�O-�ری? 74/20  م�O-�ری?

because he was 
the younger 
culture 44/4 

، وآ�ن ...Fن
��C�$ی  

، آ�ن ...وFن 74/43
��C�$ی  

Misuse of 
"and". 

processed 44/34 Ks975/13  ب ����
   ب
of course 46/22 ث�oی� �%�  76/32 �ً Arabic rule of  ی�o�ث �%

the adverb 
the more 
accurately 47/1 

�
، آ�
� ...وآ�
  آ�ن

77/13 �
 Arabic  ، آ�ن...وآ�
grammatical 
rule 

Pre-Newtonian 
47/22 

zـ 77/28   .�7ا�$�ب� zا�$�ب  Arabic 
preposition rule: 
 comes with �ـ 
zا�$�ب 

Arab-Orientals 
49/19 

 -.5ب 
  ش�45-ن

 –ا�5ب  79/27
  ا��45b-ن

Definite  

real analogy 
50/24 

�ً���4 ��Y�YH  80/26 �� Modefication  ��4س 8
problem 

a later 
transposition 
51/22 

ب�ت��g ا�5bق، 
،5�wم�  

81/23  g5، ب�ت���wم�
  ا�5bق،

Dependency 
separation 

ancient and 
modern 52/11 

�9tی�H�9 و
ا�Y�ی
� م�9I  82/13  4�ی
�tی�oوا�  

Feminine  

they studied 
52/16 

g-82/18  در� �
+ م��
� ( Dual  در�-ه
�:�(  

rapport 52/23  7�H آ�ن cب
  ا��-اش�

ب7�H c ا��-اش�  82/23
بc آ�ن / آ�ن
  ��-اش� #�$[ا

Arabic 
grammatical 
rule 

the very 52/26  ن 4-ةµ8
ا5b��Gاق 

  وم���[ بo� ذات[

µ8ن 4-ة  82/29
ا5b��Gاق 

�
  وم���[ أ9$�#

Modification 
from both of 
them 

lurking 52/28 ?
ا���.c ی-د .�7   ی<
? 82/31  وی<
 K�Gا"�.-# ." ��
�و

"?
م���Y ب�K�G " ی<
$� و��" #-.ً�"

z�8 .�7 ��ب-C  م
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English item 

Page 

Arabic 

item 
Page/ Line 

Correct 

Arabic form 
Comment 

one happy 52/32  �%�� ����#
  واH�ة

83/2 �%�Cم? #��|��9 ا�  Because "ة�Hوا" 
in the text 
means that there 
was just one 
result. 

definite… 53/32  ،دًا�oم<�#ً� م
وو»��� أدا|��، 

��Gود  

م<�#ً�، وو»��ً�  83/29
 ،��Gأدا|��، ود

  مo�دة

Common 
modifier 

 Repetition of  وم� 84/18  وب�? م� 
"ب�?"  

"they" became 
"they" 54/27 

 _%Oی"Kه "
"Kه"  

84/24 "Kن " ه-o%Oی
"Kه"  

Ambiguity 

Middle 
Kingdom Egypt, 
55/12 

 �>�

ب��
ا�
5Oی� 
،�C��-ا�  

85/11  �9. �8 5Oم
،�C��-ا� �>�

  ا�

Modification 

let's just say, 55 ،cY# �I.د ...�Y8  85/25-26 ،�Y8 cY# �I.د   
extraordinary  
56/35 

z|86/26  ا�-ا�� ا��� �  Ambiguity  ا���|z ا�$

always 
dominating 
57/16 

5C�$5 أب�ًا 87/10  أب�ًا مC�$م  Arabic 
grammatical 
rule (adverb) 

Anthology 
64/39 

��-�-C#93/16  ا  ���/ أ#�-�-
���-�-t#أ  

Different 
meaning 

Mahomet 64/39 
(French) 

مhهL م�ه-م� "
  "ا��bذ

مhهL م�ه-م�، " 93/29
ا�
hهL "/ "ا��bذ

  "ا��bذ �
�ه-م�

Incorrect 
modification 

 Arabic rule  إذ إن 93/32  إذ أن 
what may 
have… 65/28 

�
 Arabic  رب
� آ�ن 94/17  آ�ن رب
grammatical rule 
+ dependency 
separation 

rhetoric 67/41 B�9 ا���وب�Q  96/12 �9، ا����QBب  Common 
modifier  

Great 69/22 /  97/21 K�\ Common  ا�
modifier   

I have been 
69/36 

]�
اFم5 ا�hي م�  97/30  م� أ�ّ
���8  

Verb tense  

… the better 
70/25 

، ...آ�
� آ�ن
  آ�
� آ�#�

 Arabic rule  ، آ�#�...آ�
� آ�ن 98/18

is 72/18 ?|ه- 100/2  ه- آ�  Redundency 
may not 72/20 G �4  100/4 G �
 Arabic  رب

grammatical 
rule 
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English item 

Page 

Arabic 

item 
Page/ Line 

Correct 

Arabic form 
Comment 

generic 73/16 cم�bا� �.-I101/4  ا� ���I�Fف  ا�b>ا� 
the ten years 
74/31 

  Definite  ا�$I-ات ا�I� 5b.  102/7  5b-ات

the term 74/39 _�CO
 Fluency  م�CO_ 102/11  ا�
(both…) 76/24 Bآ�
  Femininity  آ���ه
� 103/26  ه
contracting 
77/29 

�O�ّY�
 Present  ا�
��O�Y 104/27  ا�
participle  

for 77/29 ت$�عG  104/27 ات$�ع ?.  Correct 
preposition 

Napoleon's79/36 ری� #�ب��-ن 106/22  #�ب��-ن�bم  Possessive case 
was bolstered 
83/20 

 hQُ  Passive voice£َي �hQَ  109/23ى

nearly every… 
83/29 

K�... ت5Yی%ً� م
  أوروب�

109/29 K�أوروب� ... م
  ت5Yی%ً�

Arabic 
grammatical 
rule (adverb) 

project and size 
85/13 

�9�N-111/9  ب �
9�N-ب  Dual 

 K�  Classical Arabic ی<? ب� 111/10  آ�ن G ب� 
rule 

replaced by 92/6 ل ب[ آ��#�ت 117/9  ��$�%�ل ب<��#�ت�%�$��  The preposition 
is joined to the 
replaced thing 

more familiar… 
101/11 

5t�8 أآ-�w5 أ��� 125/5  مtأآ  Comparative 
degree 

both 102/2 Bآ��� 125/26  آ  Femininity 
with a granduer 
102/18 

 ا�Bم �%%��  ��Bل 126/6  ب�Bٍل
causality 

 After n�H we  إ#[ 130/3  أ#[ 
use إن in Arabic 

process 119/8 �ً.وq# و.ً� 142/14  آ�نq# �#آ�  Feminine 
identify 127/33 q�
8c م��  ی
�q 149/12  ی� 
especially 
Germany 
129/24 

 �8 ،�N�� ،و
��#�
  أ�

151/4  ]�وأ�
�#�� ب-
  ��ص

 

Rather 130/32  ن�Iإن ری cب
K9أن ی� ?>
  ی


� ی
<? أن وإ 151/27#
  ی�K9 ری�Iن

Redundancy 

for him 130/33  �4 ]� 7�t
ا�
�Y��  

151/28 ]� �Y�� �4  Different 
meaning 

could not do 
134/33 

q�155/4  �
� ی q� is not used �ـ  م� ی
with م� in 
Arabic 
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English item 

Page 

Arabic 

item 
Page/ Line 

Correct 

Arabic form 
Comment 

that was 
replaced by the 
scientific 138/8 

 5��Fا اhإذ أن ه
4� ا��%�ل 

-

�ب���  �4 ا�

ا��%�ل ... إذ إن 157/24
 �
�  ب[ ا�
-�4 ا�

 joined to the بـ
replaced  object 

replaced with 
139/12 

ت$�%�ل ا�ن 
  ب�bء ��ی�

ی$�%�ل ب�9 ا�ن  158/22
  ش�ء ��ی�

 joined to the بـ
replaced  object 

and was 140/40 ءًاq� Ellipsis  آ
� آ�#� �qءًا 160/6  
with anything… 
141/4 

 Zذ� cوی�
  ب�ه�
�م

160/9  Gإ Zذ� cوG ی�
  ب�ه�
�م

Exclusiveness  

saying that it is 
144/40 

 The clauseis  .�7 أن 163/11  .�7
governed by the 
preposition and 
not the noun  

harmoniously 
coherent 145/17 

�
Q�Iم� �Y��Iب�#$��م 163/25  م� �>��
 Harmoniously  م�
modifies 
coherent. 

Thus even 146/6 7�H 7  164/10  �8ّن�o8 /7�H ]#µ8  إن doesn’t 
precede 7�H in 
Arabic 

to be true 148 ق�Oق 166/8  أن ی�Oأن ت Economy  refers 
to ة�O�Y
� ا��%Cا� 

of 151/25 5قb5ق 168/27  م? ا�b��  Right 
preposition 

depending for 
151 

�
�
� �8 ا���Yء �Y��G   168/31ءت� Arabic  ت
proposition rule 

"�
�" �8" + "ت  
Three volumes 
151/32 

  SA  ثBث� م���ات 168/31  ثBث م���ات

both 152/8 Bآ���+ 4�رات[   آ��� 169/10  آ  
feminine 

English 
colonial… 153 

c��ا�� ...
�o5یOا�  


�ر  170/15��Gا
ا�#���qي  

[ ب����[b� و
 ��bH-و4$-ت[ ا�

�o5یOا�  

English colonial 
modifies series 
of nouns. 

show 152/32 B169/27  ی\59ان... آ Bی\59... آ  Arabic 
grammatical 
rule (classical 
Arabic) 

unequal 152/33 م? ا����وت ...
�
�\.  


� م?  169/28�\.
  ا����وت

Separation of 
dependency 
element. 
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English item 

Page 

Arabic 

item 
Page/ Line 

Correct 

Arabic form 
Comment 

whose existence 
156/3 

 Dual refers to  و�-ده
� 172/26  و�-ده�
م�o�COت 
 وم
�ر��ت

one 157/38 ولFو�7  174/14  اFا /Gًأو  Feminine refers 
to تBO8 

two 157/49 �#�t174/15  ا�  ��#�tث�#�ً�/ ا�  Feminine 
three 158 n��t174/19  ا�  �t��tا� /�ًtث��  Feminine 
Burton… 159/3 �
9�$�#  175/12 �
 Arabic  أ9$�#

grammatical 
rule (classical 
Arabic) 

official 164/26  ت��
�
ا5b��Gاق 
 ،��
ا��5
وم�D$�ت[ 
  -ووآ�Gت[

ا��
��ت  180/13
وا�
�D$�ت 
وا�-آ�Gت 
ا5b��Gا��4 

��
  ا��5

"��
"ا��5  
modifies the 
three nouns 

(if not…) 165/0 ?>ت<? 180/27  ی  Feminine refers 
to K�Yا� 

whichever 
165/40 

 Dual refers to  أی9
� آ�ن 181/18  أیً� آ�ن
ا�5ق ا��I�O و���%4 
���-:Iم 

rationality 
167/12 

وا�BY#��  182/17  و.BY#�� ا�qم?
  اFوروب�� ��qم?

Common 
modifier 

belonging 
168/22 

K� 19-183/18  إن K� وإن  Grammatical 
correctness 

second best 
169/38 

 ?��s8أ �#�tآ
 �����

��so-ر 
�#�Cا�%5ی  

آsH cs8w-ر  184/25
 ������ ب
ا�so-ر 
�#�Cا�%5ی  

Complexity  

"ni... 171/33  أي م%�أ
���soرة، أي 
 -
ت��K ی$
��O�bب��  

أي م%�أ  186/16-17
���soرة، وG أي 

ت��K ی
<I[ أن 
��O�bب�� -
  ی$

French text 

back into 173/6 _
... وn�H ی$
  ا����ل

ی�Y م%�ش5ة إ�7  187/19
  ا�-راء

Reference is to 
a place and not 
abstraction like 
 ا�-دة

so that… 173/35   �Yأن ی c�م? أ
�8  

 Word for word  ��<-ن �[ 188/6
translation 

he says 175/19 ل-Yل 189/16  ی-Yی �
 Idiomatic  آ
expression 
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English item 

Page 

Arabic 

item 
Page/ Line 

Correct 

Arabic form 
Comment 

each other 
176/35 

#O-ص 
�ًs  بK9s ب

190/23  K9sی�مc ب
�  #O-ص ب

Arabic 
grammatical 
rule 

lazy use 184/10  ا����ام #�85ل
  ا�<$-ل

ا���G�ام ا�<$-ل  197/9
  ا�hي �4م ب[ #�85ل 

Ambiguity  

how he sees... 
Orient 186/2 

�Y5یCأي< 198/29  وب�� <�Y5یCب��  apposition 

the less 189/12 ر م��Yر ... ب�Yب
  م�

 Arabic  ...بY�ر م� 201/24
grammatical 
rule 

what in their 
drab… 190/6 

... ��H �8ت�9
�>9I
إ�7 م� ) ا�

]#�>�
  G ی

202/17  ]#�>�
إ�7 م� G ی
�
... ��H �8ت9

�>9I
  )ا�

Dependency of 
the phrase 
]#�>�
تY�یK  +ی
5��wوت 

so 190/22 �Y8  202/29 Z�hآ  Collocation  
expert witnesses 
192/12 

ا�9b-د 
  وا��%5اء

 Modification  ا�9b-د ا��%5اء 204/16

Remember 
194/8 

   The context  تhآ5وا 206/4  تhآ5

and what is the 
truth... 203/13 

وه�Y�YH c ا��:�  214/31  �-ى... وأي
 ]b��# �4ل �
آ
  ذات م5ٍة �-ى

Ambiguity  

delinquents 
207/12 

 Arabic  ا���#�o? 218/14  ا���#o-ن
grammatical 
rule (apposition) 

his disregard 
207/28 

 Arabic  وت:��8[ 218/25  و��:��8[
grammatical 
rule 

grander 208/38 c���  219/27 cّ� Comparative  أ
degree 

each other 210/3  K9sأ.
�ل ب
�... ب

وأH$-ا sH-ر 
�ًs  بK9s ب

.5ف ا�%�tH-ن  220/31-32
بK9s أ.
�ل 
 ��Hوأ �ب

بsH K9s-ر 
�  ب

Arabic 
grammatical 
rule for the use 
of � ب

had to say 
211/24 

]��4  222/6 ]�-Yم أن یq�  Ellipsis of 
“had” 

as a matter of 
fact 211/27 

 Arabic  اFم5 إن 222/9  اFم5 أن
grammatical 
rule  

one point 213/6 اه�Hه� 223/14  �إ�Hأ  Masculine 
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English item 

Page 

Arabic 

item 
Page/ Line 

Correct 

Arabic form 
Comment 

supremacy 
219/5 

ت�-�94 و�
-ه� 
  ا��<5ی�? 

 Over translation  و�
-ه� �8 ا��<5 228/21-22
(supremacy = 

-ه� وت�-�94�) 

as its fate... 
221/12 

5�Oآ�ن 230/20  وم g5�Oإذ إن م  Causality + 
tense 

Rearticulated 
228/34 

?�Q�O
 Classical Arabic  ?ا�
Qَ-Oََْْ� 237/5  ا�

took for 230/38 g5ًا إی�%� Over translation  ...ا.�%5 2-239/1  أ�h م
an idea 231/4 وه� 8<5ة 239/5  8<5ة  More cohesive  
semitic 231/30 25+239/22  ��م�

+28 
 Feminine  ��م���

not avaliable 
232/17 

... �K ی<?
  ��Y-م-ا

أن ... �K ی<? 240/11
  یY-م-ا

Arabic 
grammatical 
rule  

but 233/3  �#وآ�
�sHرات 

�<? ... ا�5bق
L$Hو ?�%%$�  

وإ#
� أم<? أن  240/29-30
ت�رك �sHرات 

�$%%�? ... ا�5bق
L$Hو  

Misuse of 
connectors  

plainly radical 
235/2 

ا��hری� 
�ofا�-ا  

242/23  �ٍofا�-ا
  ا��5Cف

Use of annexion 
Beeston, p.89 

Influential 235/8  ا��� م� ?>�
  تqال ذات تwث�5

242/26  KQ5ث5ة بD
وا�
Zذ�  

More cohesive  

as 235/34 �� ب
Y�ار It means  ب�ر�� 13-243/12  إ�7 در
and not  7�Hو
�� در

but 236/6 �
"إ#
�" 5�Q  Misuse of أّ#[ 243/21  إ#  
his forbears 
237/24 

8B�F  244/28  K�. �8 ]8B�F[ ا��:-ی�
� و.�K ا��:

�|�Y  ا�#$�ن، وا�

More cohesive 

have been 
237/28 

 + Passive voice  4� در�9
� آ��ب 244/32  در�� ��ى آ��ب
have been 
(Anani, p.67) 

both 241/33 Bآ��� 248/15  آ  Feminine 
finding 241/27 ًا��  Plural  وا��ی? 248/21  وا
then 242/2 ه��I.  248/22 h|�I.  Classical Arabic 
hustling into 
form 242/24 

ا����c �8 تc�>b  249/8  ش<c... د�8 ����
  ���� ا���ی�ة

More cohesive 
+ intention  

they were 
252/29 

�
ا��9ء ت-د .�7   آ�#�ه� 257/26  آ�#�ه
ا���5ی�ات و��� 

.�7 ا�5bق وا�:5ب 
وا��F ت-د .�7 
  ا�5bق وا�:5ب
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English item 

Page 

Arabic 

item 
Page/ Line 

Correct 

Arabic form 
Comment 

imparted 254/10 9�Y# يhا� �
�9�-Hو  

259/3  �
9�Y# ?یhا��
�
9�-Hو  

Dual  

"Oriental" 
254/19 

"�I�N " بـ
  "ش�45"

بـ " ش�45" 259/9
"�I�N"  

The preposition 
joined to the 
replaced object 

accustomed to 
think 255/4 

م��دی? .�7 أن 
5>�#  

 Arabic  م��دی? أن #�<5 259/25
grammatical rule 
(preposition) CA 

over Asia 256/20  ن�C�$ا�
اFوروب� 8-ق 

����  

ا�$��Cن اFوروب�  260/28
���� 7�.  

collocation 

European 257 ?>ی K� ?>�  261/20 ?>ی K�  Improper use of 
the coordinator 

towering 258/16  {ش-ام
?�45b�$
  ا�

262/16  ?�45b�$
ا�
  ا��bم��?

CA 

even as 260/13 �$7 ات�H  264/7 �$م� ات�I. 7�H  Ellipsis  
satisfyingly 
262/33 

 Coordination  وا�ر�fء 266/12  وإر�fء
with definite 

Indeed,... 263/8 آ�#�... آ�ن... ،
  بn�o أن

... آ�ن �8 266/22-23
  ، م� ی�c...و�8

More fluent  

ideal type 
263/26 


� أو م�ر�� I�
����tم  


� م���t أو  267/1I�

�ر�� �����tم  

Common 
modifier 

transformed 
265/13 

��-H268/11  و G-H  Dual  

Nerval was 
267/13 

آ�ن ب�85Iل،  270/1  آ�ن #�85ل
]��Oب  

Ellipsis of "as" 
 آ�ن و�[ بـ +
(prepositional 
rule) 

lables 268/27 ت�YO�
  Dual  ا�
���YOن 271/8  ا�
were seen 
270/32 

�9�N-�9 بI273/5  .�ی  �
9�N-ب �
9Iی�.  Dual  

were to be 
278/15 

K���4279/21  آ�#� أ K���4آ�ن .�7 أ  Ellipsis  

not 278/16 G  279/22 ت<-ن G أن  Ellipsis  
increasing 
278/39 

 #$%� Feminine  ا�
�qای�ة 280/6  ا�
�qای� 

apostolic 280/34  L4�ا��
  ا��5-��

281/26 c�5ا� L4� Different  ت
meaning 

would say 283/9 ]�-Y283/27  ی ]�-Y��  Ellipsis 
credible 283/17 ��4ا�Oا��4 283/32  م�Oذات م  Adjective not 

noun 
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English item 

Page 

Arabic 

item 
Page/ Line 

Correct 

Arabic form 
Comment 

is continuously 
being 285/27 

5boال 285/27  ا��� یqا��� م� ی  Continuous 
tense  

propagated in 
the popular 
culture 290/8 

 �9�ا��� ت5و�
�8�Ytا�  

ا�
5وج ��9 �8  290/7
�8�Ytا�  

Different 
meaning 

emasculated 
291/8 

   Correct plural���Oن   291/4��Oًة
form 

Its force 291/15 G  291/8 ���  Correct negative 
form 

executives 
292/9 


�ی5ی? 292/1  ��
�راء��  Correct plural 
form (Omar, 
p.2078) 

fits in facts 
292/36 

K|Bم� 292/19   �8 م K|Bم�  Correct 
preposition in 
Arabic 

while 293/36 K��� -ه �
�H �8? أن م?  �8  293/14
K��$ا�  

Correct 
grammatical 
form 

both 295/19 ]����Hّ �8294/28  و ]����$ّH  Proper use with 
"Bآ"  

on  a cold war 
296/14 

ا����E � / �� Wب 295/21  وا�5oب

��Eب�  

Different 
meaning 

younger 299/8 5:NF5 298/8  ا:Nأ Kم? ه  The definite 
article "ال"  is 
not used with ?م 

, this kind 
302/20 

 Arabic  إن 301/6  أن
grammatical 
rule on the 
beginning of a 
sentence 

caliphates 
302/39 

 Dual  ا����8B? 301/19  ا�����ء

Jumada II 
303/13 


�دى (ا��t�  302/2  ��#�t#�ا�
  )ا��5ة

Adjective of a 
feminine 

including 
303/15 

K9�8 ?
 CA  ومK9I 302/3  ب

There is 304/16 ���  302/29 ���8   with the 
protasis  ) اب-�
)ا�5bط we use 
)ف(  with ��� 

sustain 307/11 305/18  ی�<ّ%�ه� g�%>ی�  Masculine 
refers to ع-Iا� 
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English item 

Page 

Arabic 

item 
Page/ Line 

Correct 

Arabic form 
Comment 

legitimate 
309/37 

 Masculine  ی
g-oI 307/28  وی
oI-ه�
refers to ع-Iا� 

valorize 309/37 ه�-�%t307/29  وی g-�%tی  Masculine 
refers to ع-Iا� 

generally 
available 310/12 

.�م� 54ی%� 
  ا�
��Iول

"ب-�[ .�م"  م�-ا58ة ب-�[ .�م 308/10  
modifies 

"م�-ا58ة"  
Numerically 
312/10 

�
 CA  أّم� 309/32  إ#

stop being 313/9 ?ت�-�4 .? 310/28  ت�-�4 م  Correct 
preposition 
form 

thawrah with a 
camel 315/32 

ب�? ا�t-رة وب�? 
c
�  

313/10 c
� CA  ب�? ا�t-رة و

either 322/2 318/32  إم� G  Arabic 
grammatical 
rule 

or 322/2 319/1  أو Gو  Arabic 
grammatical 
rule 

I mean not only 
324/29 

L$Hو Z�hب ...
  اFم�5آ�؛

321/14 Z�hم�5آ� ... بFا
  وL$H؛

Correct place of 
the adverb 

I hope 328/28 cم� �I#µ8  325/4 cم�  No emphasis in 
ST 
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Appendix 4 Semantic Dimension 

English item 

Page 

Arabic 

item 

Page/ 

Line 

Correct 

Arabic form 

Comment 

that 2/12 5قb��  38/2 ا���ق e�f�  Ellipsis of 
“that” 

readily 2/16  Bً%ّY38/4  ت Bً%Yت c9�Fا  Ellipsis of 
“readily” 
accepted 

very roughly 3/12 �ً�ّ%5یY39/32  ت L5یYب��³ ا��  Ellipsis of 
“very” 

possibly 3/22  �8 �8? ی<-ن
  و��I أب�ًا أن

ن رب
� �? ی<- 39/6
  ب-��I أن

Ellipsis  

a complex array 4/9 �%ة 39/27  وآ-آ�Y Ellipsis of “a  وآ-آ%� م
complex” 

own history 5/1 K940/14  ت�ری�  K9ت�ری�
  "ا���ص"

Ellipsis of 
“own” 

all studied 5/32 /  41/6 أو ُت�رس  Ellipsis  
simply 5/35 /  41/8 ���$%ب  Ellipsis  
also 6/1 /  41/13 �ًsأی  Ellipsis  
about the Orient 6/14 /  41/20 5قbب�� z��
  Ellipsis  ا�
sheer 6/22 /  41/26 �oم  Ellipsis  
all 7/15 /  42/16 ��
�  Ellipsis  
quite 7/24 /  42/23 �ًم�
  Ellipsis  ت
quite 11/19 /  46/2 �ًم�
 Ellipsis  ت
still too undefined 
11/35 

 �f
ا��o�ی� 


-م��وا� 


-م��  46/13ا��o�ی�، وا�
��5�
  ا�

 

nearly 14/12 /  48/19 �ً%5یYت  Ellipsis 
quite 14/19 /  48/24 �ًم�
  Ellipsis  ت
very 15/8 /  49/11  ًا�� Ellipsis  ب��³ اGت$�ع/ 
The Matter of 16/27 /  50/17 ��s4  Ellipsis 
very 16/32 /  50/20  ًا�� Ellipsis  ب��³ اGت$�ع/ 
general 17/8 /  51/2 م� Ellipsis  ا�
and France 17/21 /  51/10 �$#58و  Ellipsis 
quite self… 17/35 /  51/19 ب-.� ذاتٍ� ت�م  Ellipsis 
mass 17/37 /  51/21 �9>��
 Ellipsis  وا�<K ا��� ت
exhaustively 18/31 /  52/11 د��Iب���  Ellipsis 
particular 20/30 /  53/32 �Nا���  Ellipsis 
very 21/7 /  54/12  ًا�� Ellipsis  ب��³ اGت$�ع/ 
commonly 21/30 /  54/26 دة� Ellipsis  �8 ا�
frequently 22/38 /  55/28 ت<5ارًا  Ellipsis  
completely 23/8 /  56/4 �ًم�
 Ellipsis  ت
or author 23/39 /  56/23 5د�
 Ellipsis  أو ا�
��D ا�
so much 25/3 /  57/23 ر م��Yب  Ellipsis 
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English item 

Page 

Arabic 

item 

Page/ 

Line 

Correct 

Arabic form 

Comment 

very 25/32 /  58/4 ]$�#  Ellipsis 
economic 2725 /  59/29 دی��O�4وا  Ellipsis 
some 27/31  �ofوا ��
أه

��ًا  
أه
�� م� ب��:�  59/32

  ا�-f-ح
Ellipsis 

June  31/22 1910  63/16  ی5انqH1910  Ellipsis 
so 31/28 /c9$ّ5ًا 63/21  ا��tآ c9$ّا�  Ellipsis  
however 33/28 /  65/12 5Cی� G ]#5 أ�Q  Ellipsis 
or without 33/34 /  65/17 5آhأو دون ت  Ellipsis 
a different discipline 
34/1 

) م�85(و#\�م  65/23  /
5��  

Ellipsis 

since he knows their 
history 34/37 

م� دام ی5ف  66/16  /
 K9ت�ری�
Kده�
  وا.�

Ellipsis 

wretchedness 35/6 K9��Co#س  66/22  أDب / �ت
K9��Co#ا  

Ellipsis 

indicated 35/30 /  67/9 5 إ�7 #-ع�bم� ی  Ellipsis 
all themselves 37/6 /  68/17 �ً�
� �9$�#  Ellipsis 
more or less 37/7 /  68/18 م� �� Ellipsis  ب�ر
at all events 37/23 /  68/28  ل�H 7 أی��.  Ellipsis + 

 ا�
-رد
(fallen) 40/15 /  71/13 )�4��(  Ellipsis 
whole  40/22 /  71/17 �9آ�  Ellipsis 
very  40/33 /  71/24 �:ب��  Ellipsis 
still 41/9 /  72/4 7�H أ4�م  Ellipsis 
supposed 41/25 /  72/16 ]#4� ا5ِ�ُ8َض أ  Ellipsis 
then 42/11 /  73/4 h|�I.  Ellipsis 
truly 42/36 /  73/20 YH c
 Ellipsis  ً�اFآ
apparently 42/37 /  73/21 ی%�و �
�8  Ellipsis 
heavily 43/13 /  73/32 ة�bب  Ellipsis 
very 43/33 /  74/14 ًا�� Bً��4  Ellipsis 
central authority at 
home 44/21 

�C�$ی�  75/5  ا�q5آ
ا�$��C ا�
  �8 ا�-�?

Ellipsis  

three regiments 45/20 ]ت�Hث آ 76/1  وBt�L|��  Ellipsis  
by the division 45/25 س�Iس 76/12  ا��Iا� K�$Yب� Ellipsis  
altogether 46/7 /  76/20 �ًم�
 + Ellipsis  ت

Oxford + 
 ا�
-رد

is right 46/9 / 76/22 qم5آ �%sب��  Ellipsis 
otherwise 48/2 /  78/12  Zا ذ��. �
�8  Ellipsis 
practical 53/34 /  83/30 ���
.  Ellipsis 
or 55/8 /  85/7 أو  Ellipsis 
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have impressive 
achievements to point 
to55/26 

إذ إن ث
� أش��ء  85/19  /
ctر إ���9 م? م�bُی  

Ellipsis  

already 56/2 /  85/32  آ�ن 4� ب�ا  Ellipsis 
Western 58/1 /  87/30 )5ب�Q cه�.  Ellipsis  
especially 60/16  /  90/1 �Nب��  Ellipsis  
still 60/22 /  90/4 Zذ� KQ5ب  Ellipsis  
common 61/18 /  90/30 �|�bا�  Ellipsis  
Yet 62/16 /  91/25 ش�ء cآ KQر  Ellipsis  
character 62/23 /  91/30 ��Oش�  Ellipsis  
actually 62/26 /  91/32 �ً��8  Ellipsis  
three 64/13 /  93/13 ثBtا�  Ellipsis  
already  65/26 /  94/16 Bً%4  Ellipsis  
very 68/31 /  96/32 ]ذات  Ellipsis  
Actual 71/30 /  99/13 ��  Ellipsis  ا��
in a sense 72/16 /  100/1 7ً م�I
 Ellipsis  ب
must 73/3 /  100/21 Lی�  Ellipsis  
totally 73/8 /  100/25 �ًت�م �ًs4�Iم  Ellipsis  
politically 75/14 /  102/20 �ً�����  Ellipsis  
the old 77/8 /  104/12 �
  Ellipsis  ا�Y�ی
Orient 80/19 ر�I>ر 107/5  ب����I>5ق ا��bب  Ellipsis  
only as 80/37 آ�ن �
 �Y8  Ellipsis آ
� آ�ن 107/18  آ
as such 82/21 /  108/29 ��Oا� gh9ب  Ellipsis 
local  82/26 /  109/1 ?���o
 Ellipsis  ا�
customs  85/19 /  112/10 دات�.  Ellipsis 
zoological 87/2  ;Oا���

  ا��o-ا#�
112/27  K�. �8 ;Oا���

  ا��o-ان
Different 
meaning 

wise and 87/19 /  113/6 و �
�>H  Ellipsis 
few 88/38 /  114/15 ����Yا�  Ellipsis 
les peuples 90/15 ��%��  115/23 ��% Ellipsis  ش-ب ا�
entries 90/21 /  115/28 تB��م  Ellipsis 
and unusual exploits 
90/24 

 Ellipsis  و5�Q .�دی� 115/29  /

then invaded and 
possessed 92/1-2 

/  117/6 Z��
 Ellipsis  ثK ُیqى وُی

from resistant… 
partnership 92/12 

م? .�ا|�� م�Yوم�  117/13  /
 ���C� إ�7 ش5اآ�

�f��و  

Ellipsis 

like  92/21 /  117/19 نwش ]#wش  Ellipsis 
or someone 92/30 /  117/26 م� �ًOأو ش�  Ellipsis 
about  93/20 / 118/13 �ً%5یYت Ellipsis 
still 94/19 /  119/8 cب  Ellipsis 
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about the Orient 
94/29 

 H  Ellipsis-ل ا�5bق 119/15  /

only 95/33 /  120/14 �Y8  Ellipsis 
form 96/24 ��H5121/3  م c>ش  Ellipsis 
German  98/24 /  122/27 ��#�
�Fوا  Ellipsis 
the American… 
99/22 

اFم5ی<�� ا���  123/22  /
 �8 �$�wت  

Ellipsis 

Burton 99/31 /  123/27 ب�5ت-ن  Ellipsis  
military 100/6 /  124/5 أو .$<5ی�  Ellipsis 
simply 104/40 /  128/14 ���$%ب  Ellipsis 
second 106/36 /  130/4  �#�t5/ ا��ا�  Ellipsis  

popular 108/12 /  131/15 ��%bا�  Ellipsis 
Arabists 108/15 /  131/17 5ب� Ellipsis  ا�
the West is the actor, 
the Orient  a passive 
reactor 109/2-3 

/  132/7  c.ا�:5ب ا���
c�I5ق مbوا�  

Ellipsis 

modern 115/119 /  139/6 �tی�oا�  Ellipsis 
so much 116/2 /  139/22  ?>ت K� -� �
آ

  �-ى
Ellipsis + 
French text 

immediately 116 /6 /  139/25 5َش�%
 Ellipsis  ا�:-ري /ا�
pseudomedievall 118 /  142/2  5ونYش%[ ا�

7C�-ا�  
Ellipsis  

Europe  119/2 /  142/10   Ellipsis 
proportion 119/13 /  142/18 �%$Iأو ا�  Ellipsis 
presence 120/6 �9��.  143/7 ره�-sH 7�.  Ellipsis 
embattled 120/32 /  143/24 ?�IOo
/ ا�

  ا�
�Yت��?
Ellipsis + 
Webster  

entirely 122/36 /  145/15 �ًآ��  Ellipsis 
modern 123/7 /  145/21 nی�oا�  Ellipsis 
his name124/19 /  146/19 ]
 Ellipsis  ا�
(1806 and 1827),… 
writing 126/8-9 

) 1827 و1806( 148/2  /
م���رات م? 
  4-ا.� ا�5ب��

Ellipsis 

truly 127/31 /  149/10 �ًYH  Ellipsis 
Orientalist 128/1 5قb5ق 149/17  ا�b�$
 Ellipsis  ش5ق ا�
on its own128/5 /  149/20 ]ذات �H �8  Ellipsis 
subjective restructure 
129/20 

اG.�دة و
  / ا�hات�� 

وا�.�دة ا�hات��  150/24
��I%��  

Ellipsis  

simply 130/30 /  151/26 ���$%ب  Ellipsis  
commonly 131/34 /  152/22 م�. ]�  Ellipsis  ب-
now 134/31 /  155/2 ا�ن  Ellipsis 
positive 135/1 /  155/9 ا�ی��ب��  Ellipsis  
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only 137/5 /  156/28 �Y8  Ellipsis  
celebrated 137/16 /  157/4 9-رb
  Ellipsis  ا�
mid 137/20 /  157/6   �O�Iب�? م

  )ات (1830
Ellipsis  

late 137/21 /  157/6   5�1840وأوا 
  )ات(

Ellipsis 

quite 139/40 /  159/11 �ًم�
 Ellipsis  ت
instances 140/5 وث�ت�o159/14  ا� ��tمFت/ اG�oا�  Different 

meaning 
In intention if not 
perhaps in 
achievement 141/1 

/  160/7  ،�OYا� n�H ?وم
إن �K ی<? م? 

 �
n�H ا�#��ز �8
  ی\?،

Ellipsis 

always 141/6 /  160/10 �
 Ellipsis  دا|
almost 141/7 /  160/11 �ً%5یYت  Ellipsis 
quasi 141/27 /  160/25 ]%ش  Ellipsis  
general 142/28 /  161/18-19   Ellipsis  
whole 143/14 /  162/4 ��ّ�>ا�  Ellipsis  
much 144/6 /  162/22 5ًا�tآ  Ellipsis 
as old… simply as 
144/21 

4�ی
� 4َِ�م آ��ب  162/31  /
ا��:� " �8رو"

��Iت�Bا� . Gو
ی�-ز ا.�%�ر 
ا��5وج .? 

ا���Yس ب%$��� 
م�5د ا���Itء (

  )زا|�

Ellipsis  

today 144/28 /  163/3 ا�ن  Ellipsis  
his 147/7 /  165/5  Kره-Oت �
 Ellipsis  ، آ
public 147/18 /  165/12 م�� Ellipsis  ا�
only if 147/33 �#إذا آ�#� 165/22  إذا آ� �Y8  Ellipsis  
once 147/36 /  165/24   Ellipsis  
mediated 148/29 ��-ا��-��� 166/13  ا��  Different 

meaning 
which is defined 
149/12 

/  166/31 )].-f-
، )ب
  ا�hي .85ّ[،

Ellipsis  

prejudice 149/31 /  167/13 q�oت  Ellipsis  
salutary 150/20 /  167/25 ��oN  Ellipsis 
nevertheless 151/24 /  168/25-26 Zذ� KQ5ب  Ellipsis  
as if 155/10 �
 Ellipsis  آ
� �- آ�ن 172/2  آ
very 155/21 /  172/10 ات�9ذ  Ellipsis 
William 158/10 /  174/22 و���م  Ellipsis  
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later 164/17 /  180/6 5ة��Fا  Ellipsis  
Roman 168/33 /  183/25   Ellipsis 
even greater 174/4 /  188/14    Even 

greater 
doesn't mean 
 h8 + Ellipsisة

plight 174/21  ع�fأو
  /ا��9-د

أو�fع ا��9-د  188/24
  ا�$���

Ellipsis  

 of call 179/9 /  192/24  �4-�ّم5ا8¢ ا�
5�OYا�  

Oxford + 
 + ا�
-رد
Ellipsis 

and the challenges 
181/39 

  Ellipsis  وا��o�ی�ت 195/7  /

to confront it 182/14 /  195/15   Ellipsis  
(mainly Western) 
185/33 

  Ellipsis  )ا�:5بّ�� أ���ً�( 198/23  /

long 187 /  200/1   Ellipsis 
alas 188/18 /  200/32 ��¶�  Ellipsis 
the princes 190 58ادFم5اء 202/19  اFا  Ellipsis 

(Graphics) 
virtually 190/24 /  202/30 5مF�8 وا�4 ا  Ellipsis 
candid 194/25 �9:206/14  ب� �H5اOب�:�9 م? ا�  Ellipsis 
really 205/31 /  217/2 �4�8 ا�-ا  Ellipsis 
most easily 206/29 /  217/29 �:ب$9-�� ب��  Ellipsis 
variously 207/8 /  218/11 ر م�����-Oب  Ellipsis  
lamentably 207/13 /  218/14 نqo5 ا��tی �
 Ellipsis  ب
rather 212/7 /  222/22 م� �ً.-#  Ellipsis 
at their elaborate 
detail 212/10 

/  222/23 �Y�4�ت�9 ا�B�Oب��  Ellipsis 

sheer 212/30 /  223/5 �o
 Ellipsis  ا�
exploitative 212/37 /  223/9 ��ّ�B:��Gا  Ellipsis 
a rather 212/39 /  223/11 م� �ً.-#  Ellipsis 
On one occasion 
212/26 

�8 إH�ى  223/28  /
  ا�
��I%�ت

Ellipsis 

fairly 218/15 /  228/1 ل-%Y
 Ellipsis  ا�
in part 223/39 /  232/23 ]9� ب Ellipsis  ُی
principally 224/34 /  233/14 ولFم ا�Y
 Ellipsis  �8 ا�
readily 228/33 /  237/3  7�. أن ی<-ن

  ا���اد ��o�ی�
Ellipsis 

radical 231/21 /  239/16  �ًریh� /�ً85Cم�  Ellipsis 
given 232/16 /  240/10 7C Ellipsis  م
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incomplete 232/32 /  240/22 ��
�>
 5�Q  Ellipsis ا�
both 234/13 راء 242/3  و� راء � Z�hوآ  Ellipsis 
the last sentence 
236/19 

 Ellipsis  �8 ا��
�� اF��5ة 243/29  /

immediate… directly 
237/21 

 Ellipsis  م%�ش5ة.. م%�ش5ًا 244/25-26  /

whole 239/29 /  246/23 ،����>ا�  Ellipsis 
specialized language  
239/36 

 Ellipsis  )م���OO(آ�:�  246/27  /

historical 243/31 /  250/10 ا���ری���  Ellipsis 
where… Alexandria 
244/35 

n�H م�o�ث 
.? م�ر�� 

 �8
  اI>�G�ری�

251/7   Ellipsis  

of the East or the 
West 246/36 

/  252/29 �sوی� ...–
  -��5bق أو ا�:5ب

Ellipsis 

whole 248/16 /  254/4 ال-�  Ellipsis 
the writers 250/13 /  255/24  Kراؤه� ��q
ا��

  )م? ا�<��ب(
Ellipsis 

very well 250/32 /  256/6 5ارةoب  Ellipsis 
mainly 251/10 /  256/18 �ًأ���  Ellipsis 
European 252/38 /  258/1 أوروب�  Ellipsis 
that Orient… each 
other 253/1 

ن ا�5bق ا�:5ب أ 258/3  /
 G دًا�sدان ت�sم�

 z�8-ا�� c
�oی
–وأن ا�5bق 
 �Nوب��

�ی�ّo
 إH�ى - ا�
  ....ا�Y-ى

Ellipsis + 
intention 

hermeneutical 255/18 /  260/4  Bًویwت)Gً-Y Ellipsis  )م
more than not 256/12 /  260/23 5%ر أآ�Yب  Ellipsis  
therefore 258/19 /  262/18 إذن  Ellipsis 
so 260/5 /  264/3 ³ب��  Ellipsis 
simply 260/12 /  264/7 ���$%ب  Ellipsis 
mysteries 265/30 /  268/21 �s5ار ا�:�م�Fا  Ellipsis 
Contemporary 265/38 /  268/27 5N�
 Ellipsis  ا�
very 266/26 /  269/14  ³��%ب�(ا��H5ا� (

  ا�%��:�
Ellipsis 

itself 266/26 /  269/14 $�#]  Ellipsis 
often 267/24 /  270/8 �ً#��Hأ  Ellipsis 
explicitly 268/12 /  270/29 �H5اOب  Ellipsis 
Pronounced 270/34 /  273/6 �ی�bا�  Ellipsis 
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seemed 270/39 q���#ا� ctّن 273/8  م-�t
 Ellipsis   ا�#���q ی
[en soi] 271 /  273/19    �9آ��ب� Lی�

ب���5#$� أو 
 Graphics �� ب

-273م�|c ص 
20 

relatively 271/37 /  274/3 �ً�%$#  Ellipsis 
of war 271/37 /  274/3 5بo�8 ا�  Ellipsis 
always 271/39 /  274/4 �ً
 Ellipsis  دا|
embedded 272/36 /  274/30 5س:Iم  Ellipsis 
new 273/8 /  275/7 �ی��  Ellipsis 
mortal 274/13 /  276/8 �#ا��� /c|اqا�  Ellipsis 

particularly new 
277/25 

��ی�  279/3 �Nّ�� ة�ّ� Ellipsis  ذو 

the extent of 277/36 /  279/9  آ-ن(م�ى(  Ellipsis 
(It also… Massignon) 
278/11 

/  279/20  7�. �ًsأی c
�bی
م���Y م5�tة 


����I-ن H-ل �
ا��Bم �8 ش
�ل 

 ��Yإ58ی  

Ellipsis 

to be 278/15 /  279/21 )��GفاB ( ی5اد
  ��9 أن ت<-ن

Ellipsis 

all 279/25 /  280/23   Ellipsis 
unexpressed 281/2   281/31 �
9I. 5% 5�Q  Ellipsis م
modern 281/21 /  282/11 g��Eا�  Ellipsis 
ultimately 281/39 /  282/23 ف�C
 Ellipsis  �8 ��ت
� ا�
whole 283/11 /  283/29 ،]�
� ،  Ellipsis  
former 285/7 /  285/14 �Yا�$�ب  Ellipsis 
tenth 285/27   285/32 5ش� Ellipsis  ا�
fairly 289/1 /  289/6 آ%�5ة �� Ellipsis  ب�ر
modern 291/3   290/32 nی�oا�  Ellipsis  
dogmatism 292/25 /  292/13 ���I�Yی /��ّ|�
Qدو  + Badawi + 

Ellipsis 
liberal 293/6 /  292/27 5ا���%��  Ellipsis 
October 293/16 /  293/1  ولFأوآ�-ب5/ ا  Ellipsis  
very clear 294/4   293/20 ح-f-ا�%��:� ا�  Ellipsis 
the screw… vessels 
294/17 

آ�ن ا��-�L ا��ا�8  293/28  /
4� ا�ُ���م �8 

ا�
5اآL ا��ب5ة 
��o
��  

Ellipsis 

our 295/11 /  294/22 �# آ-#:�5ـ  Ellipsis 
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support to 
universities… 
projects 295/25 

��.K ا���م�ت  294/32  /
وم���� م�bری� 
ا�%no اGت�oدی�، 

) no%ری� ا��bوم
  ...)ا���

Ellipsis 

imperial 295/33 /  295/5 ا�م%5ا�-ری�  Ellipsis 
to such a nation of 
culture… ideology  

G ی
<? أن 
ُی��Y; إ�7 
  ا��Y|�ی�

297/27 �Yt�� آ�<5ة gh9�8 آ
 G �8�Ytأن ا� �
�tم
 ;�Yأن ت ?>
ی
 Gی� و�|�Yإ�7 ا�

إ�7 (ا��Y|�ی� 
  )ا�Bه-ت

Ellipsis  

A fourth 301/4 /  299/29 � Ellipsis  وراب
possibly 301/15 /  300/3 �
 Ellipsis  رب
additionally 301/36 /  300/19 �ًsأی  Ellipsis 
radically 302/27 /  301/11 �ًریh�  Ellipsis 
anti 303/40 /  302/17 �f  Ellipsis 
architecture 305/16 /  303/27 ر�

 Ellipsis  وا�
full 306/32 /  305/4 آ�م��  Ellipsis 
quite 307/25 /  305/27 ،�ًم�
 Ellipsis  ت
same 308/40 /  307/5 ]$�#  Ellipsis 
and means 309/2 /  307/6 c|��-وا�  Ellipsis 
especially in the 
social sciences 
311/12 

ب���N �8 ا��-م ( 309/8  /
��.�
��Gا(  

Ellipsis 

hero 311/24 /  309/16 cC%ا�  Ellipsis 
largely 312/6 /  309/29 آ%�5ة �� Ellipsis  ب�ر
all 313/2 /  310/24 �9�
�  Ellipsis 
anniversary 317/12 ی� 314/21  ذآ5ى-I� ذآ5ى  Ellipsis 
very well 322/34 /  319/23 �ًم�
 Ellipsis  ت
once 312/46 /  319/32 ذات م5ة  Ellipsis 
Islam  317/38 /  315/8 م وBا��  Ellipsis 
virtual 323/16 /  320/7 �ً��8  Ellipsis 
modern 323/23 /  320/12 �tی�oا�  Ellipsis 
itself 324/20 /  321/8 ]$�#  Ellipsis 
this... all 324/33 /  321/18  7�. اhق ه�Oوی

دول ا����� 
) ا�5ب�(ا���ر�� 


� یO�ق .�7 �tم
��%�� وا�5اق 

 ا��ول –وا��qا|5 
 ا�5ادی<����

ً�) ا��hری�(�
�  

Ellipsis 
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too 327/9 /  323/23 �ًsأی  Ellipsis 
despotism 4/10 �9دCfGن 39/27  ا��:Cا�  Different 

meaning 
more or less 4/12 �9ی�# G 5ی%ً� 39/28  م�Y�9ی� ت# G م�  Different 

meaning 
go on to 5/11  5£رY�� 5
ی$�

  .�دًا
یcY�I إ�7 ت5Yی5  40/21

  .�ٍد
Oxford  

disingenuous 5/36 �ً� Different  م��د.ً� 41/9  ��ذ
meaning 

to being 6/2 ]#->�  41/14 ن ی<-نF  Different 
meaning 

or… or 6/6 أو... أو 41/16  و... و  Different 
meaning 

biology 7/38 ة��o42/32  و.�-م ا� ��� Ambiguity  وا�%�-�-
with (life 
sciences) 

unlikely 9/14 ل�
�Hل 44/7  ا#���ء ا�
�Hا � Different  ُب
meaning 

or 10/8 �8... و،... ،
  و�8

، ...، أو �8... أو 44/29-30
  أو �8

Different 
meaning 

automatically 10/16 ��#�ً�  45/3 �ً�|�Yت�  Different 
meaning 

still too undefined 
11/35 

 �f
ا��o�ی� 


-م�� وا�


-م��  46/13ا��o�ی�، وا�
��5�
  ا�

Different 
meaning 

hold down 12/18  n�H ء�YبG
  ه-

 �9CfG  Differentد ا�5bق 46/28
meaning 

perennial 14/4 ز���F48/14  ا �
 Different  ا��ا|
meaning 

one or two pages 
14/36 

ً� واH�ًا CYم
?�CYأو م  

�o�N واH�ة أو  49/3
?��o�N  

Different 
meaning 

dynamic 14/40 �ًی-�H  49/6 �ً5آ�H  Different 
meaning 

lyrics 19/17 ت��IQ¶�  52/30 ت��|�IQ  Different 
meaning 

perceptions 20/2 ،رات-\I
 Different  وا�دراآ�ت 53/14  وا�
meaning 

prominently 21/16 K|�4  54/17 ح-f-ب K|�4  Different 
meaning 

faute de mieux 21/24 ?o# �II�.F  54/23  58م ت-ا�و�
cs8Fا  

 c9I
 Frenchا�
Dictionary 
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modern 22/10 �55/9  ا���ی nی�oا�  Different 
meaning 

imperialism 24/14 5اقb��Gا�م%5ی���� 57/4  ا  Different 
meaning 

nearer to 26/24 ]Iإ��[ 59/1  م  Ambiguity  
nexus 27/28 ��$��  59/31 ة�Y.  Different 

meaning 
or 31/36 أو 63/27  و  Different 

meaning 
go on to 33/14  75ّ إ�
أن ی$�

  أن ی³�%
 Different  أن یcY�I إ�7 65/5

meaning, see 
Oxford 
p.532 (go on 
to 
something) 

Parliament 34/20 م-
 Different  ا��5%
�ن 66/4  م��� ا�
meaning 

somewhat 35/40 5�%م� 66/19  آ  Different 
meaning 

Western imperialism 
35/12 


�ر ��B�
  ا�:5ب�

  Ambiguity  ��م%5ی���� ا�:5ب�� 66/26-27

venture 35/29  5عbی K�
Kی�Yب�  

/ �K ی�5ؤ  ... 67/7
  Kُی:�م5 ب�Y�ی

Different 
meaning 

Orientals  38/12 5قb��  69/19 ?��45b��  Different 
meaning 

things Oriental 41/5 �45bم� ه- ش�45 71/32  ا�  Different 
meaning 

erudition 42/41 �QB%�85  73/23  ا�
ذات ا�
� ا�-ا�

Different 
meaning 

forged 45/23  z
. KQور
  زی�

ورKQ م�9رة  76/3
  %gh9� Zا�$

Different 
meaning + 
Oxford  

as 45/23 KQر ...KQ76/3  ور ct
 Different  وب
ct... ب
meaning 

is right 46/9 / 76/22 qم5آ �%sب��  Ellipsis 
better off 47/13 7IQ 5877/25  أو Gً�H cs8أ  Different 

meaning 
much the same 47/14 �9$�#  77/25 �ً%5یY�9 ت$�#  Different 

meaning + 
 ا�
-رد

value free 47/35  ?ب5ی�ً� م ���
K��Yا��  

78/7  n�H ?ی�ًا م�oم
K�Yا�  

Different 
meaning 
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dovetails 48/6 zب�C78/15  ی� z8ی�-ا  Different 
meaning 

auspicious 48/20 �f��s78/24  ا�� �#-
�
 Different  ا�
meaning + 
 ا�
-رد

merely 49/12 �ً79/18  أ��� �Y8  Different 
meaning 

partisans 50/11 ]�YI� Different  أ#�Oرg 80/13  م
meaning 

theology 50/13 � Different  ا��ی�#�/ ا�Bه-ت  80/15  ا�5bی
meaning 

law 50/31  ]Yب���
  ا��Bم�

80/28  �ب��5bی
  ا��Bم��

Different 
meaning 

studies 52/15 K�..... K�.و
 ...K�. ... K�.
Gعا�
��  

... درا��ت 82/12
... ودرا��ت 
درا��...درا��ت

  ت

Different 
meaning 

eclecticism 52 ��|�Y�#G  82/17 ��Y�8-ا��  Badawi   
perfectly 53/1 ا�� Different  ت
�مً� 83/3  

meaning 

programs 53/11 ه��Iب5ام� 83/12  م  Different 
meaning 

review 53/15 83/15  درا�� �� Different  م5ا
meaning 

impulses 53/29 تG��#Gوا��وا�8 83/26  وا  Different 
meaning 

Acres 54/18 8�ادی? 84/17  ه<��رات  Different 
meaning + 
 ا�
-رد

Oriental 56/29 ��45) ا�$5ّی�( 86/21  ا���-ی�bا�  Different 
meaning 

realms 58/4 z��I87/32  م Z��
 Different  م
meaning 

period 59/28 اث�HFب  89/13  ا�YHF9-د/ ا Different  ا�
meaning 

or 60/39 �
 Different  أو �
� 90/16  و�
meaning 

all but 61/17 �ًم�
 Different  ت5Yی%ً� 90/29  ت
meaning 

initial 63/7 �|�%
  Ambiguity  ا�%�|�/ اFو��  92/14  ا�
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fabulously rich world  
63/20 


ً� را|��. �ً
  �8 ث5ا|[

92/21  7IQ ذا �ً
��.
  أ�C-ري

Different 
meaning 

Sphinx 63/20 z�Iأب- ا�9-ل 92/21  ا���  Different 
meaning 

only 64/22 93/19  أب�ًا �Y8  Different 
meaning 

agrĕable 65 /2 ��f593/31  م ��
 French text  م
mundane 68/14 دي�   Ambiguity ��-ا�4 ا��#�-ي 96/21  ا�
copula 72/14  �:�N

�#-I�>ا�  
99/28 �Cا�5اب  Different 

meaning 
qualify  72/18  �9 أوQ-ّ$ی

�9
  ی�.
 Different  ی��9OO/ ی�Y�ه�  100/3

meaning 
Europe  77/21  أوروب� 104/21  ا�:5ب  Different 

meaning 
large 77/32 آ%�5ة 104/29  ب<5ًا  Different 

meaning 
 Asia has prophets 
79/23 

" ����
  "واF#%��ء

 Different  "اF#%��ء ����" 106/15
meaning 

Europe has doctors 
79/24 

أوروب� "
  "وا�F%�ء

وا�F%�ء " 106/15
  "Fوروب�

Different 
meaning 

Oriental 79/33  5قb��
nی�oا�  

106/17-18 nی�o�45 ا�b��  Different 
meaning 

animadverted 80/11  دًا ���4ً� 107/1  إ�7أش�ر�Y�#ا �Y�#ا  French text 
+ Oxford 

d'Egypt 82/1 �$#58  108/17 " ;O�
ا�
5O
�"  

Different 
meaning 

tactful  82/37 �>��>109/9  ا��  z%ذات ا�����4/ ا��  Different 
meaning 

aster  82/41 ]#���-N  109/12  �
�# /Lآ-آ  Different 
meaning + 
French text 

several 83/32 5�� 109/31  .�د K5ه�Q 5ون�tآ  Different 
meaning 

biologists 83/40 ة��oء 110/6  ا���HFا  Different 
meaning 

considerable 84/36 وwن 110/29  ذات شwذات ش  Different 
meaning 

zoological 87/2  ;Oا���
  ا��o-ا#�

112/27  K�. �8 ;Oا���
  ا��o-ان

Different 
meaning 

sobriety 87/5 -َoOا���ی�/ ا�5زا#�  112/29  ا�  Different 
meaning + 
 ا�
-رد
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excursionist 88/28 ���H5��  114/9 g££qIَ�َ
ُ��  Different 
meaning 

auspicious 89/17 �Yح 114/26  .5ی��I5ة ب��b%م  Different 
meaning 

doit 89/36 �9دیD��  115/6 �9دیDأن ی �:%Iی  Different 
meaning 

rĕpondre á Láttente  
89/38 

 K�#وأ
ت�I\5ون 

 K��ا����ب� ا�
K>�  

وأ��J� Z�Bh^�ن  115/7
 Z�
Wا� i�j�b� 
��

Z�bم  

Different 
meaning 

perfide  90/13 5ة>
/ ا�:�دری?  115/21  ا�
?�I|ا��� 

Different 
meaning 

resourceful 90/17 ب��Iوا�� / داه��  115/25  ث5اء م
���oا�  

Different 
meaning 

entries 90/21 /  115/28 تB��م  Ellipsis 
and unusual exploits 
90/24 

 Ellipsis  و5�Q .�دی� 115/29  /

perfidious 90/30  5ة>
 Different  ا���|�I?/ ا�:�دری? 116/2  ا�
meaning + 
 ا�
-رد

scheming 90/30 ?�CC�
   ا�ّ�ه�ة 116/2  ا�
machinations 90/33 5oم<�|� 116/4  آ�تت  Different 

meaning 
but 90/41 �
 Different  ا�:�ی� 116/9  ا���ت

meaning  +
c9I
 ا�

inhibitions  91/35 ت�$� G�H  Differentت ا�<%_ 116/32  ا��-
meaning + 
 ا�
-رد

West  91/40 وروب�F  117/4 5ب:��  Different 
meaning 

obliterate 95/39 5�%120/18  ی -o
 Different  ی
meaning 

even 97/19 121/27  و cب  Different 
meaning 

inalienable 97/20 ل-o���  121/30 cی-o���  Different 
meaning 

vection 97/26 ���OH أو .�وى 121/31  أو /cY# أو  Different 
meaning 

since 97/31 7122/6  إ� hIم  Different 
meaning 

adumbrated 98/31 Gًأو g5 ب[  122/32  �-ر�bإ��[/ َب _
 Different  أ�
meaning 
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qualification 98/39 5123/5  ا��%5ی ���Yا��  Different 
meaning 

Baptist 100/12 �����#Gا#�� 124/10  ا�

 Different  ا�
meaning 

a single Saracen 
101/16 

�ً
 Different  .5ب�ً� م�5دًا 125/8  م$�
meaning+ 
Webster  

likeness 102/18 126/6  ی5وق �I9%bی  Mixing with 
liking  

platitudes 102/21 م��ت-
 Different  أم-ر م%���h 126/8  ا�
meaning 

quips 102/25  c|�4 5%Iی
  ب%5ا.�

126/11  Kه�Hل أ-Yی
�ً
  م�9<

Different 
meaning 

backhandedly 104/12 �O4 �45ء 28-127/27  دون� �Y5یCب  Different 
meaning + 
 ا�
-رد

races 105/6 ب- Different   .5وق /أ.5اق 128/17  ش
meaning 

reasoning 105/35 5�>ل  129/9  ا���G���Gا  Different 
meaning 

discreteness 106/10 ]129/19  وت�5دی� ]����O�#وا  Different 
meaning 

vultures 108/18 ءات�H  131/19 ر-$#  Different 
meaning + 

ا�5ب� + ا�
-رد  
summa 109/21 132/18  ذروة cش�م noب  Different 

meaning + 
Webster + 
 ا�
-رد
[phonetic 
closeness]  

jargon 109/26 ³ ا�%�ه5ة�Oر��#� 132/21  ا�  Different 
meaning 

virtually 110/13  �8 #�9ی�
  اFم5

 = Eventually  �8 ا�-ا�4 133/8
 �8 #�9ی� اFم5

all but 110/14 ا��� أ�:�ه�  133/8  ا��� ب�5ه�
ا5b��Gاق ت5Yی%ً� 

  ا��� آ�د ی�:��9/ 

Different 
meaning 

quant aux territoires 
112/17 

 �ًمoّ�دة ت%
  ���-ار،

م�F�W وم�Eدة،  135/14
 gBح kم

 JE� ،lOراmا
  ا��hار

Different 
meaning + 
French text 
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súreté 112/18 ی��
H  135/15 kأم  Different 
meaning + 
c9I
 ا�

hark back to 114/34 7د إ�-  Ambiguity  ی5�$�� 138/20  ی
commentator 117/35  ?�Y��
ا�

?�
�$
  ا�
 Different  ا�
�$5ی? 141/11

meaning 
judicious 118/2 ��.141/15  ا�-ا �
�>oا�  Different 

meaning 
inimical  118/12 ةhّ8  141/21 ��|ا�.  Different 

meaning + 
French text 
(hostile 
p.141) 

access 122/5 �ًs|�8  144/26 BًN-ت  Different 
meaning + 
French text 
p.145 

carve out 122/30 7s�4145/10  ا  �C�4ا /�q�Hا  Different 
meaning 

legitimist 124/2 ��.5b146/9  ا� ��>�
 Different  ا�
meaning + 
French text 
p.147 
(royaliste)  

enterpris 125/14 ب�#��ز �
 Different  ش5.� بـ 4  147/13
meaning + 
French text 
p.149 c9I
 ا�

hitherto 126/1 �ًY7 ا�ن 147/30  ��ب�H ،   
Ransacked 127/36 7�. K149/14  ه� LYّ#  Different 

meaning 
elusive 130/1 5اوغ 151/6  ا�$5اب�
 Different  ا�

meaning 
force the image 
130/35 

�I$���م 
ا�O-رة 

ب�8�9 إ�7 
 7O4Fا �oا�

�9�  

c ا�O-رة أب�³  151/30��
  أ54ب / 

Different 
meaning 

physical sciences 
132/29 

ا��-م 
���%Cا�  

 Ambiguity  ا��-م ا���qی�|�� 153/14
with “natural 
sciences” 

species 133/36 س�I�Fع  154/12  ا-I5ي(ا�b%ا�(  Different 
meaning 
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trophies 136/34  وسD156/20  آ  K|�IQ /آ�راتhت  Different 
meaning 

species 137/3 ��$I156/26  ا��  ��.-Iاع(ا�-#Fا  Different 
meaning 

the place 137/11 �I9ا�%�� 157/1  ا�  Different 
meaning 

European 138/16 وروب� 157/30  ا�:5بFا  Different 
meaning 

genre 138/16 157/30  #-ع �I�  Different 
meaning 

more subtle affront 
139/17 

أي ش��
� أآ5t  158/18  تo�£ م�9?
  ده�ًء

Different 
meaning 

instances 140/5 وث�ت�o159/14  ا� ��tمFت/ اG�oا�  Different 
meaning 

otherwise silent 
object 140/16 

ه� �8
� .�ا 
  ذ��N ،Zم��

159/22  G-� ه�
ا��$�#��ت، أش��ء 

  �Nم��،

Different 
meaning 

of sorts 140/25  رد  رديء 159/28  م? #-ع م�-
 ا�
species 141/23 ���O8  160/22 ع-#  Different 

meaning 
rabid 142/1 ن-��ّ BQ  Differentظ 161/2  م�

meaning 
Skeleton 142/24 �
�
�  161/16 �ً�
\. Bً>ه�  Different 

meaning 
barbarisms 142/28  ;|�Oا��

  ا�%5ب5ی�

�Gت  161/26��Gا

  ا��bذة
Different 
meaning 

tense 142/40  ]Iي 161/27  /زم-oIا� ]Iزم   
unregenerative 
143/22 

 5�Q  Different ا�
��دة �hات5�Q  162/9 �9 ا�
-��ة
meaning 

for that matter 145/27  و�8 #�9ی�
  ا�
�Cف

163/30  z�وبY�ر م� ی�
Z�hم5 بFا  

 ا�
-رد

people 145/33 أ#�س/ أش��ص  164/1  ّآ��ب  Different 
meaning 

instruct 146/28 �I%164/23  ت ]� Different  ت-
meaning 

periodicity 146/31 ���H5دوری� 164/26  م  Different 
meaning 

construct 148/10 ن��I8<5ي 165/32  ب Lم5آ /��Y.  ر-
دا�  
mediated 148/29 ��-ا��-��� 166/13  ا��  Different 

meaning 
perfectibility 149/22 ل�
�4ب��� / اGآ�
����  167/6  اGآ�

  اGآ�
�ل
Different 
meaning 
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Orientalist 150/10 �ً�455ا�4ً� 167/20  شbا��  Different 
meaning 

longevity 150/22  ]�45ا.
��Iمqا�  

167/27 g5�
 Different  ت
meaning 

monuments 151/15 168/21  ا#��زات  K�� +ا�<�bف   م�%�ت/ م
inconsistenc
y  

exclusively 152/5 �ً4B5یً� 169/8  ا�OH  Different 
meaning 

vagaries 153/1 وات 170/9  ��%�دلqI�  Different 
meaning 

exigencies 153/11 �9ت�9 170/9  ت�$�5ات��s�Yم  Ambiguity 
with 
exegesis 

without measure 
154/11 

 G�   Germanف م���D 171/6  دون �4�
Dictionary + 
intention 

standard 154/17 �|ري 13-171/10  ش��� Different  م
meaning 
(Myriaden) 

peculiar 156/12 �Oی��; 172/31  ی�  Different 
meaning 

a very difficult… 
describe 156/20 

���
.... 
��Y  ا��

173/6  LNأ ���
.
وأآ5t ت�Y�ًا م? 

�N-أن ت  

Different 
meaning 

enabling 157/9 ي-ّY

ّ<? 173/25  ا�
 Different  ا�
meaning 

Arabia 159/1 5ب� Different  ا��qی5ة ا�5ب�� 175/11  ا���K ا�
meaning 

audacious 160/35 5آ�
 Different  ا��C|®/ ا�
�9-ر  177/3  ا�
meaning 

undercuts 161/4 ی%�� 177/9  ی%5ز  Different 
meaning 

artless 161/34 ?ً� م? ا������177/30   �ًC�$ب  Different 
meaning 

rapporteur 162/28 5£بYوم z£8-5£ر 178/23  مYم  Different 
meaning 

tidbits 162/28 �
Y5ی�� 178/23  ا��Cی�ت ا��>oا�  Different 
meaning 

disemboweled 164/3 ن-H5b179  یl29 Kؤه�bHع أqIت  Different 
meaning 

admonishingly 164/4 �.و.\�� 179/30  راد  Different 
meaning 
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bibliographical 
166/22 

�ً� 181/32  ��5وي� Different  م�59س م5
meaning 

hygiene 167/8 �8�\I182/14  ا� �oOا�  Different 
meaning 

seemliness 167/8 182/14  ا�<��ب�  �
boا�����4/ ا�  Different 
meaning 

domestic 167/8 ���qI
 Different  ا�
���o 182/14  ا�
meaning 

Patriarchs 167/27 5ی5كC%ا�ب�ء 182/26  ا�   
Orientals 168/5 5قb��45? 183/7  ا�bا�  Different 

meaning 
fecund 168/32 _�$183/26  ا�� LOا��  Different 

meaning 
vocation 170/34 K9185/18  م$�رب  K9ر����  Different 

meaning 
impetuous 173/21 ب�ءµ5د ب�I
 Different  ا���I 187/28  ا�

meaning 
dumb 173/27 ء�
N  188/1 ء�
 Different  ب<

meaning 
even greater 174/4  ةh8 اتq�Iم

cویwا��  
188/11  cویwات تq�Iم

�ً#wش K\.أ  
 

"tous les hazards…" 
175/14 

" ��
�
-ب�تOا� "
 ��
�و
  ا�
�Ybت


�� ا�
���5ات  189/13�
  واqHFان

Different 
meaning 

poet 178/24 ]192/8  وآ�� g5.ش�  Different 
meaning 

suzerainty 179/6 دة  192/20,22  4-ى���  + 
inconsistenc
y l.22 K>oا� 

continental 179/21 م���bرئ  193/1  ا��Yوروب�/ا�Fا   Different 
meaning 

de feu 180 ?م�-H5
 Different ا��Iر 193/17  ا�
meaning 
Encyclopedi
a Britannica  

lurid 186/19 199/9  ا�%�ه5ة ��Ibا�  Different 
meaning 

palette 187/38  �ً�IQ �ً4اhم
�مC��  

 Different  َمْ�َ-ن 200/18
meaning 

ingenuous 192/30 �.204/27  ا�%�ر �O��
 Different  ا�
meaning 
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pilgrim’s 192/36 cC%ج 204/31  ا��oا�  Different 
meaning 

nondcscript 193  ت��98 دون
  H�ود

 5�Q  Different م
q�ّة 205/12-13
meaning 

Midian 194/35 َم�ی? 206/21  م�ی�ن   
detached 194/40 cO�I
 Different  ا�
��5د 206/23  ا�

meaning 
those 201/7 gh213/6  ه Zت�  Different 

meaning 
natural historian 
203/32 

ا�
Dر�-ن 
�-ن�%Cا�  


�ء ا���ری}  215/11-12�.
��%Cا�  

Different 
meaning 

distillation 205/22 5ب�-رة 216/28  ت<5ی  Ambiguity  
locus classicus 
207/22 

ctل 218/21  م�tم  Different 
meaning 

civilizing 207/26 5ةso5ة 218/24  م�£soم  Different 
meaning + 
Syntactic D. 

literary 210/18 ��%�>رد  أدب�� 221/9  م-
 ا�
innuendoes 211/39  ات 222/17  ا�ش�راتq
 ا�
-رد  ا�:
expatiated 212/35 223/7  ه-م L9أ�  Different 

meaning 
lingua franca 212/23 5آ�ا� 26-223/25  ا��:� ا�$�|�ة�b
 + Webster  �:� ا�

 ا�
-رد
penal codes 215/3  ت�ت5bی

��|�s4  
225/7 ��|�I�/ ت5bی�ت 

  �4#-ن ا�Y-ب�ت
 ا�
-رد

frontiers 215/4 ود�H  225/7 ت�-م  Ambiguity  
fervor 218/27 7
ّH  228/9 ���
H  Different 

meaning 
reformulated 218/35 �Q�N  228/14 �Q��N أ.�دت  Different 

meaning 
cochin China 218/37 ?آ-ش� ?�N  228/15 ��I�Oا� �I9ا�  Encyclopedi

a Britannica  
physiology 219/23 ی�ءq229/1  ا��� ��� Different  ا��$�-�-

meaning 
mandated 220/32 ��
oاب 230/4  م��#B� �f��  Different 

meaning 
is beside the point 
221/26 

�-اء أآ�ن 
و دون بOY� أ
�O4  

5�Q / G ذي شwن  230/28

-f-ع �� �
ی

��Oب  

Different 
meaning 

uniformly 221/22 ب�5�ّاد 230/26  ب�ت��ق  Different 
meaning 

so far as 221/27 أن Zبـِ 231/5  ذ� z��8
� ی�  Ambiguity 
with "so as" 
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staked 222/11 ?9ره? 231/13  ارت  +intention 
such as they were 
223/23 

 Bّ. 7�.  + wordت�9 232/14  .�7 �9��4
+graphics 

praxis 224/14 233/2  ا��%5ة  ��
 Different  ا�
5اس ا�
meaning 

autodidacticism 
224/24 

K9
��
K9��ّ 233/7  ت� Different  ت
meaning 

envahissants 
imperialists 225/16 

ا�م%5ی���� 
  ا�
�Bش��

 Different  ��? ا�:qاةا�م%5ی�� 233/29-30
meaning 

inhabited 226/36 K�� Different  ا���K ا�
$<-ن 235/14  �$<�ن ا�
meaning 

countervailing 231/19 م-از cل م-ازن 239/15  .�م�tم  Different 
meaning 

biology 232/4 ة��oء 240/2  .�-م ا���HFا K�.  Different 
meaning 

variety 232/41 ���>b240/28  ت �ًN�� Bً>ش  Different 
meaning 

array 233/7 �%�  241/1 �N /�.-
Transmissio  م�
n from arrow 
to array in 
the 
translator's 
mind 

process 234/10 �Y5یC242/1  ا� ���
 Different  ا�
meaning 

sui generic 234/13 /  242/3 رد  58ی�ة-
 ا�
discipline 234/14 ت��C Different  )8<5ي(#\�م  242/3  م

meaning 
genius loci 235  5ی�Y%.

 �N��  
 Hebrew  روح ا�
<�ن 243/12

Dictionary + 
Webster 

tendentious 237/39 �.�245/7  ا� q�o�
 Different  ا�
meaning 

expert 238/20 5قb�$
��  245/21 5�%���  Different 
meaning 

panoptically 240/3 �ً#��.  247 آ���رؤی �  Different 
meaning 

diachrony 240/5 �ا��:�5 ت�ری��ً� 247/2  ا��-ا�  Different 
meaning 

unitary 240/25 ة�H-
 Different  ا�HFدی� 247/15  ا�
meaning 

retrospective 241/7 �|�C%��G247/29  ا �.��5��Gا  Different 
meaning 
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recapitulation 244/26 ر�soی�� 251/2  ا�� ; /
�NB� ...��>ت G  

Different 
meaning 

Ile de Fance 244/37 �$#58 251/8  ه�   Maurititus, 
Encyclopedi
a Britannica  

childish 247/11 ���-�C253/7  ا� ��#��%Oا�  Different 
meaning 

"un peril grave" 
250/23 

�ً

ً�   255/30�5Cًا داه�$�   Different�5Cًا 
meaning 

quick brains 251/23  ل-Yا�
�  ا�$5ی

/ ا�Y-ل ا�hآ��  256/26
  ا�%�ر.�

Different 
meaning 

Orient 253/18 �45b5ق 258/13  ا�bا�   
Oriental 253/20 5قb�45 258/14  ا�bا�  Different 

meaning 
Recht 255/33 ]Y260/14  ا�� �ا��Y#-ن / ا�5bی

�Iا��ی  
Different 
meaning 

career 258 ج و��#c
 Different  م��H �I9ة 262/8  .
meaning 
+Word  

Geisteswissenschafte
n 258/25 

K��ا��-م ا�#$�#��  262/22  رؤی� ا�
  ا�I\5ی�

Different 
meaning 

Orientals 259/37 5قb�45 263/27  ا�bا�  Different 
meaning 

salutary 260/10 ًاh%oم���ًا 264/6  م  Webster  
Scholiasts 262 ار�ّ��?ا�
ا��bر�H? / ا�5ّbاح 265/27  �

  ا�
�$5ی?/ 
Webster 

blur 265/20 g-ش-ش 268/15  م  Different 
meaning 

Hermetica 265/30  �ا�O-م
�Y�:
  ا�

Encyclopedi  درا��ت ه5م� 268/21-22
a Britannica  

urban 266/35  ع�
��Gا K�.
�#�
  ا�


�ع  269/19��Gا K�.
  ا�5soي

Ambiguity  

momentary 268/21 271/5  ا�%5ه�� ��\oا��  Different 
meaning 

mise au niveau 
269/27 

   ��z ت$-ی�   272/6��z م$�واة

rentless 270/6 �Iی G  272/18 �Y�bا� Kی�.  Different 
meaning 

scathingly 270/11  g�
f� م� �
�Hر��  بY$-ة 

 Different  مY�I�ًا بb�ة 272/21-22
meaning 

filtered 271/39 ّ��ة 274/4  م<5رةOم  Ambiguity 
with repeated 
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Arabic 
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Page/ 

Line 

Correct 

Arabic form 

Comment 

anecdotal 274/17  ��f5.
  H�وث��

276/10 ��OO4 5دی��  Different 
meaning 

although 274/36 أن Gوإن ی<? 276/22  إ  Different 
meaning 

of sorts 276/26  م? #-ع أو
5��  

278/8 ���� �9� Different  م-ا
meaning 

found 280/6 ?281/6  �م �� Different  و
meaning 

discerns 281/1 �9$
 ��9I�%  Differentی/ ی
�qه� 281/30  ی��
meaning 

discursive plainness 
283/31 

 ���C.
  ا��5Cادی�

284/9 ��|�b#ب$��� إ  Different 
meaning 

roam 285/15 285/19  ت9ّ-م K�9ت  Different 
meaning 

as they occur 285/19 
 �H ،  Differentل و4-.�9، 285/22  � تo�ثآ
meaning 

abject 285/35 �C#�Y286/6  ا� ��£h
 Different  ا�
meaning 

ethnic 287/19 ��45.  287/23+27 ��Iإث  Different 
meaning 

disarmingly 287/28 ب�Bّ� 287/32  ب%5اءة ��|�fإر �Y5یCب /
��Iت9-ی  

Different 
meaning 

or 288/28 أو �:�ت�9 288/27  �9و�:�ت  Different 
meaning 

should 289/38 289/30  ی%�و �:%Iی  Different 
meaning 

reticulating 290/29 �oَOِ�
 Ambiguity  ا���bب<�� 290/21  ا�
with 
articulating 

certain 292/16 �� Different  م� 292/6  ب
meaning 

variability 292/25 ی? �8ا 292/12  ُمَ�َ:�£5ی���%��  Different 
meaning 

for the oriental 
293/35 

ی5وق �[ 
�45bا�  

293/13  �45b��] ?ذوق م
  ]أ�c ا5b��Gاق

[  ] = French 
text 

Barbary pirates 294/1  �IN5اYا�
  ا�%5ب5ی�

 Different  54ا�IN ا�%5ب5 293/18
meaning 

near 295/38 و��Fد#7 295/8  اFا  Different 
meaning 

cold war… approach 
296/14 

�5o�� / �Yب 295/21  وا�5oب�
ا�
  ب��5oب

Different 
meaning 

entirely 299/32 /  298/25 ا���م cا�<�م  Different 
meaning 
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Arabic form 
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uniform 301/1 �£H-�َم���#� 299/27  ُم  Different 
meaning 

once master of the 
caliphate 303/9 

مhI ت$�
[ " 30-301/29  ا��o\�... ب�أ
ا���8B ] ا�
wم-ن[

�ًb
>Iب�ا م  

Different 
meaning 

colonialist 305/30 لB�HB�  305/3  ?5ی
�$
��
?��#�C���Gا  

Different 
meaning 

unregenerate 308/17 ن-�ّ�f  306/21  ?5 �4ب���Q
  ��BNح

Different 
meaning 

abiding 309/41 م�q�
 Different  ا��Oم�ة/ ا��ا|
� 308/1  ا�
meaning 

found 312/7 K309/29  ی� �� Different  ی5t .��[/ ی-
meaning 

case 312/32  درا��ت
��f-م  

310/16 ���H درا��ت  Different 
meaning 

combined with 
320/36 

 Two times in  ی�
� ب�? 317/31  م-H�ًا
the same line 

excess  320/37 58اطGا�58اط �8  317/32  ب�
Gعا��
�� 

Different 
meaning 

homogenizing 323/17 ��C�$رد  ا����#$�� 322/4  ا��-
 ا�
intellectual 323/19 رك�b8<5ي 322/5  م  Different 

meaning 
donnish 328/1  ره��Oی

أ��تhة 
  ا���م�ت

324/16 �Y�hoم�  + French 
text p.353 

first cause 21/2 L%$و�7 54/9  ا�Fا ��Philosophica  ا�
l term+ 
collocation 

broadly 25/18  ]�-C�
�s5ی  ا�

إ�7 / ب-�[ .�م  57/32
  Hٍ� م�

Word for 
word 
translation + 
Collocation 

conscientious 37/12  �ً�.5 68/20  وا�
sا� ��H  Collocation 
relative 49/13  7ب� إ�-$I
 Collocation  #$%�� �ـ 79/18  ا�

+ Ambiguity  
at large 63/15 �9�́م 92/18  آ�. ]� Collocation  ب-
meted out to him 
68/22 

 Collocation  4ُ�£ر �[/ �4£� �[  96/26  ُ�;� ب[

unflinching 68/40 �Iت G  97/6  5 هّ��ب��Q / G
�9�8 �.�Yت  

Collocation 

anachronisms 69/18  5اف.Fا
  ا�%����

ا�
��ر�4ت  97/17
  ا���ری���

Collocation 
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aside from 80/8 L#5 .? 106/30  وإ�7 ا���\I5ف ا�Oب  Collocation 
"doing" 84/17 "K9�
."  110/178 "K9IN"  Collocation  
Contraste trappante 
87/3 

ا���sد 
58�I�
  ا�

/ ا���sد ا��Oرخ 112/28
  ا��:�ی5 ا��Oرخ

Al-Manhal 
Dictionary + 
Collocation 

choleric 119/32 5ی� ا�Ls:�  142/30 5اوي�N  Intention 
(old 
classification
) + 
Collocation 

phlegmatic 119/35 م%�ل G  142/31 �
 Intention  ب�:
(old 
classification
) + 
Collocation 

strait jacket 147/35 ب-%Oم L��4  165/23 z�f L��4  Collocation 
rents 215/4 ر-� Collocation  ری-ع 8-225/7  أ

)ری�+ضأر(  
diverge from 216/2 ?م hb5ف .? 225/30  تoIت /

  ت�5ج .?
Collocation 

 ?. hش+ �.�
ا��
 cYH و���
 ا��:5ا��8

hold my peace 106/29  §��Hأ
  ب$Bم�

129/31 �
Oم ا�qا��  metaphor 

Morgenländische 
43/25 

��%I�F��45 74/10  اbا�  Different 
meaning + 
German 
Dictionary 

agrĕable 65 /2 ��f593/31  م ��
 French text  م
seminator 68/34 زار.- / ب�ذرو 97/2  #�ش5و  Italian 

dictionary  
Gĕni 79/24 ;|�O�  106/14  5ی�Y%. /غ-%#  French 

dictionary  
Amadis of Gaul 93/5 Amadis of 

Gaul 
118/3 Amadis of 

Gaul ) روای�
بC-��� ب5ت:���� أو 

  )إ�%�#��

See 
Encyclopedia 
Britannica + 
obscurity  

L’ Ame 100/36 zb Different  ا�5وح/ ا���I  124/26  ا�
meaning + 
Al-Manhal 

"Mahometsgesang" 
101/40 

�s9#  124/28  cت/ ت5ات��o�%$ت  Different 
meaning + 
German 
Dictionary 
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aperçus 106/34  ت�
م$�
��f5.  


�oت/ ��NBت 130/2�  -
+ رد ا� Al-
Manhal 

quant aux territoires 
112/17 

 �ًمoّ�دة ت%
  ���-ار،

م�85 ومo�دة،  135/14
 n�H ?م

 L$oب ،�fراFا
  ا��-ار

Different 
meaning + 
French text 

súreté 112/18 ی��
H  135/15 ?أم  Different 
meaning + 
Al-Manhal 

australes 117/8 5ا�����Gب�� 140/23  ا-Iا��  Different 
meaning + 
French 
dictionary  

Klima 118/8 �
 German  م�Iخ/ �-  141/19  آ�
dictionary  

notaire 123/28 م�ة�o
و»��� ا�<�تL  146/6  ا�
  ا��ل

Al-Manhal 

enterpris 125/14 ب�#��ز �
 Different  ش5.� بـ 4  147/13
meaning + 
French text 
p.149 Al-
Manhal 

tout court 129/19 ]5ق آ�bزی�دة 150/24  ا� B5ق بbا�  Al-Manhal 
Zeitgeist 131/6 K�� German  روح ا�5O  152/4  رؤی� ا�

Dictionary 
L’Avenir de la 
sciences 132/17 

 K�م$�c%Y ا�
nی�oا�  

153/6 K� Modern" is"  م$�c%Y ا�
not 
mentioned in 
the ST 

Vergleichende 
Grammatik 135/40 

�ت م�Yر#
  #o-ی�

 Different  ا�oI- ا�
�Yرن 156/1
meaning + 
German 
Dictionary 

Indier 137/17 �I9157/4  ا� K9�
>Hد و-I9ا�  Encyclopedi
a Britannica 

Le Génie des 137/24 ل-N5ی� 157/8  أY%.  Al-Manhal 
l'esprit 139/24 5ا�5وح 158/29  ا��-ه  Al-Manhal 
de chagrin 139/32 �%ا�\%�� 159/4  ا���  Al-Manhal 
without measure 
154/11 

 G�   Germanف م���D 171/6  دون �4�
Dictionary + 
intention 

mariage de 
convenance 163/14 

�� 179/10  زواج م��Iزواج م  Al-Manhal 
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Patriarchs 167/27 5ی5كC%ا�ب�ء 182/26  ا�  German  
de feu 180 ?م�-H5
 Different  ا��Iر 193/17  ا�

meaning 
Encyclopedi
a Britannica  

un ferme propos 
210/18-19 


�K را�} 221/10  ا5�4اح ��دOت  c9I
 ا�

envahissants 
imperialists 225/16 

ا�م%5ی���� 
  ا�
�Bش��

 Different  ا�م%5ی����? ا�:qاة 233/29-30
meaning 

genius loci 235  5ی�Y%.
 �N��  

 Hebrew  روح ا�
<�ن 243/12
Dictionary + 
Webster 

Ile de Fance 244/37 �$#58 251/8  ه�   Maurititus, 
Encyclopedi
a Britannica  

Geisteswissenschafte
n 258/25 

K��ا��-م ا�#$�#��  262/22  رؤی� ا�
  ا�I\5ی�

Different 
meaning 

indicatores 261/40 ش5اتD265/23  م � Italian word  أد�� ��م
mise au niveau 
269/27 

    French��z ت$-ی�   272/6��z م$�واة

in brief 3/30  ت�
وب<�
  أ�5ى،

  Redundancy  وبµی��ز 39/11

amalgam 51/33  �
�
ا5b��Gاق 

ا�
bّ-ش ب�? 
  ا�:
-ض

�8 مqی�[  81/2
  ا�
bّ-ش ��:
-ض

Redundancy  

what 57/18 م� c>�  87/12 �
�  Redundancy 
is 72/14 "|ی<-ن" / "ه-" 99/28  "?ه- آ�"  Redundancy 
harbored 134/1 ب�? ... �-ى

]�obآ  
154/15 ?s�Hا  Redundancy  

+ out-dated 
language 
(and 
incorrect) 

long-windedness 
152/23 

إ��9ب 
  وإ��Iب

 Negative  إ��9ب 169/20
connotation 
(contradictio
n) + 
Redundancy 

dallies 159/37 �ً%5ض .�ت Redundancy  ی��بn بـ/ ی��79 176/5  ی
scientific validity 
161/12 

ا�$5ی�ن 
وا���وى 
?��
�  ا�

177/14 �
� Redundancy  ا�O�ق ا�
+ word 
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obviously 197/7  و�%�� �
آ
 7�. �ًofوا
�  در�� أب

آ
� ��qداد  208/15
�ًH-fو  

Redundancy 

say nothing of 202/24  ل-Y# G آ�
  ش��ً� .?

214/10 ?. Bًs8  Redundancy 
 +Al-
Mawred 

the races of man 206  5وق.
ا�#$�ن 
  ا�$-داء

 Redundancy  .5وق ا�#$�ن 217/31

holistic 296/23  ����4
>��Iدی<  

 Redundancy  آ��� 295/26

a formative ethic 
297/19 

> ب��I م?<
��4B�Fا K�Yا�  

اF���4Bت  296/21
��Iا��<-ی  

Redundancy 

undeveloped 300/37  م��I�
ذي <ا�
ا��C-ر 
;4�Iا�<  

 5�Q  Redundancy ا�
�C-ر 299/24

airily 302/36  رة-Oب
  ه-ا|��

 Redundancy  ب�ّ��/ ب
5ح 301/18
+ Al-
Mawred 

grandes et des plus 
décisives 91/7 

5C�116/14  أ �ً
$H 5tوأآ K\.أ  Under-
translation 

Panopticon 127/15 ر �$�?  148/32  �<-نا�%�#-ب�
م
اب��.[ ��5م� 
 ]�8 c9$م ت��Iب
  م5ا4%� ا�$��Iء

Encyclopedi
a Britannica 
+  �8�Ytا�
 واGم%5ی����

teratology 144/12 ���4م-س K�.   ��ّH ا�
$-خ 162/25  ا���5ات-�-
 �%Cدا|5ة + ا�

 ا�
�رف 
simply grasped 174/9  �I>
��� م

  ب%$���
188/16  ?>
��� م
� ی

98
[ ب$���  
Different 
meaning 

ideologies, and 
guiding theses 177/4 

 K9ت�H5و�
  ا�
�دی�

191/31  K9ت���إی�ی-�-
 K9ت�Hوأ�5و

  ا��9دی�

Different 
meaning 

chronological 193/11 �ً� Different  ت��ب�ً� زم�Iً� 205/10  ت��ب
meaning 

all 204/36 ��#وا#�� 216/10  .�وا�. �oم  Different 
meaning 

light minded 247/10  ����� �Y5یCب
�%��.  

253/7 �b|�� �Y5یCرد  ب-
 ا�

a Massignon 271/23  7 �- آ�ن�H
  م����I-ن

7�H �- آ�ن م?  273/25
  �5از م����I-ن

Different 
meaning 

which happens to 
include 317/33 

 c
�bي یhا�
7�.  

/ ا�hي �Nدف أن 315/4
c
  اش�

Different 
meaning 
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